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Abstract

During the period 1915 to 1930, American experimental psychologists were concerned with making what was thought to be the "new" scientific psychology. Textbooks on the history of psychology typically describe this period as one where psychologists were occupied with the development of systematic theories, rigorous methods, and experimental innovations. The omissions created by this conventional historical perspective include psychologists' involvement in the amelioration of social problems, in the efforts of World War I, in the delineation of their professional roles and responsibilities in society, in the popularization of psychology, and in the attempts to reconstruct American society.

The present study explores a perceived lacuna in such conventional histories by attending to the intentions expressed by some psychologists to utilize psychological knowledge for societal improvement. This historical oversight is addressed through a study of utopias written by four notable psychologists of the period: G. Stanley Hall, William McDougall, John B. Watson, and Hugo Münsterberg.

Utopias constitute excellent vehicles for the study of such intentions of psychologists because they describe what knowledge is required for the design of a better society, and indicate what social ideals were prescribed by the psychologists. An examination of these utopias enables some assessment of how the four psychologists envisioned the application of
psychological knowledge, what standards they set for an ideal or improved society, and whether or not such aspirations also are contained in their scientific writings. From this perspective it is possible to compare these ideas with writings of other psychologists of the period, and to determine whether the utopian visions were anomalous creations of four psychologists or were shared by others.

A detailed analysis of the four psychologists' utopias and scientific writings indicates that their utopian ideals also appear in their scientific writings. Despite the four psychologists' diversity in psychological theory, they shared a number of ideals. Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson advocated unity, community, and harmony in society. These social conditions were to be met by establishing a sense of social obligation among individuals, a social order that recognized the family and maternal role of women, and a means of social control that enabled maintenance of these conditions. The four psychologists shared a belief in the efficacy and precedence of psychological knowledge in the establishment of a better society. Thus, their societal designs called for the implementation of psychological techniques and delegated the control of social and individual events to psychological experts. Appended to these suggestions were serious criticisms of then current society. Additional analysis indicates that these four were not alone in their thinking; other psychologists and social thinkers voiced similar social criticisms and drew plans
for a better society where social control would be implemented on a scientific basis and managed by scientific experts.

With an ascription to certain social ideals and a confidence in the potential of their science, the four psychologists were similar not only to many of their contemporaries, but also to other scientists who have contemplated utopian societies. The integration of science and social ideals in utopian formulations illuminates a general question, that of the possible functions of utopian thinking among scientists. Beyond a critique of current society, the utopian format enables a writer to demonstrate the utility of his theories and discipline. Utopian speculation also permits a writer to explore the fundamental relation between science and society. This study has shown how the utopian genre was especially appropriate to members of a promising science and of a society looking toward social reconstruction.

As an historical investigation of psychology, this study makes some advances toward the assessment of moral intentions -- and their foundation in human values -- as they appear in psychological theories. It illustrates how conventional histories of psychology are, in a way, utopic. As such, conventional histories have omitted treatment of important aspects of the discipline's past, among them the intentions shared by many psychologists to contribute to reconstructing American society and the influence of these intentions on psychological theories. This study has attempted to examine some of these
omissions by assessing and comparing four previously neglected works, and by placing them within the social and scientific context in which they were written.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the works of G. Stanley Hall, William McDougall, Hugo Münsterberg, and John B. Watson are found anomalies — writings that seem to be alien to the output of scientific psychologists. These writings are fictions that speak of new worlds where man is happier, healthier, more unified, socially, and more effective than he was in early twentieth-century America. Writings of this sort are called "utopias," after Sir Thomas More's Utopia (1516), an account of an island in an uncharted territory where there are no wars, personal wealth, or religious bigotry and where learning is valued while gold is held in contempt.

The utopian writings of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson were published between 1915 and 1930, a period when experimental psychologists were occupied with designing what was thought to be the "new" scientific psychology. Why then, would four psychologists put aside scientific endeavors and dream of a better world? Indeed, a small number of psychologists in the early twentieth-century did indulge in fictional writings. But the question of why these four men chose the utopian genre is difficult to answer. There is no evidence in their publications or personal papers that they were requested to take on such a task or that they were influenced specifically by the writings of other "utopists," say, More or Francis Bacon.
It is highly unlikely that they wrote for profit because a psychologist of that period did not need to write fiction, much less utopian fiction, to supplement his income.

The only reasonable answer seems to rest with the general function which the utopian genre serves, the opportunity to cast aside current social conditions and, without impediment, to design better ones. As we shall see, this quality of utopian thinking was exploited by a surprising number of creative writers when industrial, forward-looking Americans were contemplating reforms for the twentieth century. While the utopian spirit rose and fell among most creative writers, it was not abandoned entirely but was continued in non-fictional plans for reconstructing society. The spirit was evident in a major reform movement and in the plans and works of many professionals.

This study is an examination of the conditions under which Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson each wrote a utopian fiction. The first chapter describes the professional and social atmosphere in which the works were produced. The second and third chapters present an historical perspective on utopias; they contain reviews of the uses of psychological notions in utopias and the functions which utopian speculation have served for scientists. In the next four chapters the utopian and professional writings of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and
least one historian has attributed the conflict between, individualist and communitarian orientations to a paradox in American thought which was common among turn of the century thinkers who "tried desperately to reconcile within themselves an ethic of communal responsibility with one of unrestrained individualism." Another historian has suggested that this search for "collective individualism" may account for the apparent confusion and diversity in utopian conceptions of the individual. The commitment to a definite and controlled social structure seemed to reconcile the conflict and could encompass the questions of individual change.

During the nineteenth century, the age of "open-ended" utopias, France, England, and the United States produced works that couple descriptions of the ideal individual with increased interest in social change. Ideas of social and individual progress were mirrored in many utopias where the perfect man was evolving just as the perfect society might. Utopian writers of the late nineteenth century were less likely to stress the rational faculties of man and more likely to envision him as a sensing, learning animal.

The final age of Manuel's psychological history of utopias is one of "eupsychias" or the twentieth-century utopist's preoccupation with the psychological nature of man. Manuel did not specifically examine utopias of the
Of greatest interest to this author is one particular factor which has been neglected in conventional histories: the intentions on the part of psychologists to apply psychological knowledge to improve human conditions. The predominance of histories of experimental psychology over those of applied psychology is one evidence of this neglect. Further evidence is seen in the dearth of research on the personal commitments and moral interests of psychologists.

The present study addresses this oversight through a study of utopian writings which employ psychological ideas. Utopias are excellent vehicles for the study of intentions to apply scientific knowledge because utopian speculations inevitably involve the "application" of knowledge to the design of a better or perfect world. Furthermore, in describing a better or perfect state, a utopian expresses notions about what conditions "should" prevail. In other words, a utopia is a statement of moral intention.

During the past three centuries utopian writing has increasingly relied on ideas from the sciences, including psychology. In fact, numerous scientists have written utopias which provide the historian with an opportunity to study the moral intentions behind proposed applications of that scientific knowledge. While several studies have exploited this opportunity in the cases of some other sciences, there has been no comprehensive study of the use of psychological knowledge in utopian writing or of the involvement
of psychologists in the design of utopias.

This study examines in detail four utopias written between 1900 and 1930 by American experimental psychologists: G. Stanley Hall, William McDougall, Hugo Münsterberg, and John B. Watson. It is expected that by examining their application of psychology to the design of a better society we may gain a more comprehensive view of these four psychologists and a clearer understanding of psychological science during that period than has been evident in conventional histories. Specifically, the questions raised in the present study are how four psychologists used the utopian genre to express certain aspirations for their science and for society and whether these aspirations were unique or were shared by other members of the social and professional milieu. The answer is sought in the moral intentions found in the utopian and other works of these psychologists as well as the writings of other psychologists and social theorists of the period. The question is also pursued at a different level, one associated with the general history of ideas, by exploring the possible functions of utopian writings. This exploration clarifies how other writers, especially other scientists, have used the utopian form to express ideas about science and society.

The present study entailed a three-staged investigation. First, the four utopias were reviewed and the other works of the four psychologists were assessed to determine whether
they contain intentions similar to or different from those expressed in the utopías. Second, the aims of the four psychologists were compared to ascertain resemblances and differences between them. These comparisons also served to uncover some possible functions of utopian speculation. Finally, these utopian ideas were examined in the context of then current social and psychological thought to determine whether or not they correspond with other intentions to use psychological knowledge.

The decision to pursue these questions was based on the perceived shortcomings of conventional histories as well as on the unique attributes of utopian writings. One implication of this choice was that the study would omit certain questions while expanding on some others. As a guide to the reader it must be made clear that several sets of interesting questions are not investigated here in detail. For example, it is not an objective of the present study to explore the psychological motivations of the four psychologists. Biographical and psychohistorical investigations can answer important questions about the origins of morals, theories, attitudes, and self-presentation. Indeed, all four psychologists have been subjects of such investigations. Nor does this study assess the influence which these individuals had on psychology or society. Their intellectual contributions are already cited in historical textbooks. Their influences on American society
comprise an extremely important subject but can be examined only when there is sound historical knowledge of the aims, images, and place of psychologists in the American social structure.

In preparation for this study it was necessary to become acquainted with utopian literature in general and especially with its relation to science. The preparation required a review of psychological notions in utopias since that of Thomas More. This review showed that psychological ideas have been adopted by utopists for several purposes: to describe the nature of the ideal man, to describe the construction and operation of a better society, and to emphasize the important role of science in maintaining the new order. It also was important to become familiar with utopias written by scientists, particularly psychologists, in order to uncover the various functions of utopian writing. This review revealed that scientists have used utopian thinking to criticize social conditions, to advocate social reform, to advertise a new theory or field, and to propose contributions of a science to society. These preparatory tasks yielded a general framework within which to assess the utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson.
CHAPTER I

SOCIETY, REFORM AND AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY, 1915-1930

It is evident that we, at this moment in history, do not want life to seem capable of being interpreted and understood, because that would be a reproach to us for our failure to undertake the task of reconstructing our social, political and economic theories, and in general, and in consonance with these, our ideals of a good life. 1

Written in 1926, these remarks reflect Floyd Dell's disappointment over the abandonment of the ideals that permeated American society before World War I. These ideals were disseminated most widely during the reform movement that began around the turn of the century. The movement was epitomized by such slogans as "community", "progress", "order", "organization", and "efficiency". It was to the "constructive" ideas and achievements of this reform movement that Americans looked back as they confronted the first decade after the war. And it was the ideals embodied in this movement which American intellectuals would either flatly discard or carefully modify.

Progressivism and Public Action

The American "progressive era", spanned the years from 1900 to 1917. The movement began under Theodore Roosevelt during a prosperous period when it became increasingly evident to many Americans that the industrial
development since the Civil War had not always been equitable and moral, or without adverse costs. Legal reforms were aimed at control of big business and trusts, conservation of natural resources, taxation revisions, and regulation of labor conditions. Reforms were not restricted to political and economic matters but heralded the welfare state in concerns for social and individual rights. Home, factory, school and community were foci for improvements in working conditions of women, consumer rights, laws for compulsory education, and standards of tenement dwellings, among others.  

Despite the tremendous surge in reform measures, the moves to alter American society were neither revolutionary nor anarchical but were attempts at orderly social change. What the reformers shared, and what one historian believes is the most "remarkable thing" about the movement, was allegiance to the labels of "constructive" and "progressive".

Historians differ in their willingness to bracket and assess a social climate such as the progressive era. However, they usually agree about several distinguishing qualities of the period. First, it was marked by a belief in gradual social progress achieved by human effort. Whether explained in evolutionary, historicist, economic, or Calvinist terms, the idea of progress was one of social improvement and the elimination of misery and injustice.
The second quality common to reform beliefs was a commitment to democratic ideals of equality, national unity, and citizen participation. Democracy still constituted the preferred forum for deciding what changes should occur, and the traditional notions of unity and community were valued similarly. Therefore, reform measures were not intended as attacks on existent American ideals, nor were they the products solely of legislators and social theorists. Historian Richard Hofstadter has aptly depicted the reform involvement of the "average" American. "First reality must in its fullness be exposed, and then it must be made the subject of moral exhortation; and then, when individual citizens in sufficient numbers had stiffened in their determination to effect reforms, something could be done;". There was a revival in the idea of democracy as the will of the people which culminated in legislation on citizen rights to participate in law making. The underlying appeal of popular democracy is exemplified in the reformer William Allen White's comments on such legislation:

For this tightening grip of the people upon their state governments, as evidenced in some form in every American state, has been an intelligent, gradual, well-directed growth of popular power. Its direction has been wise;...Whose wisdom directed it? No man's name is connected with it. No party or propaganda has been behind the movement.... It is growth -- spiritual growth in the hearts of the American people. It is a big moral movement in democracy.
Third, the reform ideals of progress and democratic order related to the recommended procedures for change. Progress represented not merely the idea of inevitable upward development but a planned and organized advancement toward the desired state. The efforts to eliminate political corruption, to legislate social reforms, and to strengthen public influence in government decision-making all called for more sophisticated organization and order. "Efficiency," "order" and "organization" were common terms in reform discussions.9

In consequence of this last quality of the progressive era, the need grew for experts and professionals to supervise the proposed changes.10 Lawyers, economists, sociologists, and political scientists had the necessary skills for legislation and administration of reforms.11 Reconstructions at the municipal, regional, and state levels created the need for professional men and women to manage new bureaus and agencies. There was a concomitant belief that efficiency, organization, and control could benefit by techniques from the sciences.12 Not surprisingly, the progressive era coincided with a period of expansion and specialization in many American professions, including the sciences.13

The rise of scientific management is one example of reform which integrated ideas about social harmony in democracy, progressive growth, efficiency and order, and the utilization of scientific techniques and experts.
Developed in the late nineteenth century by an American engineer, Frederick Taylor, scientific management was intended to increase production efficiency and improve industrial relations of workers. Taylor attempted to establish laws of management by using experimental methods in the industrial environment. He credited efficiency in this setting with the well-being of the individual worker as well as with the health of the economy. It is clear that the goals of scientific management would appeal to progressive reformers. For example, scientific management dovetailed with social reform because "it developed the notion of social control into a program of planning and placed the professional expert near the top."  

The United States entered World War I in April 1917, less than two years before its conclusion. From the onset, and certainly by the end of the war, the atmosphere of popular thought seemed to confirm D.H. Lawrence's comment that "all great words were cancelled out for that generation."  

American intellectuals and writers such as Walter Weyl, Henry James, Harold Stearns, Mabel Dodge, H.L. Mencken, and Ernest Hemingway ignored, abandoned, debunked, or ridiculed notions of reform, progress, or realizable ideals. The perceived decline in reform enthusiasm during the war years is typically interpreted as a marker for the end of the progressive era.
America in the Twenties

In the 1920s evidence of reform disillusionment may be found in intellectual thought, in politics, and in the pastimes of Americans. A commonly cited example of confusion and disillusionment is the alienation of artists who expressed serious doubts and cynicism about American society and who, in many cases, acted upon their grievances by leaving the country. But citing only this evidence obscures part of what Morton White has observed as the "double effect" which the war had on American thinkers. The tendency to overlook a renewed optimism, the other effect of the war, has resulted both from historical selectivity and from the very complexity of postwar writings. Many historians have focused on those writings and events -- alienated art, botched economics, the jazz age -- which showed little concern with reconstruction and, therefore, suggested that reformism was dead.

The major difficulty in assessing postwar ideas arises from the fact that reform interests shifted in some important ways. First, numerous writers who expressed discontent with society and politics also constructed plans for a superior future. Such postwar reformulations were made by Franklin Giddings, Robert Park, Lincoln Steffins, and Thorstein Veblen. Second, both the participants in reform activities and the proposed mechanisms for reform also underwent a shift. Many citizens retreated from
involvement in reform measures, and left campaigning to a decreasing number of politicians.\textsuperscript{22} The third and greatest shift in reform involvement came from the war itself when the promised specialists and techniques identified by prewar progressives were put to the test. The war was "an occasion when important progressive skills were put into service rather than pushed aside...."\textsuperscript{22} It produced the opportunity to utilize the skills of natural and social scientists to manufacture weapons, train soldiers, and maintain national morale. The war mandate contributed not only to growth of scientific research but to the conception, held alike by scientists and laymen, that specialists had a significant role in the future of American society.\textsuperscript{23}

The revised attitudes of many American intellectuals and the shifts in participants in reform measures suggest that reform ideals had undergone changes but had not disappeared. The war gave impetus to the notion that scientific techniques and expert leadership offered successful means for progressive and organized improvements.

The belief that the sciences would be successful guides to designing and implementing reforms is evident in the writings -- including the utopias -- of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson. The four psychologists were actively involved in experimental psychology during the progressive era and later published their utopias --
Münsterberg in 1916 and the others in the twenties. These psychologists advocated social change according to knowledge from their science. The four supported their demand for reform by citing specific social problems and by offering solutions derived from their expert knowledge. Agreement between their programs and those of other reform advocates can be assessed only after a closer review of American social trends as well as the statements of other reform-oriented thinkers.

Americans and "Normalcy"

The typical portrait of the twenties suggests that Americans "yearned for the release from the attacks of the reformers and the demands they made for altruism and self-sacrifice." Evidence for this desired release is found not only in their detachment from reform actions but also in conservative politics and a pronounced interest in personal well-being.

In the 1920s, American politics moved toward what the newly elected President Harding called somewhat ungrammatically a return to "not heroism, but healing, not nostrums, but normalcy." The return to "normalcy" allied government and big business and reduced government responsibility for the welfare of disadvantaged minorities and immigrants. Legislation bolstered tariff laws and immigration restrictions. Minorities no longer received the aid, or even the
tolerance, that they had in the prewar years. Instead, the decade was one of anti-immigrant campaigns, a "Red scare," and escalated activities of the Ku Klux Klan.26

The decade was also an age of jazz, flappers, bath-tub gin, and sexual revolution. Americans became more concerned with increasing their material prosperity, social mobility, and personal happiness. Even the so-called revolution in morals centered on personal liberation, in the forms of greater social independence for women and youth, increase in divorces, recognition of more permissive sexual mores, and exaltation of leisure. To F. Scott Fitzgerald, a notable participant, the decade was like a children's party that had been taken over by the adults.27 The American "cult of the self" is apparent in popular literature on personal experiences (especially romance), physical culture, and psychology.28

A pervasive interest in the self, in the personal component of life, is clearly illustrated in the popularity of psychological ideas. The subject became so fashionable in the twenties that one historian has called it "a national mania."29 Publications on psycho-analysis, instincts, hormonal processes (gland psychology), personality, mental tests, and behaviorism were consumed with fervor by the lay public. Psychological notions were used to both embellish and to interpret literature, to explain the personalities of comrades, and even to analyse the "neuroticism"
of the social reformer. 30

Perhaps the most telling indicator of the public appeal of psychology is the satire produced by those typically cynical members of the society, the journalists. They requested behaviorist lullabies and sang "Yes, we have no mentalities."31 They devised intelligence tests for bank managers, marine engineers and professors of comparative literature.32 They sneered "Give a psychologist a rat and a graph and you will get about the last word on the subject of the philosophy of education in the machine age."33

In the twenties Americans were enraptured by the personal, and psychology was one forum for their interests. The cynical commentaries of numerous journalists indicate that some were not content with these pastimes. When Floyd Dell chastized American intellectuals in 1926 for abandoning serious ideals he exempted one group. "The scientific activities of mankind, unlike its imaginative activities, have not suffered from shell shock; and we do not find the students of the human mind rejoicing in the chaos of the 'unconscious' as an excuse for their failure to form a good working theory of it."34 Dell proceeded to applaud the efforts of the scientific professionals who "undertake therapeutically the tasks of bringing harmony, order and happiness into inharmonious, disorderly and futile lives."35 Contrary to Dell, these efforts were not
limited to "scientists." But the efforts he lauded were among those which contrasted with the popular portrait of the twenties.

**Professionals and Reconstruction**

Henry May reviewed the various historical perspectives of the twenties and found that the most optimistic interpretations were written in that decade itself. At the time, complaints of social and political malaise were accompanied by descriptions of progress. Historians looked forward to programs for reconstruction which relied on expert leadership and new knowledge, even of the sciences.

The ideas of such historians are seen in the works of J.H. Robinson and Charles Beard. In 1921, Robinson contrasted the recent retreat of Americans into a "philosophy of safety and sanity" with the imminent changes toward betterment that are "already beginning to influence the aims and methods of all these sciences of man." The sciences were those of human nature: biology, anthropology, and psychology. Robinson concluded that these sciences would produce an increase in intelligence and a critical estimate of man's complicated nature, his fundamental impulses and resources, the needless and fatal repressions which these have suffered through the ignorance of the past, and the discovery of untried ways of enriching our existence and improving our relations with our fellow men.
Applying the methods of science to man "can form the only possible basis for a successful and real democracy." 39

Beard was equally optimistic about society but more concrete in specifying how the triumph was occurring. In a text that he published in 1927 with his wife, Mary, the past success of America was attributed to the application of scientific discoveries. In turn, future democracy depended on a quality of life made possible only by science. 40 Several years later, Beard edited a volume on the prospects of mankind. He denied any editorial intrusion into the tone of the contributions, yet in prefatory comments carefully ensured that the reader would notice the overall "more cheerful outlook upon the future of modern civilization." 41

The hopeful spirit of these historians seems to have been shared by numerous social theorists writing in the twenties. For instance, Walter Lippmann and John Dewey both reacted to the war events with positive revisions to their theories of society. They revealed a certain loss of faith in the outcome of popular participation in social change, and placed greater responsibility for change on the shoulders of an intellectual elite. In *Public Opinion*, Lippmann withdrew his earlier reliance on public intelligence in favor of "intelligence" bureaus where knowledge would be applied to social affairs. The scientific expert would provide leadership by "interposing some form of expertness,
between the private citizen and the vast environment in which he is entangled." In fact, the social scientist would establish his methods by "turning into opportunity the need, among directing men of the Great Society for instruments of analysis by which an invisible and most stupendously difficult environment can be made intelligible." Dewey likewise sought to enlist science and asserted that scientific ideas were the cause of social change. Applied to ethics and social actions, he argued, the scientific method would ultimately test the efficacy of social and moral conduct. The future of society, particularly democracy, required the development of a science of man:

It sounds academic to say that substantial bettering of social relations waits upon the growth of a scientific social psychology. For the term suggests something specialized and remote. But the formation of habits of belief, desire and judgment is going on at every instant under the influence of the conditions set by men's contact, intercourse and associations with one another.

Other social theorists contributed to the discussion of the future advancement of society. Although modified by the war, the views of Franklin Giddings, Herbert Croly, Robert Park, and Lincoln Steffins contained notions of community betterment. Bertrand Russell wrote that science, while frequently seen through its undesirable and mechanizing influences, could contribute to human liberation. Although British, Russell's arguments are
consistent with those of his American counterparts. Written in 1922, Lewis Mumford's classic history of utopias was aimed essentially at demonstrating that "Our most important task at the present moment is to build castles in the air. We need not fear, as Thoreau reminds us, that the work will be lost. If our utopias spring out of the realities of the environment, it will be easy enough to place foundations under them."48

Scientists shared such feelings of optimism about American society. In fact, it has been documented how optimism permeated what can be identified as an "American ideology of national science." Spokesmen for the scientific community such as Edwin Slosson and Robert Millikan helped shape an ideology that asserted the fundamental role of science in social progress, social unity, and in the safeguarding of democracy.49 Just as the ideology required a scientific elite, so those technologists involved in scientific management and engineering insisted that the scientific expert was essential to industrial and democratic progress.50

In summary, many historians, scientists, social theorists, and technologists did not abandon expectations for reform following the war. However, the postwar efforts differed from those of the progressive era in that they stressed the more conservative aspects of the reform impulse. The conservatism meant that "Major trends in social
science analysis and literature were continued into the twenties, but intellectuals generally showed less respect for the possibilities of government and the wisdom of the populace. 

Nevertheless, reform thought in the twenties retained many aspects of the earlier progressive era. There was still the conviction that American society would progress, although sometimes the changes were scheduled for a more distant future. Above all, there was a continuation and elaboration of the beliefs about the crucial contributions of science, convictions that science was the means for realizing a better society.

The continued endorsement of science generally, and social science particularly, was coupled with proposals for a scientific intelligence or expert to manage the necessary social changes. These proposals went even further than earlier ones in maintaining that the sciences would be developed and applied to control social phenomena, primarily by adjusting man to his changing environment. For instance, Russell wrote for American audiences and cited the overdeveloped concern with the physical sciences and control of the environment. Like Robinson and Dewey, he suggested that a different orientation was desirable:

while we alter the environment to suit ourselves, we do not much alter ourselves to suit each other. The reason is, of course, that the sciences that deal with the formation of human character are far less developed than
those that deal with the inanimate world. This, however, is rapidly changing. It is highly probable that in a hundred years we shall have acquired the same control over the characters of children that we now have over physical forces. 53

Social control and adjustment obviously required knowledge about human perceptions and actions in any given situation, and the social scientist, as social engineer, seemed to be the "savior". 54

These ideas about the importance of science, the need for adjustment through social control, and the unique role of the social scientist became apparent to those working within social science professions. In his history of social work, Roy Lubove has shown how the growth of that profession was paralleled by a belief among the professionals that man, and not the social environment, need adjustment. 55 Management science adopted the plan of fitting the individual to the environment and a conviction that experts were necessary for this task. 56 Political science and sociology underwent a similar shift toward advocating expert leadership and the need for social control. 57

As we shall see, the writings of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson share some of the ideas about reform which have been described above. The utopias detail and criticize then-current social mores and describe how a social science, supervised by experts, could be used
to realize progress toward certain social goals.
Münsterberg's work, written on the eve of the war, shows
a consistency with reform ideals that were to persist after
the war. While the works of these four psychologists
differ in their conception of the individual, they all proclaim
the necessity for his dedication to the welfare of society. In
accentuating the primacy of psychological knowledge, the
utopias resemble other calls for the development and use
of psychology. Robinson, Dewey, Russell, and Bernal, among
many others, shared F.C.S. Schiller's idea that "a prag-
matically efficient Psychology might actually invert the
miracle of Circe, and really transform the Yahoo into a
man." And, in disseminating these ideas in utopian fic-
tions, the four psychologists were like some members of at
least two other professions, engineering and political
science.

In writing utopias, Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and
Watson were unique in their field at that time. Many
of their ideas were consistent with other social theorists.
But it remains to be seen whether or not their intentions
for mankind and their aspirations for psychology in society
were shared by psychologists who did not write utopias. To
do so it is necessary to examine more closely, both the self-
conceptions and the aspirations of American psychologists
writing between 1915 and 1930.
Images of Psychology

The psychology of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is identified with the emergence of a "scientific" psychology. As such, its development is described as a progressive accumulation of scientific methodology, subject matter, and theory. One consequence of this view is that in histories of American psychology there is little or no information about applied psychology. Nor is there discussion about how psychology was guided by intentions to improve human conduct or social institutions. 61

Recently, historians have challenged this conventional view. Reappraisals have shown that in addition to debates over systems, theories, and methods, psychologists working between 1915 and 1930 voiced other concerns. 62 Among these, psychologists discussed the application of psychological knowledge and the attainment of desired social conditions through that application. Although the two issues are certainly related, each posed distinct questions. On the one hand, the general issue of application raised questions concerning the boundaries of the roles of psychology and the psychologist as well as the effects which applied psychology might have on the progress of experimental research. On the other hand, those individuals favoring the application of psychological knowledge faced additional questions about the desired goals and
means of such application.

American Psychology: 'Pure' or 'Applied'?

Since its founding in 1892, the American Psychological Association (APA) had functioned to secure the recognition, status, and reputation of psychology as an independent science. The development of laboratories and empirical methods attested to the scientific basis of the field. The activities of the association as well as the content of journals certainly emphasized such scientific status. Surveys of psychology's progress until 1928 indicate a proliferation of experimental research. That is, the ascendency and controversies of various schools, the refinement of experimental methods, and the introduction of neo-positivist thought guided research orientations between 1918 and 1928.

In the twenties, some psychologists increased efforts to promote and to protect experimental or scientific psychology. Perhaps the most adamant proponent of these interests was the Harvard psychologist, E.G. Boring. After the war, Boring, true to the standards of his mentor, E.B. Titchener, became seriously concerned about what he saw as the impoverishment of pure research. Boring saw pure research being threatened by the growth of applied psychology within educational institutions, the commercial uses of psychology, and the defection of research psychologists to
activities of an applied nature. He feared that the ideals of psychology as a pure research science were being contaminated by "America's commercial democracy." Boring conducted a campaign for experimental research on several fronts: influencing policy and leadership in the APA, ensuring the primary stature of research within his department, and preparing current and historical surveys of experimental research activities.65

These ideals for an experimental science were not shared by all psychologists. Others were deeply concerned about the image of psychology but equally convinced that application served scientific as well as economic and professional interests. For instance, when Boring published his 1920 survey indicating that experimental research dominated American psychology, it was immediately refuted by Lewis M. Terman. In a reanalysis of Boring's data, Terman found that applied research engaged 51.5 per cent of APA members while pure research engaged 48.5 per cent.66 Terman was not content with a statistical demonstration of the prevalence of applied research, but also defended its professional legitimacy.

Is this trend unfavorable to psychology as a science? The more conservative will probably so interpret it, but I do not believe that the history of science warrants this view. One has only to recall how such sciences as physiology, bacteriology, chemistry, physics, and biology have been stimulated by human needs to realize that a science stands to gain rather than lose, even as pure science, when it enters the lists in the service of mankind.67
Terman's assertion, that practical applications of psychology would benefit the discipline, has received considerable support. Recently, historians of psychology have reviewed the development of applied psychology, not as Boring would have it, as a counter-movement to the experimental mainstream, but as fundamental in the growth of psychology as a whole. They have found that the participation of psychologists in the war effort and in the subsequent mental testing movement improved both the professional and occupational standing of psychology. For instance, the public exposure that psychologists received during the war contributed to the promotion and expansion of its academic position, to the creation of job opportunities, and to a position of higher esteem within the American scientific community. These gains for the field of psychology led one historian to conclude that "if psychology had not in fact contributed significantly to the war, the war had contributed significantly to psychology."

There is no doubt that involvement in applied psychology served economic functions for American psychologists working in the twenties. The rapidly increasing number of trained psychologists entered a receptive market if they pursued applied interests. Educators were concerned with ways to evaluate student potential, especially the gifted, in order to improve educational programs and to increase organizational efficiency. Businessmen and industrialists were.
concerned with postwar economic confusions, particularly with problems of labor. Such developments as the field of scientific management had already advertised the utility of social science. Furthermore, tests and measurement devices were quickly recognized as means for fitting an individual to a particular environment and thus for increasing happiness, efficiency, productivity, and control. In this sense it appears that "the industrial psychologist and the businessman shared the same goal and "worked well together."\textsuperscript{70}

But applied psychologists of the twenties had other interests besides those of employment. They wanted to maintain professional standards, to produce research on applied subjects, to expose charlatans, and to promote a positive view of psychology. These concerns were revealed in numerous activities of the APA which were oriented toward research on and professional standards for applied psychology.\textsuperscript{71} Other forums for these concerns were created by the establishment of commercial companies such as the Psychological Corporation.\textsuperscript{72} The scientific and professional objectives of these attempts are elucidated in the AAAS presidential address of James McKeen Cattell in 1926: "The psychologists of this country....have taken the lead in forming a Psychological Corporation whose objects are to conserve for research part of the profits from the applications of our science and to conduct new research on an
economic basis. Scientific men should take the place that is theirs as masters of the modern world.\textsuperscript{73}

These initiatives for applying psychology in business, industry, and education did not fit Boring's ideals. Clearly, they were antithetical to the conception of the psychologist held by E.B. Titchener, who wrote that "To invite him from his 'academic reserve,' or demand that he interest himself in 'practical ends' is simply to bid him cease from scientific activity."\textsuperscript{74} Ironically, while many psychologists rejected these ideals, they did so for one of the reasons that Boring defended the primacy of experimental research, to guarantee the professional stature of psychology. Many saw the profession not merely as a scientific enterprise but as a science devoted to the needs of society and the challenge for social improvement. This broader professional self-image was accepted not only by the technologist, the applied psychologist, and the clinician but was also held by individuals who were considered to be, and counted themselves among, experimental psychologists.

\textbf{Psychology: Contributions to a Better Society}

In summarizing his analysis of sixty applied psychology books published between 1925 and 1938, Donald Napoli noted that "beyond the logical argument — written between the lines of textbooks and popular manuals — was a vision of
a better America, a well-adjusted society in which social utility merged with personal fulfillment to provide a satisfying life for all." Napoli found that the writings of applied psychologists dealt with the control of individuals for their maximal adjustment to the environment. Although the roots of these intentions appear to be Darwinian, the applied psychologists were not tied to any specific school or theory and sampled freely from available concepts of behavior, instincts, habits, and feelings.

For these psychologists "a better America meant a well-adjusted society. What they dimly foresaw was a sophisticated meritocracy in which the most apt leaders would implement policies that maximized the adjustment of each citizen." Napoli found that applied psychology texts integrated the goals of capitalism and industrialism, acknowledged the precedence of individual differences and maladjustments, challenged assumptions of egalitarian society where all citizens were eligible for leadership, and renounced radical or extreme politics. They described those personality characteristics that represent adjustment -- independence, self-reliance, social mindedness. They taught that each individual had an optimal place in society that should be accorded by ability, that social institutions would provide these places, and that maladjustment arose within the individual and was not caused by environmental situations. The authors related their appeal
for expert leadership to ideas of improvement, asking "the public not merely to have confidence in their knowledge and skills but in their ability to construct a better world as well." 78

Experimental psychologists had similar conceptions of the utility of psychology in social control and adjustment as well as in its ability to promote a better world. These conceptions initially appeared in the form of general statements about future developments. Since the 1890s, members of the APA also had promoted psychology as an important vehicle for human improvement. This message was explicit in the pre-1900 APA presidential addresses of George T. Ladd, John Dewey, and James McKeen Cattell. 79 Other experimentalists, like E.L. Thorndike and Karl Pearson, insisted that improvements demanded application of a particular scientific orientation, notably that of eugenics. 80 Some, such as Cattell and James Mark Baldwin, spoke more generally about democracy and world peace; in the case of Cattell science was essential to these goals. 81 By World War I, some experimental psychologists began to take more specific stances concerning the immediate practical uses of psychology. Their arguments, sometimes resembling programs for action, incorporated ideas for social control and adjustment as well as prescriptions for the improvement of American society.

During the 1920s, these proposals were incorporated
in the writings of two experimentalists, Knight Dunlap and
Floyd Allport. Dunlap had entered on an eclectic experi-
mental career with projects ranging from research on
reaction time and imagery to the editorship of the Journal
of Comparative Psychology and writings on social psychology. By the 1920s, Dunlap's commitment to experimental research
had fused with a concern for the social benefits of
scientific psychology. These concerns led him to endorse
social psychology because "Frankly, what we may call social
psychology in the immediate future is but a propædeutic to
the real subject: a marshalling of facts and principles
of scientific psychology into new formations, directed to-
wards a specific purpose, namely: their application to
social problems." The "social problems" included sex
life, family organization, religious organization, civics,
race, and population. Dunlap held that these problems re-
quired experimental investigation and that "the principles
and facts of social control must be worked out and syste-
matized... and the methods of conserving, modifying and
abolishing these important controlling devices must be
embodied not only in the rules of an art, but also in
principles of science.

In the twenties and thirties, Allport's career in-
duded numerous research projects on social processes that
resulted in what has been called the major impact of his
work, the 1924 publication of Social Psychology.
Allport hoped that the textbook would serve not only college students but "all who are interested in the social adjustments of individuals and the broader problems of society." In this book, he examined the nature of social adjustments from a behaviorist perspective and listed the potential contributions of psychology to an orderly and progressive society. He concluded that "Orderly social life necessitates a certain degree of subordination of individuals to one another and to the regulated institutions of society. Without such control unity and coordination would be impossible." Social control, he argued, should enhance the "basic requirements for a truly democratic social order" which assumed that "a nice balance of socialization and adjustment is therefore required within the individual...so modified by early social environment and by control through social institutions that it does not obstruct the release of the same responses in others." These measures would correct what Allport saw as current conflicts in sex, family life, industry, and politics.

In addressing the practical uses of psychological knowledge, Dunlap and Allport proposed measures in accordance with desired objectives. That is, they suggested social control and adjustment as a means to promote those personality characteristics which were conducive to a "democratic" social order. The most noted spokesman for
the role that psychology might play in this democratic society was Cattell. His agreement with Dunlap and Allport is deserving of quotation.

It is futile to predict, but we are within our rights to hope, that the psychological sciences will in the end contribute in equal measure with the physical sciences to our knowledge and to its application to our welfare. For example, it is not unreasonable to guess that the average productivity of each individual could be doubled and his happiness correspondingly increased, if he were selected for the work that he can do best, trained in the right way to do it, and given the most favorable conditions. 91

Attainment of a democratic social order, Dunlap and Allport claimed, required adjustment and control of the individual which, in turn, depended on the implementation of scientific knowledge. Furthermore, they held that although adjustment was necessary, it also might require alterations in the social environment, primarily in the controls maintained by social institutions. Here again Cattell gave an explicit account.

At present, however, and perhaps always, we can do more to alter the environment and to place individuals in situations where their reactions are what we want than we can to alter individuals. Fortunately all men are not born equal; it is both undesirable and impossible to make them equal, or indeed to alter fundamentally the constitution with which they are born. But we can given them equality of opportunity and more; for we can provide the best opportunity for each and improve the environment for all. Even though it may be difficult to alter people after they are born, it may ultimately be possible to select the kind of people that we want to be born. 92
Cattell's final sentence introduced an alternative to social control by suggesting eugenics as one possible way to secure well adjusted individuals.93

Some form of guidance was required to implement these proposals for a democratic social order that would be maintained by adjustment and social control. Because psychology was an integral part of the implementation, many psychologists acknowledged the social responsibility of their science. For instance, Joseph Jastrow wrote that "it is the outstanding feature of our reconstructed psychology that it realized and accepted the obligation to apply....the conclusions arising from the study of the mental side of man."94 Jastrow believed that the obligations of psychology necessarily included enhancement of the values of society.95 His convictions about the discipline's responsibility to national well-being were shared by other psychologists.96

The recognition that democratic social order, unity, and improvement could be realized by the use of psychological knowledge made the psychologist's feeling of responsibility a reasonable one. And to Jastrow it was a personal one which demanded that the psychologist "should join the small remnant of creative and progressive thinkers who can see even this bewildering world soundly and see it whole. Such is part of the psychologist's responsibility." While conceding that he was "not optimistic enough to
indulge in Utopias", Jastrow did specify ways for psychologists to exercise their responsibility. In addition to his laboratory work, he, like Allport, Cattell and others, dispensed expert guidance through popular writings. A prime example is found in his text entitled Piloting Your Life, The Psychologist as Helmsman.

Summary

Between 1915 and 1930 psychologists intensified their discussions of applying psychology to social life. Their interests were certainly not solely in employment and profit. Aside from questions of how tests could be used or how psychological skills should be marketed, they expressed concern for the well-being of American society. Like applied psychologists and clinicians, many experimental psychologists believed in the realization of social improvement through the adjustment of individuals to the environment and in the achievement of that adjustment by implementing social controls. Underlying these beliefs was the feeling that psychologists could and should contribute to these ends by extending their scientific expertise to education, industry, media, and the family.

Terman, Thorndike, Bingham, and Scott applied their expertise to educational and industrial situations. Yerkes and Cattell became publicists in government and the scientific community. Allport, Jastrow, and Dunlap spoke
from within the university and occasionally supplemented their academic involvements with popular writings. To this list must be added the names of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson. Their utopias include statements about psychology's ultimate contributions to a better world. They propose that techniques of social control would be implemented and supervised by psychological experts, and that individual conduct would be adjusted, for the welfare of society.

Just as clinicians and applied psychologists used various concepts and theories in talking about adjustment, so experimental psychologists could frame similar propositions despite the fact that they embraced different psychological systems. Ranging from idealism to eugenics to behaviorism, the utopias mirrored the plurality of psychological notions which could be drawn upon. Even the fact that two utopias, those of Hall and Münsterberg, included ideas about a spiritual community is not discordant. Other theorists writing in the twenties retained comparable conceptions while joining them with more concrete discussions of social order and democracy.99

By the 1920's psychology had invaded many aspects of American life. It had gained academic, scientific and social respectability. Some have claimed that its social debut resulted in arrogance, that it was captivated by "the lure of the footlights and the glare of the headlights."100
In fact, the rising economic, professional and social concerns of psychologists were not unlike those of other intellectuals and social thinkers of the post-progressive era. Nor was a faith in the promise of psychological knowledge unique to psychologists; Many saw in their own discipline hopes for social improvement. Indeed, many had their own utopias. When William James sketched a "utopia" in 1910, he expressed no doubt about changing man, for "It is but a question of time, of skillful propagandism, and of opinion-making men seizing historic opportunities."101 Not long afterward, some psychologists gained the confidence to think that the time was nearly right, and that the knowledge was nearly ready for dissemination. They could set to work to design plans for social improvement. In some cases, these plans emerged as psychological utopias.

The utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson vary in length and in the literary devices employed to describe the better world. However, the four utopias have much in common with other utopias which contain psychological notions and with other utopias written by scientists. These commonalities are reviewed in the next two chapters.
CHAPTER II

PSYCHOLOGICAL NOTIONS IN UTOPIAN WRITINGS

Although the term originated with the island of King Utopus, "utopia" has been used to describe a variety of extraordinary societies designed before and after More's speculation. Scholars have found it difficult to devise a universal definition of a utopia. The term has been used to describe fictions, social experiments, and statements of possible improvements. Even when it is decided to include only written works in a definition, utopias still exhibit tremendous variation in form and content due to the influence of literary vogues, political events, and social trends. When the term is thus restricted, the historian interested in the study of utopias still must adopt a working definition that is sensitive to historical change. For these purposes, a utopia can be defined simply as a verbal construction of a society where institutions, individuals, and human relationships are purportedly more perfect than those in the author's society.

Every utopia contains psychological notions in so far as it presumes certain characteristics of the individual inhabitants. Whether a utopia is oriented toward spiritual transcendence or heavenly cities, toward voyages to some unplotted territory or Arcady, or toward transformation of existing society, it requires some psychological conception of man. Some theory of man is fundamental in the writer's decision to
promote a particular societal organization and moral system. Few scholars have made such theories of man a subject of systematic inquiry. The psychological nature of utopian man has not received the same critical attention that has been given to other facets of utopia such as technology, education, or political structure.

The study of psychological notions in utopian thought can follow several courses. Utopias may be examined for the appearance of psychological knowledge in descriptions of the ideal man or citizen. One of the few studies of psychology and utopia has taken this approach by relating utopian visions of man to the "sensibilities" of the period in which the utopias were conceived. Second, utopias may be examined to determine if and how psychology is used as a technique for realizing the utopian world. Practically no attention has been given to this usage of psychology in utopias. Finally, utopias may be investigated for the functions that psychologists, and psychology as a corpus of knowledge, have in the ideal society. Such an investigation effectively would study the "ideal psychology": what would be known, who would know it, and what applications it would have in the ideal society.

These three approaches can be regarded generally as assessments of psychology in the description, construction, and maintenance of utopia. The remainder of the chapter reviews these uses of psychology in utopian writing while attending to two important conditions: the evolving fashions in utopian
literature and the development of psychology as a modern science. The chapter is not intended as a comprehensive survey but rather as an overview of the major trends with representative examples.

**Ideal Man in the Ideal World**

In a history of ideas of human perfectibility, John Passmore raised a few questions regarding the study of the perfect or ideal man. Among them, he inquired about the distinction between the perfect man and the perfect citizen and about the possibility of perfecting man. The first question is apparently resolved in utopian speculations because most writers, including Plato and More, have seen the ideal individual and the ideal citizen as synonymous. The second question is more closely related to the idea of techniques for implementing utopia and will be addressed later. For the present it is sufficient to acknowledge that the psychology of the utopian individual reflects some of these conceptions of perfectibility and that the use of psychology in constructing and maintaining utopias implies the feasibility of perfection.

The sole study of psychological notions in descriptions of utopia is that of Frank Manuel. His history is by no means exhaustive but, at least tentatively, it provides a suitable guide for the present review. Although Manuel did not examine closely the corresponding development
of psychological science, he found three ages since More's Utopia in which there were parallels between psychological thought in utopias and concurrently in society. The first age, characterized by utopias of "calm felicity", lasted from the appearance of Thomas More's Utopia in 1516 to the French Revolution. These utopias reflect the general assumptions that "man normally sought sensate happiness, that this state of pleasurableness was easily definable, that the condition was derivative from the establishment of an appropriate institutional order". The utopian society provides material necessities; education and often religion ensures the continuation of utopian ideals. Society is structured to guarantee social harmony and eliminate social discord. The passions and drives of men are acknowledged but are portrayed as moderate, and any noticeable extremes are punished or removed.

A closer scrutiny of the utopias of this period indicates that they differ on several points, especially in the emphasis on religion. The utopias of Campanella, Hartlib, Andreeæ, Bacon, Comenius, Leibniz, and Bruno share a tripartite formula for the ideal society. Science, religion, and a belief in the potential of man are accorded precedence in designing a society. For instance, Andreeæ's Christianopolis extends this triumvirate to both government and education; they were founded on religious principles yet stress the acquisition of a scientific attitude and the
potential for the improvement of every citizen. Education is intended for the worship of God, refinement of morals, and elevation of mental powers. In Campanella's City of the Sun the rulers are scientist-priests dedicated to the spiritual ideals of social unity. The examples of Andreae and Campanella illustrate how seventeenth-century utopias differ in their expectations for human improvement. Andreae emphasized the possible improvement of all citizens through education, while Campanella viewed innate differences in potential and accordingly advocated eugenics as a means of improvement.

These utopias expound notions of community and social harmony but they also express beliefs in the ability of man to transform his earthly existence. To make these assertions the authors first had to criticize traditional authority as it was vested in established educational institutions and church doctrines. The assertions reflect emerging ideals of rationality and experimental methods, however much they imply some transcendental or religious bases.

Two movements near the conclusion of the age of "calm felicity" impelled the maturation of such innovations in utopian thought. The first movement ensued from the political turmoil of seventeenth-century England and was manifested in numerous writings on the nature of man and society. Leviathan is one such work. Hobbes not only
sought resolution of political discord by demonstrating the necessity of state power but also recruited the new mechanistic philosophy to design a psychology that corresponded with his political arguments. James Harrington's *Oceana* offers an alternative for political stability with the dispersion of economic power and the establishment of what came to be commonly referred to as democratic principles. These utopists departed further from religious traditions and shared with other students of moral science, notably Locke and Hartley, the belief that man could be brought to a good life through the development of a science of man.

The second movement, the Enlightenment philosophy, was concentrated on the continent but had origins and repercussions in England. It was nourished by the English criticisms of political and social institutions and sensualist conceptions of man on the one hand, and the German conceptions of the universal and ideal on the other hand. Hence the Enlightenment promoted the notion of man's "natural rights" as well as his natural condition. The search for "noble savages" became a common fictional theme and was paralleled by discourse on the natural feelings of man. The utopias of this period typically describe primitive yet idyllic civilizations catering to these essential needs of man.

The second age of utopias spanned the nineteenth-
century and corresponded with rapid advances in urbanization, industrialization, and a new awareness of inequities in the treatment of men. This atmosphere of change fostered revised ideas about progress, the potential of man and society, and the supremacy of the sciences. The utopian conceptions of the age utilized these new ideas; their underlying psychology endorsed not merely the significance but the priority of sensate experience, in epistemology as well as in moral values. As Manuel noted, this endorsement meant that "When the nineteenth century utopians appreciated man's passionate nature as at least equal, if not superior, to his reason, the old psychological scale of values was subverted. Where More insisted on continent adequacy, Fourier dreamed of progressively greater pleasurable excitements."25

Intellectuals extended ideas of progress to explain psychological phenomena: the natural abilities of man awaited impending perfectibility. However, this concern with the individual was often overshadowed by concern with social structure and development. Both considerations corresponded with the growth of two sciences: of man and of society.26 While the commitment to ideas of progress and to a science of social life were to coalesce in the early twentieth century, particularly in American pragmatism, reform enthusiasm, and social Darwinism, they occupied a visible place in nineteenth-century thought and utopias.
Utopian speculation of this period has three interrelated foci that can be broadly identified with three geographical areas: France, England, and the United States. The French utopias primarily comprise scenarios of a positive science of society. Turgot, Condorcet, Comte and Saint-Simon all drew blueprints of social perfectibility with the belief that through science man could discover the laws of moral life necessary for individual and social perfection. These beliefs in realizing man’s potential through scientific knowledge perpetuated earlier utopian visions while their unqualified optimism and commitment to continual progress revealed new vistas for contemplating the nature of man. These utopias marked the beginning of "open-ended" utopism because the ideas of progress and malleability of man provided unlimited possibilities for the design of a "perfect" world.

The ideas of progress and science also were found in English utopias. The utilitarian speculations of Bentham and the Mills are programmatic attempts to devise practicable social systems. But the economic and political climate distinguished English utopian thought; the problems and politics of industrialization predominate in many utopias. While Fourier's utopia focuses on emotional life, the English counterpart, Owen's utopian design, stresses economics and a free socialism based on equitable division
of material wealth. Later utopian thinkers lamented this English preoccupation because "utopias become vast reticulations of steel and redtape, until we feel that we are caught in the Nightmare of the Age of Machinery, and shall never escape...."  

The literary fashions regarding English utopias resemble the impact of industrialization and politics in one respect: they tended to obscure systematic consideration of the psychological nature of man's well-being. The refinement and growth of the utopian genre as a form of imaginative fiction was spurred by several aforementioned nineteenth-century trends. Ideas of progress and evolution legitimized new conceptions of time, scientific and technological advances provided fodder for contemplating the fantastic, and the rise in social forecasting opened possibilities for a variety of social arrangements. Thus Bulwer-Lytton described a highly evolved race living underground, a short journey away from English society. Those eschewing the inevitabilities of industrialization, notably William Morris and W.H. Hudson, fabricated romantic and Arcadian worlds free from the unpleasant consequences of modern technology. The increasing engagement of imaginative fiction as a vehicle for social criticism gave impetus to the creation of distopias. It also introduced what was to become a popular mode of utopian thinking in the twentieth century, the anti-utopia, the undesirable and sometimes Hadean state.
The multiplication of utopias was not restricted to England and actually seems to have been more pervasive in the United States. American society experienced one manifestation of the utopian spirit in the experimental community. It was here that the plans of Owen and Fourier were implemented as were those of native Americans. The availability of land and the transmission of European Enlightenment philosophy made America a natural location for the endeavor to realize utopian schemes.

While utopian experiments were conducted throughout the 1800s, utopian fiction reached its height in the final decade of the century. Over 160 utopias were published between the appearance of Edward Bellamy's *Looking Backward* (1888) and 1900. Since the American utopia of this period seldom depicts a new nation or individual, historians have not interpreted this upheaval as a revolutionary move. Rather, these utopias have been viewed as reactions to turbulence and transitions: economic instability, labor unrest, problems of industrialization, and skepticism concerning traditional values (especially those of religion and the family). They represent prescriptions for reform in the synthesis of ideas from the social reform movement and the traditional use of American fiction to instruct and preach. The unique American utopian solution to disillusionment with current affairs has been called a "pessimistic optimism". It expressed an attitude that "allows an author
to preserve what he likes about the present—thus offering a sense of continuity—while discarding what confuses or frightens him—thus offering a hopeful introduction to a new world.\(^4\)

What were the psychological assumptions of the individual in reform-oriented utopias? Because the majority of the works advocated some form of socialism, coupled with anything from capitalistic to communistic principles,\(^4\) and because they frequently championed ideals of "social harmony", "unity", "community", and "cooperation",\(^4\) discussions of the individual were brief. Yet, taken together, these utopias did contain a variety of psychological conceptions of the individual.

Clues to the psychological conceptions are found in the explanations given as to how the individual attained characteristics required in utopia. A study of American utopias published between 1888 and 1900 discloses four proffered explanations for the transformation of man: sudden inward conversion, conversion inspired by a hero, domination by a preferred "race", and manipulation of the environment to determine desired human characteristics.\(^4\) These conceptions represent attempts by the authors to deal with increasingly questioned religious doctrines and with the growing diversity of the American population.

In these utopias it was necessary to reconcile the needs and hopes of the individual with the community. At
least one historian has attributed the conflict between, individualist and communitarian orientations to a paradox in American thought which was common among turn of the century thinkers who "tried desperately to reconcile within themselves an ethic of communal responsibility with one of unrestrained individualism." Another historian has suggested that this search for "collective individualism" may account for the apparent confusion and diversity in utopian conceptions of the individual. The commitment to a definite and controlled social structure seemed to reconcile the conflict and could encompass the questions of individual change.

During the nineteenth century, the age of "open-ended" utopias, France, England, and the United States produced works that couple descriptions of the ideal individual with increased interest in social change. Ideas of social and individual progress were mirrored in many utopias where the perfect man was evolving just as the perfect society might. Utopian writers of the late nineteenth century were less likely to stress the rational faculties of man and more likely to envision him as a sensing, learning animal.

The final age of Manuel's psychological history of utopias is one of "eupsychias" or the twentieth-century utopist's preoccupation with the psychological nature of man. Manuel did not specifically examine utopias of the
first three decades (a common omission) but focused on works published between 1940 and 1965. Just as earlier utopias assimilated and exploited attitudes of the physical sciences, so twentieth century utopias more explicitly confronted and embraced the sciences of man. Manuel noted that the spirit, but not the solutions, of these utopias is conveyed in the words of the protagonist of Walden Two: "No one can seriously doubt that a well-managed community will get along successfully as an economic unit. A child could prove it. The real problems are psychological." 47

Incorporation of the life sciences into utopian speculation initially reflected a pessimism, particularly that extrapolated from Darwinian and Freudian thought, which was obviated in later uses of these same theories. There are no clearer examples of a "psychological view of hell on earth than those of Orwell and Zamitian. 48 Brighter prospects were discussed by writers who expanded Darwinism into theories of the evolution of consciousness (Teilhard de Chardin, Julian Huxley, and J.B.S. Haldane) and Freudianism into theories of sensate emancipation (Erich Fromm, Herbert Marcuse, Abraham Maslow, and Norman O. Brown). 49

Two other optimistic ideas have been borrowed from twentieth-century life sciences. The first is an interpretation of Darwinism that subscribes to eugenics, the application of genetics to breed the ideal individual. 50 The
second idea presents behaviorism as evidence that "Innate differences are unimportant; men can be moulded to any desired shape by employing the appropriate psychological procedures." However, the critic's opinion that the life sciences have infused utopia with a renewed optimism is not a unanimous one. Some individuals are exceedingly critical of the assumptions of psychology and others are impressed by signs of impending doom indicated by modern warfare techniques, political instability, the misuse of science, and the expendibility of material resources.

Twentieth-century utopias have shown substantial reliance on psychological notions to describe the utopian individual. In fact, ideas of becoming, developing, and creating in psychological theories can themselves be seen as utopian. This diminishing distance between utopian visions and socio-psychological theory illustrates what many have referred to as utopian feasibility. The following section traces one factor that has promoted the idea of feasibility in utopian writings: the application of scientific knowledge, that of psychology particularly, as a technique for establishing utopia.

A Perfecting Technique

The preceding review of psychological descriptions of utopian man unavoidably broached the question of technique, the ways in which psychology could contribute to the
realization of utopia. Overlap between psychological description and technique is inevitable whenever a model of ideal man implies a means for achieving that ideal. And in their methods of constructing utopias, as in their descriptions of the ideal, writers assimilated the attitudes of a new science — psychology.

A number of scholars have expounded what can be called a "scientific imperative", the belief that utopia cannot carry on without science.\(^{53}\) The belief implies that utopian designers must "first analyze the given conditions in society, and from the findings they construct, with all the knowledge available, a new society as near their ideal as possible."\(^{54}\) This liberal interpretation of the scientific method began with the seventeenth-century utopists, who, rejecting traditional knowledge, adopted a new epistemology. They held that knowledge was that which could be acquired by man. The correct method for acquisition of knowledge was seen in the use of sensate experience to observe, record, and analyze information.

This "empirical method" drew interest away from teleological questions and, consequently, "There was less concern with the microcosm, man, as he reflected the great order, and more concentration on man as the means with the power to measure."\(^{55}\) In the terms of René Dubos, the creators of utopias "fostered the view that nature must be studied not so much to be understood as to be mastered and exploited by
man." The attitude of mastery, sustained by belief in the right method, has been viewed as a foundation for utopian design. 56

However permanent this scientific foundation was, the applications of the new method changed. In the utopias of Bacon and More, perfection would follow from the advances of the physical sciences. While these two men differed in the details of scientific contributions, they shared a simple optimism about its inevitable progress and utility. 57 The British associationists and French perfectionists adapted these principles to the social and psychological sciences. Hence, the "new moral psychology" opened the way to the suggestion that men could be to an infinite degree improved by the use of appropriate social mechanisms — in the first place, education. 58 Theories of the new psychology guided plans for achieving the ideal society. For instance, Turgot's psychological concept of the "genius" explains the improvement of society through procedures of special care and education of those exceptional individuals who would, in turn, contribute to the sciences. 59 The hopes for a science that would generate knowledge and ultimately, human goodness, was "the source of nineteenth-century Utopianism." 60

The emergence of psychology as an independent science during that century affected the use of psychology in two ways, through the development of formal and often elegant
theories of man and through the availability of these theories to any interested reader. Writers gained access to explanations of all facets of human existence with which they could enhance the credibility or demonstrate the feasibility of their ideal society. In other words, concepts and technical terminology from the burgeoning science of psychology offered writers a means for making their stories appear authentic and believable and gave enhanced reasonability to the realization of utopian ideas.

For example, psychology was often used to explain the means for transporting the narrator to the new society. Bellamy and others borrowed notions of hypnotism (mesmerism) to carry the narrator to utopia. These techniques involve either suspended animation for long periods of time or trance-like visions. Another device is employed in The Great Awakening where the soul of the narrator is transported to the future while he is undergoing brain surgery to cure insanity. The device of the dream is used even in such anti-science utopias as Morris's News from Nowhere. Although the dream device was employed as early as the fantasy writing of Johann Kepler and does not require modern psychological knowledge for its efficacy, it was rendered more reasonable in light of psychological knowledge which offered systematic descriptions and explanations of the phenomenon.

In these cases, psychological ideas allow credible modifications of the traditional utopian
journey across unplotted territories and miraculous travels through time.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the use of psychology for enhancing credibility was outranked, in frequency and in sophistication, by its use in explaining the development of the utopian individual. Psychological concepts, it was presumed, could explain the transition from the ordinary to the ideal individual. Utopian citizens often have "clairvoyant" or "telepathic" powers. They sometimes exhibit the "group mind" effect, or have access to mind controlling drugs. But by far the most common characteristic of the ideal individuals is superior intelligence. The explanation for such superiority usually is evolution: of the science of man, of man himself, or of both. While eugenics could account for the speed, direction, and maintenance of human improvement, a "natural" interpretation of evolution is occasionally given. Bulwer-Lytton explained the high state of evolution reached by his underground people with several psychological theories. He described the evolution of physical attributes (skull, wings, and thumb) and referred to Max Müller's theory of language evolution to account for their ideal language. More immediate improvements are claimed to result from scientific developments in psychology. Knowledge of the brain sciences could reveal means to stimulate higher consciousness either through techniques.
of brain surgery, memory removal, or prenatal education. And in these ideal societies psychology could facilitate the citizen's comprehension of the world; for instance, theories of phrenology and self-consciousness in animals are practiced by Bulwer-Lytton's super-race.

There was no retreat from the reliance upon psychology for legitimizing accounts of fantastic societies. As the twentieth century began psychological theorizing proliferated. The readers' familiarity with these theories grew simultaneously as psychology became a standard course in college curricula, articles on psychology filled popular periodicals, and people began applying the new science to their everyday experiences. These developments were paralleled in the growth of fantastic literature, utopian and dystopian. Just as mid-nineteenth century writers discussed telepathy, mental evolution, association of thoughts, and phrenology, so twentieth-century writers propounded Gestalt, Freudian, and conditioning principles. Psychology had come to play an important role in demonstrations of utopian feasibility.

The Perfect Place for Science

Once the utopian ideal is specified and its feasibility demonstrated with modern scientific techniques, what role is science given in the ideal society? Where do scientists stand in the social and political order of utopia? After
the seventeenth century these became established and essential questions for any designer of utopia. What changed, however, were the answers proposed. Utopian responses to the questions shifted as science came to occupy a leading place in society. In a seemingly contrary manner the permanent establishment of science in society went hand in hand with an increased instability of its position in utopias. 

More's *Utopia* treats natural philosophy, that is, science, as a religiously sanctioned instrument for social welfare. Published one century later, Bacon's *New Atlantis* proposes a different place for science. While More vested the communal spirit with the duty of ensuring social progress, Bacon assumed the prior existence of social well-being and credited science with all further progress. 75 This contrast between the two utopias is underscored by Bacon's unique belief in the inevitable progress of science and in the perpetual new material benefits that it would bring. Differences also are seen in the place given science in society. In *Utopia* citizens engage in scientific activities for understanding and human welfare while in Bacon's Bensalem science is accorded an unequaled status. Bacon clearly stated that status: "Ye shall understand, my dear friends, that amongst the excellent acts of that King, one above all hath pre-eminence. It was the erection and institution of an order, or society, which we call
Salomon's House; the Noblest foundation, as we think; that ever was upon the earth, and the lantern of this kingdom."76

The idea of science as "the lantern" and as a special social institution distinguished its role in Bacon's utopia from that of other seventeenth-century utopias. For instance, Campanella and Andreae viewed science as part of the general education of the future citizen. The distinction also extended to the power and rights of the scientist. While Hartlib, Campanella, and Andreae envisioned the scientist as sharing authority with religious and political leaders, Bacon gave the utopian scientist power over the king. His scientists held unprecedented rights: of isolation from the remainder of society, of secrecy and control of knowledge, and of responsibility for disseminating only what they deemed socially beneficial.77

Bacon's plan for the ideal scientific college, Salomon's House, rested on three assumptions. The power of the college would be immune from coercion, the inventions made known would be beneficent, and the abuse of discoveries would be arrested by scientists.78 Utopian thinkers of the Enlightenment were more sceptical. Although they still saw scientific progress as positive, they recognized the potential for its misuse. Their solutions to this apparent dilemma were varied and often tentative. Since Enlightenment philosophers placed emphasis on education as a perfecting agent, it is understandable that attempts to avert
corruption entailed protection of that institution.
Protection typically was attained by separating education
from church or state and establishing a guardianship by
intellectuals, "the Enlighteners", to use Passmore's term.
In turn, the Enlighteners would exhibit political neutrali-
ty by virtue of their distance from political life. The
solution was not always simple. Condorcet developed an
elaborate scheme for preventing science from being usurped
by an elite and guaranteeing its accessibility by the
populace. Several times during his life Saint-Simon de-
vised plans for the role of the scientist in society. His
early conception of the scientist as supreme ruler was
modified and eventually replaced by the notion of a trium-
virate of scientists, administrators, and moralists.

In the nineteenth century scepticism about science and
scientists occasionally shifted to distrust. Various anti-
science utopias of the second half of the century illustrate
such transitions. However, most utopian visions still
accorded prestige and power to science, although it is dif-
ficult to assess the exact place of science in these
societies since many writings omitted pertinent details.

What did become more common in utopias of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were the scientific
innovations, the marvelous and technical gadgets essential
to survival of the utopia and made possible only by science.
Evidence of such achievements prompted one utopian scholar
to conclude that in utopia "Science is a servant, performing its duties like some kind of magic attendant...." The amalgamation of science and society pervaded the technological utopias written between 1830 and 1940. In these works politics is frequently deemed unnecessary and many traditionally religious or political functions are transferred to the new technicians or engineers.

The ambivalent attitudes of early twentieth-century writings further blurred these ambiguous roles of science and scientists in utopia. "Science was the source of evil; science was the salvation of humanity. Scientists were the madmen and corrupters; scientists were the heroes." In H.G. Wells's *A New Utopia*, science provides the primary means of realizing an ideal world, while less than a decade earlier he had created a horrifying tale about the deeds of an insane scientist. Such ambivalence toward science and scientists was not unique to utopias but was a common theme in popular thought of the period. It reflects the respect and promises for science which had evolved in the last three hundred years as well as the fear of those very promises and potentials. However, there is some indication that this ambivalence was less common among early twentieth-century scientists and professionals than among literary figures. Numerous technicians, engineers, and political scientists designed utopias in which their profession exerts positive influences and holds prestigious status.
It was during the early twentieth century that psychologists began to appear as characters in utopian literature. Their image in these writings is also one of ambivalence. In one super-state industrial psychologists guarantee perfect labor conditions while in another a psychologist from the College of Emotional Engineering, one Helmholtz Watson, rebels against the distopic society. Occasionally, psychological science is placed in the hands of others. In one distopia the "Guardians" control and apply knowledge of hormones and behavior, sexual life, and thought processes. In another the "scientist-king" employs methods of conditioning, sensory deprivation, and "brainwashing". In many utopias psychological knowledge is made available to educators, parents, or citizens themselves.

Utopian writing often is viewed as either a rebellion against existing society (perhaps merely an entertaining critique) or a dream of unreasonable proportion. But there is another conception of utopias; one where they represent dreams of reason. From this perspective utopias "act as catalysts converting the crude materials of reality, the tools and products of experience and of science, into civilizations which take the shape developed first as an image in the mind of man. Utopias are like holy spirits which give the breath of life to matter." This conception implies the significance of utopian thinking for all endeavors, including that of science: "A vision of a human
future cannot do without the indispensable support of scientific expertise, but it encompasses more than the realm of science. The utopia without science is empty, but science without utopia is blind. 

This review has suggested the use of scientific ideas, particularly those of psychology, in the fabrication of utopias. However, the significance of utopian thought within the sciences, for scientists, has not been examined. This examination is undertaken in the next chapter with the specific purpose of exploring the functions which utopian speculation has served for scientists.
CHAPTER III
UTOPIAN THINKING OF SCIENTISTS:
THE CASE OF PSYCHOLOGY, 1890-1915

Scholars of the mid-twentieth century have occasionally mentioned the relevance of utopian thought in the sciences. Some have found that utopias are beneficial for creative thinking, for the articulation of social change variables, for the analysis of social life, and for the "testing" of scientific ideas. Although the utility of utopias in scientific discourse receives mention, it has been the subject of few systematic studies. This chapter reviews the dimensions of utopias which scientists have employed. As such, it draws upon the few existent studies of the utopias of scientists and examines utopian thinking of scientists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, paying special attention to the case of psychology between 1890 and 1915.

Functions and Formats of Utopian Speculation

Historical studies indicate that at least four functions, not necessarily mutually exclusive, have been served by utopian thinking among scientists. First, scientists have written utopian tracts for the simple purpose of criticizing social conditions and occasionally, of complementing such criticism with descriptions of alternatives. The utopias of
the naturalist W.H. Hudson and the evolutionist Samuel Butler serve this function. Although the critical function of utopian thought does not require the author's expertise as a scientist, other uses do. The second function of utopian writing is to provide a vehicle for forecasting, especially the place of science in the future. Forecasting usually involves extrapolating scientific ideas beyond their current form. For instance, A.R. Wallace reviewed the scientific achievements of the 1800s and predicted how science would progress in the following century. J.B.S. Haldane and Bertrand Russell prepared similar descriptions of future science in the 1920s. However, they contemplated not merely the future of theoretical science but also its potential impact on the quality of human life.

The general use of utopian speculation as a means for forecasting is related to two, more specialized, functions. Scientists have employed utopian thinking to demonstrate the crucial need for a scientific enterprise, be it a theory or a discipline. Warren Hagstrom has investigated the need for many emerging disciplines to justify the proposed changes in the structure of science which the addition of those disciplines would bring, as well as to demonstrate their potential utility for other sciences. Hagstrom found that emerging disciplines also face the tasks of regulating relations within the discipline, and of enhancing self-conceptions of the members. To help fulfill these needs,
members of such disciplines as botany, statistics, and zoology once devised utopias with statements of what "ought" to be. These statements contain "disciplinary ideologies" which "are partly alleged facts about the contributions of the discipline and partly evaluations about what is or should be considered 'interesting' or 'intrinsically important'."  

Finally, scientists in emerging and established fields have undertaken utopian speculations to explore various resolutions to the problem of changing relations between the science and society. This function of utopian thinking, demonstrated in the case of medical science, 7 is often seen to go beyond publicizing the potential utility of a science by including plans for the redesign of society with scientific techniques. For instance, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, numerous technicians and engineers wrote utopias that stipulated the way to the ideal society through the application of technology. 8

The format of utopian thinking by scientists has varied considerably. Scientists have created what can be termed traditional or explicit utopias which have taken the form of fictional accounts. For instance, Haldane followed his forecasting with a collection of fictional essays on possible worlds. 9 But, as demonstrated in such studies as those of Hagstrom, utopian speculation has also appeared in more implicit forms either in theoretical statements, treatises,
or methodological guidelines. In one history of modern sociology these implicit utopias have been labelled "utopian timetables" and have been found in the theoretical writings of Spencer, Durkheim, Small, and Ward. Likewise, the writings of Karl Pearson, particularly his The Grammar of Science, have been found to contain utopian speculation.

In addition to differences in functions and formats, the utopian thinking of scientists has varied in the extent to which scientific ideas are incorporated. The previous chapter illustrated the uses of scientific ideas in utopias: in descriptions of the ideal, in constructions of the utopia, and in the prescribed role of science in the ideal society. This background to the assorted functions, formats and uses of science in utopian speculation by scientists, facilitates an examination of the case of psychology between 1890 and 1915.

**Psychology in the Utopian Thinking of Scientists**

The beginnings of modern scientific psychology typically are set in the 1860s, although the time is subject to occasional debate. The consequent psychology of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is identified with the emergence of a "scientific" enterprise. The last thirty years of the nineteenth century have been said to represent a time of foundings -- laboratories, textbooks, journals, associations, departments -- and the first years of the twentieth century as a time of expansion of these establishments.
as well as of membership. The growth of psychology was marked both by increasing definition of institutional structure and by the development of methods and theories. By the 1930s psychologists were looking back on the turn of the century as the time when "psychology, as a science had made a definite start in life."  

Within this atmosphere of rapid disciplinary development, combined with the spirit of the fin de siècle and the heightened interest in science generally, psychology was treated in a number of utopian visions. Already mentioned was the greater use of psychological notions in fantastic and utopian literature. But scientists themselves also inquired into the possibilities and probabilities of the development of psychology, as a discipline and as a form of psychological ideas. One place they did so was in their forecasts and visions of science and society. Wallace's utopian forecast for the science of the coming century included two predictions for psychology, the refinement and application of phrenology and the acceptance of psychical research. A similar study published in 1901 by Ernst Haeckel anticipated advances in monistic psychology. As mentioned, the implicit utopian writings of Karl Pearson, published between 1900 and 1915, discussed the necessity for an improved science to resolve the nature and nurture problem (ostensibly in favor of the nature position) and to explain the psychological aspects of society (in order to implement the required reforms).
The ideal future of psychology was contemplated not only by members of academic or research communities but also by lay scientists. For example, the explicit utopian fiction written by a pharmacist, John Uri Lloyd, in 1895, contained several fantastic possibilities for psychology. Among these possibilities was the suggestion that the individual could not merely introspect about the content of his own mind, but could directly observe it. Perhaps the most systematic prescriptions for psychological knowledge were written by Albert Chavannes, a now little-known American writer. In essays and a short-lived periodical, Chavannes presented an implicit utopia for a "mental science" which would not only explain the nature of man but also would direct social planning. For instance, his theory of man which was designed in a 1902 publication, Mental Science, superimposed a voluntaristic and idealist philosophy on Darwinian notions of social and biological evolution. Chavannes also wrote two utopian fictions about a society founded on his psychological theories. However, the use of utopian fiction by lay scientists, even lay psychologists, did not always result in projections of a scientifically sophisticated society. Samuel Butler and Grant Allen, both authors of psychological works, wrote fictions where neither psychology nor any other science played a part in the ideal society. Their writings functioned chiefly as criticisms of current society and as speculations on possible alternatives.
If academic and lay scientists in general were rumina-
ting on the future or ideal psychological science, one
might expect psychologists themselves to be concerned with
the possibilities for their discipline. And so it was:
some of their concerns appeared in professional discussions.
For instance, Pierre Janet stipulated a crucial role for
his science, psychiatry in France, in a future where "all
patients from the simply rheumatic to the general parctic
will have their psychology minutely investigated in all
their details." American psychologists also devised
disciplinary utopias in their professional writings. In
1894, George Trumbell Ladd spoke of the ways in which
psychology would contribute to education, medicine,
and treatment of the insane, for "In general, why should
we not expect to see our science contributing to the
improved conduct and character of men, in the school, in
the court-room, the prison, and the asylum?" The APA
presidential addresses of James McKeen Cattell and John
Dewey, presented in 1896 and 1900 respectively, charted
similar routes for psychology. As did scientists in
general, these psychologists writing between 1890 and
1915 foresaw psychology playing specific and significant
roles in the refined society of the future.

During this period a number of psychological scientists
used means other than professional writings to describe an
improved psychology or society. Like several of the scientists named above, Havelock Ellis, Francis Galton, and Gabriel Tarde imagined a place for psychology in a superior society. And like some of the other scientists, Ellis, Galton, and Tarde turned to the format of utopian fiction. But the fictions of these three men were the first to be authored by individuals who devoted a large part, if not all, of their careers to the study of psychology. Furthermore, in these three utopias, the particular brand of psychology of the authors was employed for purposes in addition to speculating on the future of psychology. The preceding historical review of utopian thought by scientists provides an exploratory framework for examining the utopias of Ellis, Galton, and Tarde to determine the functions of the writings and the uses of psychology.

**Havelock-Ellis: Toward a Humanistic Idealism**

Henry Havelock Ellis was born in Britain on the eve of Darwin's major publication (1859), and his life paralleled and eventually became intimately involved with the "Age of Evolutionism." Although he now receives only passing reference in histories of psychology, Ellis was an active figure in psychology at the turn of the century. Most of the assorted psychological issues on which he wrote — sex, genius, eugenics, criminality, and sex differences — were analyzed by him within a general evolutionary theory.
generated from the ideas of Darwin and Weismann. For the most part, Ellis's work reflected the emerging scientific psychology: the use of theories and methods of empirical science rather than purely rational analysis and argument. His use of evolutionary theory was similar to that of the psychological schools of pragmatism and functionalism. However, Ellis was not entirely comfortable with the prevailing belief that empirical science provided the best knowledge of reality. While he strongly supported the idea of scientific method in most of his work, Ellis also expressed certain doubts about the adequacy of science as a tool for exploring human nature. The earliest expression of this scepticism appeared in his book, The Nineteenth Century: A Dialogue in Utopia.

Ellis's utopia takes place in a period far removed from the nineteenth century. The protagonist, a scholar of that obscure century, describes the ancient time to a naive youth. This setting permitted Ellis to characterize the ways in which the life of the future departed from its nineteenth-century roots. He contrasted the savage wars, the pretenses of Christianity, and the Victorian imperialism with the international government, peace, and spiritual fulfillment of the future. He based the possibility for this utopian civilization on the process of social evolution; the nineteenth century represented a primitive stage of development.

The Nineteenth Century did not provide a precise
description of this future utopia. The details of government, scientific and technological innovations, education and social organization were scant. In this sense his goal was not simply to depict an ideal world but also to comment critically on current social and intellectual conditions and offer an alternative, a model which reconciled both his particular scientific orientation and his philosophy of life.

Science was a major issue in Ellis's utopian dialogue and the scholar presented an elaborate analysis of nineteenth-century science and its problematic role in society. Accordingly, he found that three aspects of science contributed to the backward and deplorable social conditions of that century: the status of science, the misuse of science, and the methods of scientific investigation. Although it is the last aspect that was directly related to psychology, the other two require elucidation before introducing Ellis's alternatives.

Ellis portrayed the status of nineteenth-century science as that of a "cult": many worshiped it blindly, and "the rest were ignorant, hostile, or indifferent." The scientific cult opposed the ideals of art and this antagonism fostered further arrogance within science. The attitude of superiority, a presumption that science furnished a guide for life, was related to the second feature of nineteenth-century science, its misuse. The scholar noted that science
was immensely affected by economic interests and "became, instead of the servant of life, the mere slave of commerce." Its ties with commerce further elevated the position of science in society and culminated in its abuse. Research and development were aimed at the interests of politicians and tradesmen while humanitarian problems and metaphysical questions were largely ignored. Consequently, men who were drawn into the scientific enterprise were not those with a genuine aptitude for that work but those with "commercial and pugnacious instincts."30

The primary problem, concluded the scholar, was that science began at the wrong end of the universe. Its methods had been developed first to study the stars and "six thousand years passed before it reached man."31 For this reason, only a few nineteenth century scientists realized the precedence of the science of man. This inappropriate inversion of priorities was responsible for the low standard of living with associated disease, filth, and poverty. Another victim of this inversion was the human sciences, including psychology. The result was ignorance and neglect of crucial psychological issues. Mental diseases were misunderstood and mistreated. Abnormal variations in aptitudes and personalities mystified everyone and primitive societies were destroyed by imperialist exploitations, despite an awareness that their survival was essential to the investigation of human origins. The study of relationships between men and women was neglected
and "They knew all about the laws of what they called gravitation, but they thought it impure to ascertain the laws by which human beings are attracted to one another and repelled." \(^{32}\)

In summary, nineteenth-century science was depicted as occupying an inappropriately powerful position in society. The quality of existence remained low and the growth of truly more important science, namely medicine and psychology, was thwarted.

Contrasted with these conditions was the nature of science in the future utopia. Science had come to mean 'both a universally recognized instrument of research into the unknown and the organization of the whole material part of life.' \(^{33}\) Science was subjected to the attainment of the finest ends of living. Beyond that, men of the future civilization recognized the restrictions of science. Through the development of science, these people came to realize its limitations and claimed that "We are less eager to know, partly because we have learned the futility of our knowledge." \(^{34}\) Scientific knowledge liberated humanity from dependence and belief, yet other forms of knowledge became equally important, if not more so. Science permitted transcendence of man's earlier preoccupations with material aspects of life precisely because it provided solutions to most material problems. Man was thus free to explore art — the art of living, creating, thinking, and acting — and to
encompass a new philosophy of life. The philosophy of this utopia is important because it is closely aligned with Ellis's later thinking. Before turning to this subject, the relation of the concept of science to Ellis's own scientific research merits some discussion.

Comparison of Ellis's conceptions of science and psychology with his use of science in the utopian dialogue can be pursued on three levels. First, the scientific basis upon which Ellis could make his utopia appear plausible, the means by which he constructed a utopia, was evolutionary notions. Situated in the distant future, his utopia had evolved through major social changes, and a portion of the book is devoted to tracing these changes. The distinction between the social evolution of civilization and the biological evolution of the human species is not clearly stated in the utopia. Ellis's use of evolutionary theory to substantiate his utopia is consistent with the role that theory played in most of his psychological research. His studies of criminality, sex differences, and genius incorporated concepts of variation, laws of heredity, and ideas about natural and sexual selection. In his psychology Ellis also confronted the recurrent problem of the relation between social and biological evolution. And like the approach taken in his utopia, his stand on the relation was not clearly defined. His solution to the problem ultimately was one that has been coined the "Darwinian solution".
social evolution could be perceived as a consequence of the biological evolution of intelligence and instincts. And Ellis's unique refinement of the solution lay in his adamant conviction that social modifications would become permanent only if they were in complete agreement with biological evolution.

Secondly, the maintenance of Ellis's utopian civilization also depended on certain scientific ideas. Evolutionary notions could be adopted readily as the operating principle in the utopia. They could guide social planning and organization. But the utopia was not maintained with the same scientific concepts that were used to construct it. Instead, Ellis replaced the idea of positivist science with a view that resembled both humanism and metaphysical idealism. In the utopia, the overwhelming tenet was of doing rather than knowing. Creative life required numerous "arts" which all constituted modalities of the unitary idea of the art of life. None took precedence and none yielded a superior understanding of reality. The idea of progress suggested by evolutionary theory was illusory. It was only in the past that people were "quite unaware that the 'progress' could be in either direction, and was merely due to that perpetual slight novelty, the continuous rhythmic vibrations in which life consists."^38

Although these ideas concerning life and science were not apparent in the methods of Ellis's psychological
research at the time the utopia was published, they would gradually come to guide much of his writing. Over twenty years later Ellis assembled these ideas in his major philosophical statement, *The Dance of Life*. His ideas of harmony in the act of living, the cyclic nature of change, and the illusion of progress were subsequently supported by the ideas of two philosophers to whom Ellis referred: Bergson, with his concept of "becoming" through emergent evolution, and Vaihinger, with his notions about the "fictions" of science and material existence.

The final discussion of science occurs in the critical commentary on nineteenth-century science. As mentioned earlier, science of this period was described as an overvalued "cult" whose pursuits and applications were aberrant. At first glance this attitude toward nineteenth-century science might appear antagonistic to Ellis's own scientific ventures. Yet all of his research concerned psychological issues, precisely the subject that the utopian citizens found lacking in the ancient sciences. Despite its focus on human life, Ellis's own psychology might still fall subject to another of the utopian's criticisms. The psychology of Ellis and his peers was consistent with the stance of scientific positivism, the notion that reality could be known only through the scientific methods of observation and without reliance on metaphysics. His utopians had rejected this positivist conception of science, and therefore,
Ellis's commentary on nineteenth-century science includes self-criticism.

The Nineteenth Century enabled Ellis to evaluate the current state of society, specifically the role of science. It also exposed the nucleus of what were to become his foremost beliefs. These topics would be unlikely subject matter for the scientific journals in which he normally published. And the replies that Ellis received when he presented copies of the book to colleagues suggest a limited endorsement of his ideas. The comments of A.R. Wallace, a scientist who himself had rejected positivistic science, were the most sympathetic. Wallace wrote that he "agreed with almost all of it. It's a terrific condemnation of our false civilization, and I am glad to find that you think so nearly as I do." William James mentioned the probability that most readers would not accept Ellis's "little book on our precious civilization."

Francis Galton: Final Plans for Eugenics

The versatility and ingenuity in the works of Francis Galton justify the title of "Victorian Genius" that a biographer recently bestowed upon him. Despite Galton's seemingly diverse accomplishments, most of his work focuses on one interest, the statistical study of evolutionary
notions. He was concerned with the inherited qualities of organisms and the means to measure them. In terms of the history of psychology, Galton was the "pioneer who brought about the union between psychological methods of measurement and the theory of evolution." His excursions into such subjects as thumbprint analysis, composite photographs, anthropometrics, and reproduction in rabbits all bore relevance to the problem of inheritance and evolution.

Born in 1822, Francis Galton came from a distinguished British family. His interest in heredity and evolution began shortly after the first major publication on that subject by his cousin, Charles Darwin. In 1865, Galton published his first paper on the inheritance of talent and character in animals, including humans. This paper outlined the fundamental thoughts which were to guide Galton's research for the remaining forty-five years of his life.

In "Hereditary Talent and Character" Galton explained how domestication of animals affects the inheritance of certain characters. This analysis led to the assertion that human characters evolved similarly. Here Galton introduced the logic which typified his later research: "I justify my conclusions by the statistics I now proceed to adduce, which I believe are amply sufficient to command conviction." He also contemplated two major evolutionary problems which would appear again in his later work. These were the inheritance of acquired characteristics and the
continuity of the germ plasm. It was in this early paper that Galton noted the possibility of breeding men for superior traits and abilities, specifically intelligence. Galton stated that "If a twentieth of the cost and pains were spent in measures for the improvement of the human race that are spent in the improvement of the breed of horses and cattle, what a galaxy of genius we might not create." These suggestions prefaces a brief proposal for a utopia founded on eugenics in which a system of competitive examinations for girls, as well as for youths, had been so developed as to embrace every important quality of mind and body, and where a considerable sum was yearly allotted to the endowment of such marriages as promised to yield children who would grow into eminent servants of the state.

Galton was broaching a subject that almost fifty years later was to comprise his last intellectual endeavor, the creation of a utopia. Before considering Galton's utopia, it is worthwhile to trace his involvement in the eugenics movement. The word "eugenics" did not appear in "Hereditary Talent and Character" but is believed to have originated with Galton himself in Inquiry into the Human Faculty (1883). Although eugenics was introduced in Human Faculty it was not until 1901 that Galton took concrete steps toward realising his eugenics aims. In the next few years he contacted numerous individuals for support for and advice on eugenics,
founded a research fellowship in National Eugenics at the University of London in 1904. Eugenics became officially defined as "the study of agencies under social control, that may improve on the racial qualities of future generations, either physically or mentally." But Galton gave a more explicit definition in the concluding paragraph of his autobiography of 1908.

Its first object is to check the birth-rate of the Unfit, instead of allowing them to come into being, though doomed in large numbers to perish prematurely. The second object is the improvement of the race by furthering the productivity of the Fit by early marriages and healthful rearing of their children. Natural selection rests upon excessive production and wholesale destruction; Eugenics on bringing no more individuals into the world than can be properly cared for, and those only of the best stock.

In his final years Galton invested time and finances in the eugenics cause. Just as his 1865 article had implied, he seriously considered examinations and grades of fitness, diplomas, and social support for those fit individuals to rear offspring. Although he believed these programs should be administered by government, he went so far as to imagine eugenics should or could suffice as the basis of a national religion, in the sense of that word as defined by J.S. Mill, for, though it be without any ultra-rational sanction, it would serve 'to direct the emotions and desires of a nation towards an ideal object, recognized as rightly paramount over all selfish objects of desire.'
It should be noted that Galton, an agnostic, perceived religion as an anthropological phenomenon. That is, religion was necessary to social stability and functioned as a deterrent to selfish predispositions.61

Exploring the possibility of eugenics comprised Galton's last professional activity. And in his final years he resumed another early project, the design of a utopia. On several occasions after the publication of the paper, "Hereditary Talent and Character," he noted the idea of a utopia built around one or another of his research findings.62 But it was only in his final ten years that Galton attempted to formulate this utopia in a novel entitled Kantsaywhere.63

The novel never appeared in print although Galton tried to publish it shortly before his death.64 Even before his death a niece had objected to the love-episodes, and during the settlement of his estate she destroyed most of Kantsaywhere.65 The remainder of the work was forwarded to Karl Pearson and was included in his biography of Galton.66 From these fragments it is possible to gain some idea of the utopia envisioned by Galton.

Kantsaywhere contains many of the literary devices traditionally found in utopian fiction. The story supposedly originates from journal entries of a young statistics professor, I. Donoghue.67 The description of Donoghue's journey and discovery of Kantsaywhere have been destroyed,
but segments regarding his experiences in the country remain. Upon entering Kantsaywhere he met and became attracted to a young citizen, Miss Allfancy. Since she was about to be examined at the Eugenics College, Donoghue decided to take these examinations himself and determine what degree he could obtain. The existing portions of Kantsaywhere describe the Eugenics College, the methods of examination, and the system of granting eugenics diplomas or degrees. Only short excerpts on the culture and physical environment of Kantsaywhere remain.

The governing principles of Kantsaywhere are based on the genetic qualities of the citizens who "think much more of the race than of the individual." The Trustees of the Eugenics College hold a supervisory position and administer all examinations for genetic fitness, examinations that are essential in determining an individual's right to marry and bear offspring. The numerous degree or certificates awarded by the college represented the level of genetic fitness. There was an elaborate system of points and stars awarded after examination, and an equally elaborate method of ascertaining who may marry whom on the basis of their cumulative points and final certification level. Those who failed the examinations were paid to leave Kantsaywhere, the insane and mentally defective were cared for in segregated areas, and those of undesirable genetic fitness were punished if they reproduced.
The examination was administered by the skilled staff of the Eugenics College and consisted of four sections: anthropomorphic, medical, ancestral, and aesthetic and literary. It was in describing these examinations that Galton most clearly drew upon his own research. The test of ancestral patterns resembled Galton's work on eminent families. The anthropomorphic tests were similar to those constructed by Galton. Even the examination laboratory resembled his first laboratory.

The social organization of Kantsaywhere was a direct outcome of genetic engineering. Statistics were utilized to verify the country's maintenance of a steady population and to determine the civic worth of each citizen. Even friendships and social events were determined by the certification levels of the individuals involved.

Little information remains about the physical environment, the people, and their habits. Galton briefly described idyllic residential areas where "the houses near the town are practically villas, for the use of town dwellers, each with a small garden for flowers, vegetables and fruit." From the remaining segments of the story, it appears that Galton was more concerned with the physical stature and psychology of the utopians than with the physical environment. Both sexes had massive and healthy physiques, yet the women were truly "feminine". The people were not overly emotional but displayed a delicate balance of reserve and
expressivity such that they "were gay without frivolity, friendly without gush, and intelligent without brilliancy." The primary recreational interest was photography, specifically the composite portraits of families. Here is an additional correspondence between the utopia and Galton's scientific work, for he himself had compiled and studied composite portraits.

Only a single paragraph about the religion of Kantsaywhere exists. Galton preferred to call it a "superstition" because it had not "yet crystallized into a dogmatic creed." This primitive creed mirrored the citizens' beliefs in the priority of racial concerns over those of individuals. The citizens looked upon life as "a huge organization in which every separate living thing plays an unconscious part, much as the separate cells do in a living person." Galton saw the creed as a personification of conscience into numerous composite portraits, as a larger spirit composed of individual consciences. The ideas of race and spiritualism became confounded for he claimed that "There seems to be some confusion between the family, the racial, and the universal clouds of spirit-watchers. They are supposed to co-exist separately and yet may merge into one or many different wholes." Except for the fact that the religion of Kantsaywhere was still in the process of formation, it was a spiritual counterpart to his scientific doctrine of racial life.
In summary, a single scientific concept was used in the creation and maintenance of Kantsaywere. Eugenics explained the possibility of that unique country and the mental and physical well-being of its citizens. It formed the basis of government, education, and even religion. Eugenics beliefs even regulated cultural life since the selection of friends was determined by the individual's level of eugenic fitness and the chief pastime was the admiration of inheritance through composite photography and genealogical records.

**Gabriel Tarde: The Individual in the Social Process**

Gabriel Tarde differed from Galton and Ellis in that his formal education was not in the sciences, but in law, and that his study of psychological issues began late in his career. Although Tarde usually referred to his investigations as "sociology", his work was intimately related to psychological problems and he was posthumously declared the "founder of social psychology" by several noted members of that discipline. Yet Tarde, like Ellis, did not become an influential figure in the social sciences. Terry Clark has explained Tarde's obscurity by the fact that he spent most of his life outside of Paris and the university system. Also, his reputation suffered because his work was out of harmony with the dominant intellectual temper of the time: Tarde was only mildly religious in an age of militant Catholic and anti-Catholic sentiment; he was not politically involved in an age of
engagement; he was neither a true positivist nor an antipositivist when most intellectuals were one or the other. 79

Furthermore, Tarde's theoretical work opposed that of Emile Durkheim, 80 and has probably suffered from the recent popularity of the latter's ideas.

Tarde was born in 1843 in Sarlat where his father was a judge. After completing legal studies in 1869, Tarde practiced law near his hometown until 1894 when he was appointed director of the Bureau of Statistics in the Ministry of Justice. Three years later he was elected Professor of Modern Philosophy at the Collège de France. 81

The evolution of Tarde's research is less known than his professional career in law. In keeping with his relative obscurity, Tarde's theoretical work has received little attention since his death in 1904; what is probably the most complete English account appears in a 1909 publication on psychological interpretations of society. 82 His earlier writings were about criminality and incorporated data from his legal experiences. 83 In these works Tarde criticized the criminological theories of both Lombroso and Durkheim. Instead of explaining crime as biologically determined or as a "normal" social event, Tarde maintained that it was a social phenomenon with a basis in the individual. 84

It was in the course of his statistical investigations on crime and the resultant discovery of fluctuations in crime rates that Tarde first formulated theories of social action.
These theories were developed in three major publications and summarized in a fourth. Familiarity with these works is essential to understanding Tarde’s utopia.

*Laws of Imitation* was published in 1890 and contains an argument for the existence of imitation as a fundamental ingredient of social processes. Tarde observed that all phenomena, social and physical, not only exhibit variations but also show resemblances consisting of the repetition of events. While the biological form of repetition is heredity, and the physical form is vibration, Tarde believed that the social form is imitation. In society, imitation serves to transmit and reproduce social processes; Tarde extended this analogy to the point of defining society in terms of imitation and imitation in terms of "a kind of somnambulism." As such, imitation occurs both consciously and unconsciously, in groups and in individuals. Changes in the social process arise from invention or "any innovation or improvement, however slight, which is made in any previous innovation throughout the range of social phenomena." Only the most successful inventions survive and eventually become imitations. The causes of this selection of the fittest inventions were laid out in laws that were introduced in *Laws of Imitation* and elaborated in *La logique sociale* and *L'opposition universelle*.

Tarde’s laws of imitation explain how inventions result in imitations. These laws are called "logical" when a
particular imitation is adopted because it is in accord with the individual's aims or principles, and "non-logical" when an imitation has serendipitous bases such as circumstances of an individual's birth and status. Tarde believed that an innovation may counter an existing imitation, and he termed the resultant conflict of the two processes opposition. These conflicting ideas struggle for ascendancy through "logical duels". The duels are terminated through either suppression of one idea, war and consequent victory of one idea, or reconciliation due to the appearance of an even newer invention. While Tarde claimed that many inventions arise from group processes, he also recognized the creation of inventions by individuals. He maintained that the individual inventor has special characteristics, such that "To innovate, to discover, to awake for an instant from his dream of home and country—the individual must escape, for the time being, from his social surroundings. Such unusual audacity makes him super social rather than social." These concepts and laws are summarized in Social Laws, published in 1890. The volume contains Tarde's arguments for the science of social life and for the priority of the concepts of repetition, opposition, and adaptation in all of the sciences. It elucidates the idea that underlies his scientific principles, that of a harmonious synthesis in life where "everything undoubtedly starts with the infinitely
minute; and we may add that it probably returns thither, this is its alpha and omega." The idea of harmonious synthesis involves a dialectic of the three primary processes of imitation, invention, and opposition. His social science culminates with the proposition "that we may believe that all three of these factors work together to effect the expansion of universal variation in its highest, widest, and profoundest individual and personal forms."  

Tarde's final ideas have been credited to an interest in Hegel, and the relation of his concepts to those of the German is apparent in Social Laws. However, Tarde did not claim to be successor to anyone's thought, although he did acknowledge the influence of Cournot, a philosopher who propounded a form of idealism.

Tarde's social psychological and legal studies were supplemented by literary ventures. Aside from the editorship of several journals, he wrote a number of plays and other works of fiction. One of these works, Fragment d'histoire future, is a scientific view into the future, a utopia based on scientific laws and natural events. The story first appeared in a periodical in 1896. Nine years later it was re-published as a novel, in both French and English. The English translation was titled Underground Man.

In his preface to Underground Man, H.G. Wells admitted difficulty in ascertaining whether or when Tarde intended
satire or prophecy. Wells remarked that in describing how civilization overcomes possible extinction, Tarde had "mocked our conceit in our race's ability to do organized and amazing things." Yet Wells hypothesized that Tarde's new conception of human intercourse was presented only "half-mockingly." 

Underground Man commences after a devastating war at the end of the twentieth century. The first quarter of the story describes the evolution of culture following this war. There first occurred a major boom in scientific and technological knowledge, and microbiology eliminated disease, electrical technology decreased the need for human labor, and biological knowledge enabled the practice of eugenics. Science became the fundamental form of knowledge, and it seemed that all became known. Next there evolved an age of art, and the classics again became popular; even cuneiform was reintroduced. Finally, a "philosopher financier" appeared and built a civilization on utilitarian principles and on praise of mediocrity. The financier rejected Comte's sociology with its analogy of the polity as head of society. Instead, he favored Agrippa's notion of politics as the stomach, an indispensable, sensible and useful organ that is disagreeable to the eye and anything but aesthetic or brilliant in its qualities. The ultimate in mediocrity was displayed in the arts; for example, the financier had an aluminum statue of Louis Phillipe constructed and bordered by a garden of cauliflowers.
At the height of this mediocre civilization (2489 A.D.), the world faced disaster: the sun went out. Its expiration was immediately felt in the freezing and eventual death of most life forms. The few survivors who had huddled at the equator were saved by the ingenuity of a soldier, Miltiades. In a lengthy soliloquy he convinced the surviving humans that other energies besides those of the sun were available but they lay far beneath the earth's surface. The remaining members of civilization had no alternative but to follow Miltiades' plans for an underground habitat.

The rest of Underground Man traces the formation and evolution of these subterranean peoples (Néo-troglobytes). Because the only animal foods available were those 'mined' from the ice graves on the surface and no vegetation survived without the sun's rays, the new civilization lived on the earth's mineral wealth. Physics and chemistry were immediately advanced and applied to synthesize minerals into foodstuffs and clothing. While many artifacts and books were carried from the surface and used to establish cavern museums, the art which flourished underground was architecture. The tunnels, caves and apartments were far more magnificent than any former terrestrial structure.

The principal feature of the underworld civilization was the elimination of most of organic nature. Once freed from nature, man could attend to his raison d'être, his social life. The organic elements "no longer interpose
between men, and all sorts of vulgar wants no longer hinder the progress of human faculties."^{102} The absence of nature substantially advanced the purification of society and the realization of true humanity.

**Underground Man** contains obvious elements of jest and satire, particularly in the period prior to the solar extinction. Such jest is apparent in descriptions of cauliflower gardens and the mania for mastering cuneiform. After that, Tarde's motives seem more solemn and as Wells had noted, the jest and fantasy continue "but always with the gleam of definite intention coming and going within sight of the surface."^{103} The seriousness of Tarde's intentions is evident in the precision with which he constructed the utopia and incorporated his social theories. While the science utilized to construct the underground utopia is simply physics and laws of the conservation of energy, the new world's maintenance and evolution are applications of his theoretical postulates of society and social processes.

The world of the Neo-trogloidytes, the underground society, relies on two seminal concepts from Tarde's social psychology, invention and imitation. Inventions occur throughout the work but become most salient in discussions of the period following the sun's extinction. New activities appeared during the design of an underworld dwelling when a character exemplifying Tarde's concept of the inventive genius led in the new world's construction. Following the
inventions necessary for survival came imitation by the other survivors. Tarde employed the device of a solar extinction to illustrate how social invention followed from certain environmental changes. It provided a metaphor for his belief that "imitation is the necessary weakening of that which is imitated and that new inventions or entirely fresh sources for imitation are therefore necessary for the timely reanimation of expiring social energy."  

In the period prior to the sun's failure, civilization experienced repetitious stages followed by novel shifts in social organization. Even the sun's demise was portrayed as a part of nature's cyclic changes. The innovations occurring after the catastrophe illustrated adaptation.

A third process in Tarde's conceptualization, opposition, was evident in periodic outbursts and a major war among the Neo-trogloidytes. The oppositional process is perhaps most evident in the discovery of another underground society consisting of a group of Chinese whose social disorganization and overpopulation contrasted with the social stability of the utopians.

Tarde's application of his theories was not limited to the means by which he constructed the utopian society. He extended theoretical ideas to explain the new world's maintenance and used his views on science to describe the utopia's scientific milieu. The unique conditions underground permitted him to express his ultimate vision of human nature
and its potential. With the elimination of all other natural elements and, consequently, any necessity for economic exchange of products, society could become devoted to the social, "the exchange of reflections." Utopian existence mirrors the essence of Tarde's conception of man. Although most of his writings concerned social processes, his theories were based on particular ideas of the individual. He perceived the individual's relations to others as explicable through "inter-cerebral" psychology. A relationship between individuals "means that we experience the sensation of a sentient thing, the volition of a conating thing, and the belief in a believing thing -- the perception, in short, of a personality in which the perceiving personality is reflected, and which the latter cannot deny without denying itself." In his utopia the true properties of the individual could be nourished and all social interactions could be transformed. If all economic, natural and social processes were satisfactorily dealt with, Tarde believed that the final state would "strengthen in each of us the distinctive traits of our individuality. Then the finest flower of our social life, the aesthetic life, would blossom forth, and as it became full-blown all men would come to have a share in it --." These were Tarde's concluding remarks in his Laws of Imitation. He described the ultimate state of civilization, one that could emerge according to the social processes outlined in his theories. This
state was the culmination of the dialectic that Tarde had envisioned. "It is from the midst of exact repetitions, absolute contrasts, and perfect harmonies that the best examples of general diversity, picturesqueness, and disorder appear, namely, the individual characteristics of things." 108

Tarde offered his views on science in the course of describing the utopia's achievements. In the underground society, all sciences flourished, even those fields whose subject matter no longer existed including astronomy, microbiology, and comparative physiology. He admitted the usefulness of these sciences yet admired the happiness they brought as a pastime. He also noted that these natural sciences were not accorded "the exaggerated and fundamentally anti-social importance they formerly usurped during two centuries." 109 However, his apparently satirical commentary on past science was not extended to two disciplines, chemistry and psychology. In discussing these sciences, Tarde again touched upon a fundamental interest. Because both chemistry and psychology led to an atomistic theory of the self, these sciences exposed the existence of the self and consciousness in all matter. Further, the discoveries in psychology enriched doctrines on life and death, thus freeing the Neo-troglobytes to explore, "with a light heart", aesthetics and philosophical systems. 110 In this exposition on utopian science, Tarde distinguished between inductive and deductive enterprises and reinforced his reductionist
beliefs that when investigating social processes, "The sociologist should yield to the psychologist."

In summary, in *Underground Man,* the possible consequences of Tarde’s social system found actualization. When first introduced in *Social Laws* and *Laws of Imitation,* these consequences were proposed only as tentative hypotheses. In his utopia, Tarde capitalized on ideas which, in his other writings, were posed as theoretical conjectures.

Utopias for Psychology

Despite theoretical diversity, Ellis, Galton, and Tarde have much in common. They all stood at the edge of the new science with convictions that somehow they could make contributions. Ellis, Galton, and Tarde were personally involved in varying degrees in social reform, specifically reform based on scientific knowledge. And in the two decades bordering the turn of the century, these individuals wrote utopian fiction showing a general preoccupation with psychological ideas and an orientation toward their own psychological theories.

It could be argued that these works actually represent three explorations into creative literature, and that they should not be evaluated as serious efforts to advertise psychological notions or moral ideas about social improvement. The question of the intentions for their science or their theories would then become superfluous, and of little
relevancy to the state of psychology. If they are seen merely as creative literature, a pastime of the authors, then it can be questioned whether or not these works contain the calls for social improvement found in other utopias.

Two conditions suggest that the authors wrote with serious intentions to clarify ideas expressed elsewhere in their works. First, these works represented ideas which were integral to the psychological research of the respective authors. Second, some of these ideas were unknown, ignored, or unpalatable to many in the scientific community. The first point was demonstrated in the preceding analysis of the utopias; the second deserves further comment.

These three psychologists built their utopias with ideas that were not accepted by the larger community of psychological scientists. Ellis's idealism was antithetical to the current atmosphere of positivism. Even James's complimentary letter to Ellis mentioned reservations about any general acceptance of the latter's ideas. Although Galton's utopia never reached the public, many of his prescriptions for eugenics did. During his lifetime these plans were frequently met with criticism from fellow scientists. Tarde's utopia contains skeptical accounts of the prevalent notions of positivism and includes psychological concepts that were contradictory to the ideas of other eminent theorists.

The fact that the ideas espoused in these utopias were
potential subjects for criticism is evidence that the authors had serious intentions. These works depict the unrealized dreams of three psychological scientists. They illustrate the tendency for some scientists to propose particular scientific ideas with the conviction that when applied, these ideas would hasten the realization of desired societal conditions. With the growing interest and involvement in the new science of psychology, it is understandable that scientists who expressed such a tendency would draw on that science.

Utopias and the History of Psychology

As we shall see, the foundation of psychology as a legitimate scientific discipline did not end its use in utopian speculations. Before turning to these later utopias, an important but as yet unasked question must be answered. What is the relevance of these psychological utopias for the history of psychology? Since the ideas being considered appeared in fictional form, and were disseminated in non-professional publications, did they in any way influence the activities of other psychologists? There is no evidence that they did. The utopias were neither cited nor discussed by other psychologists despite the fact that other works of the four authors received considerable attention. Nevertheless, the psychological utopias already considered as well as those to be examined in later chapters,
offer several contributions to the history of psychology. For one thing, the utopias make explicit certain underlying dimensions of the authors' preference for one psychological approach over others. From the utopias it is learned that the preference for a psychological interpretation was substantially influenced by personal values in much the same way as were the ideals of a better society. These valutative reasons for pursuing particular psychologies may not be explicit in an individual's scientific works. When they are present they frequently take the form of unquestioned assumptions, generalizations from research, or apparently tangential comments about whatever topic is being discussed.

The values in an individual's psychology can be examined through methods other than the study of his utopian speculations. For instance, value preferences can be sought in the personal records of a psychologist's life and compared with his scientific orientations. Alternatively, the logic of a psychologist's scientific propositions can be analyzed to determine underlying value assumptions. However, the preceding examination of the works of Ellis, Galton, and Tarde indicate that the study of utopias offers another means of identifying such values. From a study of The Nineteenth Century it was learned that Ellis desired a psychology that would acknowledge spiritual unity and harmony as well as the value of empirical understanding. The utopia also reveals Ellis's limited endorsement of current science
(despite his active participation in it), his desire to see the exaltation of human life, and his rejection of any society based on capitalism and imperialism. Galton was committed to the idea that the most important human quality was biological fitness, specifically intellectual ability, and he hoped that psychological knowledge would be engaged to optimize intelligence. By examining Kantsaywhere, it became evident that Galton feared the deterioration of the human stock and that he oriented many of his scientific efforts toward the eventual breeding for intelligence. It also was found that he acknowledged a need for religion and tried to reduce the apparent conflict between religious and scientific thought by proffering a scientific explanation of the need for religion. Tarde tried to demonstrate that it was possible to establish laws of social phenomena, and that man could use these laws to better society and to contemplate his intellectual potential. Underground Man illustrated not merely Tarde’s aversion to materialism and mediocrity in politics, but also his promotion of the ideas of individual enlightenment and of the social value of exceptional individuals.

Examination of the utopias also exposes the interplay of psychology and society. In general, it illuminates the influence of social trends on psychological thought, the popularization of psychology, and the mutual anticipations of psychologists and laymen about the potential of a
psychological science. These facets of psychology’s past are typically omitted from conventional histories. Yet the utopias of Ellis, Galton, and Tardé show that the writers were concerned, as scientists, with social problems and felt that their scientific expertise could aid amelioration of those problems. The utopias also indicate that the three writers believed in the efficacy of disseminating their science to the public in order to promote a better understanding of social life. Briefly stated, the writers at some point evaluated their psychologies according to criteria of what represented viable scientific knowledge and socially useful knowledge.

The preferences for a particular psychological system, social order, and association between psychological science and society comprise the moral intentions in the psychological utopias. Such intentions are not discussed in conventional histories and, in fact, are not always easy to identify. As psychology grew as an independent and objective science, the expected role of the psychologist shifted accordingly. In keeping with other natural and social scientists, psychologists apparently acknowledged the distinction between advocacy and objectivity, reform and analysis, values and facts. This role shift was neither immediate nor ever completed, and conventional histories err in leaving the impression that it was. The assumed change in roles has tended to obscure moral commitments held by psychologists.
In utopian speculation, intentions are not hidden or omitted, for such speculation entails expression of preferred conditions and the conduct necessary to realize those conditions. Therefore, the utopias of psychologists provide information about these intentions and the way in which psychological knowledge is consistent with their attainment.

In summary, the cases of Ellis, Galton, and Tarde illustrate several ways in which psychological notions were incorporated in utopian formulations. Psychology was used not merely to enhance a story but also to explain ideal human conditions and the methods of realizing or maintaining these conditions. The works demonstrate several functions of utopian speculation for the scientist. The writers criticized social mores and offered preferred alternatives. They employed the utopias to give public exposure to their respective theories. They suggested the application of psychological knowledge to advance society.

Utopias by American Psychologists, 1915-1930

The next four chapters examine the cases of psychologists who wrote utopias between 1915 and 1930, a period when psychology had secured academic and public recognition. Only four psychologists wrote utopias during this period: G. Stanley Hall, William McDougall, Hugo Munsterberg, and John B. Watson. These four men occupied prominent positions in the discipline. Hall had founded the American Psychological Association, established a number of laboratorides,
advanced research on human development, and trained a large
number of productive psychologists. McDougall had emigrated
from Britain when Harvard University called upon him to
help direct their psychology program. He was reputed for
his physiological research and for his innovative work on
social psychology, primarily his theory of human social
instincts. The German-born Hugo Münsterberg had also been
called to Harvard's psychology department (about twenty
years earlier) to replace William James. Beyond his
teaching of experimental techniques, Münsterberg contributed
significantly to the development of applied psychology.
John B. Watson was the major promulgator of behaviorism in
American psychology. Even after his resignation from
academia, he directed attention to behaviorism through his
suggestions to use psychological techniques for social
control.

From a general comparison, it appears that these four
psychologists differed from earlier psychological utopists,
including Ellis, Galton, and Tarde, in the functions which
their utopian writings would serve. Due to their prominent
positions and the expanded forum for communicating psychol-
ogical ideas, it is improbable that the four psychologists
wrote utopias strictly to publicize their theories. Because
the four psychologists' work and status were consistent with
the scientific image that psychology had attained, it is
unlikely that they wrote utopias merely as social reformers.
The scientists' utopias reviewed in this chapter suggest another possible function of utopian speculation, discussion of the relations between science and society. By the late teens, psychology had become a recognized scientific discipline in America. But the relations of the field to other social institutions and of psychologists to the management of these institutions, was yet to be firmly established. Therefore, the place of psychological science in society was a reasonable subject for commentary, including the hypothetical discussions found in utopias. However, an exploration of these functions in the four utopias must be preceded by a clearer understanding of the utopian ideals.

In the next four chapters, the utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson are assessed in terms of their ideals and their incorporation of psychological notions. Once identified, these ideals and uses of psychological notions are compared with the authors' other writings to determine if they are consistent. Finally, the authors' conceptions of science in the ideal society are related to their other writings on the role of science. In fulfilling these tasks, the discussion is structured so as to present with integrity the emphases of the authors.
CHAPTER IV

G. STANLEY HALL AND THE IDEAL COMMUNITY

G. Stanley Hall has been generally applauded in histories of psychology for the role he played in the founding of American experimental psychology. He organized the first psychological journal, the first psychological association, the first Wundtian laboratory in America, and the American visit of Sigmund Freud. Despite the enumeration of Hall's organizational and educational concerns, most historians have concurred with E.G. Boring that Hall was "not primarily an administrator" but pre-eminently a versatile psychologist. They briefly mention Hall's genetic psychology and related evolutionary notions, his interest in psychoanalysis and religion, and his design of questionnaires.

These historians have not examined Hall's comprehensive view of evolution, his active concern with social problems, the philosophical assumptions of his theories, and his prescriptions for improving humanity. Several biographers have reported the life of Hall differently. They have examined the relations between the psychologist's theories of adolescence and his personal conflicts, his fascination with social philosophies of community over those of individualism, and the expression of Puritan attitudes in his psychology. Hall wrote not merely as a publicist for his
profession, his culture, and his psychology but also as a critical evaluator of them. Written late in his career, Hall's utopia incorporated many of these evaluations. In the utopia Hall drew upon his many psychological studies, the social upheavals of early twentieth century and, in his opinion, a perspective of synthesis which only old age can give.

"The Fall of Atlantis" is Hall's description of a supreme civilization. The story is attributed to a labor arbitrator writing while in a week-long trance. Upon awakening, the arbitrator discovers that he has written a story about the lost Atlantis that was narrated by a cultural anthropologist who visited the city's remains in 2000 A.D. From the ruins beneath the ocean it was learned that Atlantis had at one time governed the civilized world and had developed a culture that far exceeded any contemporary vision of progress. Atlantis represented perfection in humanity in every detail. Its language was the most flexible expression of the human psyche, medicine had excelled to the point of becoming a philosophic science, the political structure integrated all known codes of justice, and education affected all facets and stages of life.

The underwater remains produced evidence that the fall of Atlantis was not cataclysmic but rather a gradual degeneration initiated by forces of individualism and by physical changes in the environment. Social practices
such as medicine declined as citizens broke communal health regulations for the sake of individual gain and physicians began to practice for personal profit. Law, religion, education, science, and the family faltered similarly. At the same time Atlantis began to sink into the sea. The physical decline was a natural and recurring phenomenon where land replaced sea and vice versa. Over time the island-continent became engulfed by water and its citizens either drowned or embarked on sea journeys in search of new land.

Although science is not a primary focus of the story, it was named as foremost among the achievements of Atlantis. Hall also employed scientific ideas in his construction of the Atlantis story. He explained development of the physical world in evolutionary terms and the society in cultural evolutionary terms. Social practices which resulted from cultural evolution served to maintain the utopian city-state. It is in describing these achievements and roles of science that Hall frequently included his psychological notions.

The myth has a long history of serious usages. From Plato onward writers have adopted the Atlantis theme for philosophical, moral, and scientific purposes. These conditions suggest that regardless of its status as mythology, the utopian facet of the Atlantis story deserves attention. The classic story of Atlantis might be considered rather
untenable as a utopian vision because of its romantic, historical, and tragic tones. But knowledge about the background of the Atlantis theme gives evidence against relegating this ideal society to the shelves of mythology. Late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries researchers sought the basis for the Atlantis legend with the scientific methods of geology, paleogeology, anthropology and biology. About the time that Hall wrote "The Fall of Atlantis" other scientists were undertaking excursions in search of the remains of the city.6

A format for analysis of Hall's Atlantis and of the psychological ideas in it is suggested by the structure of the tale. The utopia itself is described in five chapters on health, justice, education, religion, and women. Discussion of these utopian institutions is prefaced by description of the scientific views of Hall, and a consideration of their relation to Atlantis's genesis and demise.

**Past, Present and Future**

Stories of Atlantis usually feature events of the past while advancing ideas about the future and assessing the present. "The Fall of Atlantis" follows precedent in describing a process of historical cyclicity that advances ideas about the future. The present is depicted in the hypothesis that the few surviving Atlanteans, the "half-human apes", may be the "link between the greatest era of
the world and our own. . . ." Further references to the present appear in the described similarities between the social shortcomings of Atlantis and those of early twentieth century America. There seems to be little doubt that these similarities were intentional since Hall claimed that he wrote the story with "the profound conviction that certain degenerative changes -- industrial, social, hygienic, and religious -- are going on in our civilization and especially in our own land which may perhaps be realized by a larger historic perspective, which only imagination can supply." 

The multiple time dimensions, and the key to Hall's notions of history and science, are initially intimated in the story's origins. The labor-arbitrator author, depressed by social and political affairs of the post-war period, believes that his "larger racial unconscious self" had executed the history and "had sought to give expression to all the latent hopes and fears that the present situation has inspired for our civilization." Thus the story mirrors Hall's conviction that to understand the present, be it of society or individuals, it is necessary to understand the past. He further believed that this historically determined present is, in essence, a striving for the future. This historical metatheory frequently surfaces in Hall's writings and forms an essential part of his more pervasive theory of evolution.
Hall, who once mentioned an early ambition to become an historian, maintained a life-long interest in history. As a psychologist, he taught historical courses in psychology and philosophy, published a book on methods of teaching history, and belonged to several historical societies. He claimed an overriding purpose for historical scholarship, a purpose to which he devoted most of his research career: "...my interest in the past is connected with evolution, and where studies in these fields show no scintilla of this my interest fails." 

If judged by his writings, an interest in evolution and its specific concern with history did dominate his research. This is no more apparent than in his conception of psychology. Hall's early statements on psychology describe an objective, experimental, and empirical science. In his early articles, he appreciated the prospects for Wundtian psychology, the elimination of distracting philosophical issues, and the relevance of physiological investigations, but he also warned against over-restricting the scope and subject matter of psychology. By 1900 Hall was firmly committed to what he termed an "expansionist's policy for psychology" which advocated greater breadth in subject, method, and theory. Psychology should include study not only of the intellect but also of instincts and habits. It should be extended beyond the reductionist and classificatory methods of introspection to a system encompassing biology
and the arts. It should include the application of its results and exploitation of biological knowledge.\textsuperscript{13}

For Hall, the new psychology held three promises. As "queen of the sciences" it would promote the unity of knowledge, it would bridge pure and practical research, and it would embrace a pluralism of systems, a harmonious synthesis that was necessary to understand the life of man.\textsuperscript{14} Hall gradually came to see realization of these promises in the use of evolutionary theory. By 1906 he defined psychology as a description as accurate as can be of all those facts of psychic life, conscious and unconscious, animal and human, normal and morbid; embryonic and mature, which are demonstrable and certain to be accepted by every intelligent unbiased mind who fully knows them. They must also be so ordered, like to like, and organized that they can all be known with the least efforts, and so that each is nearest to that it is most akin. To this I would add that the best principle or organization of these facts, wherever it is justifiable, is evolutionary because the best explanation and definition of anything is a complete description of its developmental stages.\textsuperscript{15}

He was convinced that a science of "anything" required knowledge of "its developmental stages in their temporal order."\textsuperscript{16}

Hall became committed not simply to evolutionary thought but to a particular theory of evolution. Aspects of the theory are visible in early works but its first systematic treatment appeared in his 1904 publication, Adolescence.\textsuperscript{17} A description of the theory clarifies its relevance to a
historical perspective and to the stated promises for the new psychology.

In his theory of evolution, Hall held that man is evolving toward a permanent form. Evolution is primarily of consciousness. The individual mind is one form while the highest form is consciousness of the race or the "Man-soul". The theory states that all institutions and aspects of life reflect a particular and recognizable stage in evolution. As such, the theory contains three important assumptions. First, evolution is progressive and tends to move toward better conditions. For instance, even the individual mind is evolving toward realization of a "far larger and more adequate city of Man-soul" and the "superman". Second, evolution of the race is repeated in the development of the individual; it involves recapitulation. At a psychological level, through each stage of growth the individual displays the psychological characteristics and impulses of a stage of racial development. Third, evolution occurs not only in the race and the individual but in all human aggregates: the family, political structures, and social institutions.

These assumptions relate to three positions that Hall took regarding evolution. While he believed that racial evolution is progressive, he held that the final form might not be a variation of our race but a manifestation of some other. Just as various species have become extinct, so
could humanity as we now know it. Hall accordingly fought for the preservation of "primitive" races because they might engender the future superman. He warned that "perhaps other racial stocks than ours will later advance the kingdom of man as far beyond our present standpoint as it now is above that of the lowest savage or even animals."

Related to this stance regarding primitive races is his assertion that man must somehow protect evolutionary patterns. Hall's belief that man is responsible for guarding the forces of evolution guided his prescriptions for educational and social reforms. For instance, he claimed that the process of recapitulation in children must be understood, and that "We must develop each stage to its fullness in order to get all which comes out of it and which is the essential substructure of the next stages."

Finally, although Hall frequently argued that protection of evolutionary patterns should entail fitting the social institutions to the needs of individuals, he believed that, ultimately, it was survival of the race, and not the individual, that was of paramount importance. Concentration on the individual was referred to as "hyper-individuation" and a "cult of the self". Hall persistently argued for the elimination of "selfishness" and the subordination of the individual to the race, of "egoism" to "altruism."

This theory of evolution gave special meaning to contemplation of future and past. Because it was a human
responsibility to aid evolutionary progress and because the progress of the race was paramount yet vulnerable, Hall insisted that the future depended on the case of the child. His commitment to this issue occasionally approached the devotional. "The transmission of the sacred torch of life, the production, rearing and betterment of new generations in saecula saeculorum, is the supreme test of the value to the world not only of woman but of man, and indeed of every human institution, educational, cultural, religious, and of civilization itself." According to Hall, civilization must serve the child.

Hall's theory of evolution has similar implications for the study of the past. If the child through whom evolution should be assisted represents the future, then it is imperative to understand the history that is repeated in each child. To know the development of mankind is necessary for guidance of the child because "We really know things only when we trace their development from the farthest beginning through all their stages to maximal maturity and decay." Hall wrote that "Youth, when properly understood, will seem to be not only the revealer of the past but of the future, for it is dimly prophetic of that best part of history which is not yet written because it has not yet transpired...." Hall's view of evolution was relevant not only to his psychological theorizing but also to his conception of the
discipline. The assumed interdependence of future and past guided his aspirations for the psychologist. Hall remarked that "the psychologist of the future, if his science is to have a future, must turn to the past, by which alone it can be judged, and if he would be prophetic and helpful must move more freely with the far larger command of data up and down the phyletic scale."\(^{31}\)

With his theory Hall also demonstrated the potential of psychology to become eventually a practical, unified, and synthetic system. From 1885 Hall frequently related psychological research to its social benefits. He sometimes depicted the relation by positing a tendency for scientists to study problems which would yield practical or useful results.\(^{32}\) At other times he took the more extreme position that application was a necessary condition for the validation of psychological knowledge.\(^{33}\)

The application of research was fundamental to improving society and to aiding evolution. To Hall, it appeared that the psychologist or psychological pedagogue had been summoned to be the "engineer in the domain of nature."\(^{34}\) He once called the psychologist "a sort of high priest of souls" who "is not content merely to fit for existing institutions as they are to-day but he would develop even higher powers, which gradually molt old and evolve new and better institutions or improve old ones."\(^{35}\) He came to believe that "practical psychology" would play a major role in
readjusting social, cultural, and political institutions
in preparation for an improved human nature, or a "higher
democracy yet to come which will be a real city of Mansoul."36

Just as the application of research served evolutionary
progress, so did the idea of the unity of the sciences.
Hall believed psychology had unique responsibilities to
this unity. The importance of the "new unity" was illus-
trated with the case of child study programs where

The time is certainly coming when we shall
realize that there is no true knowledge ex-
cept the full description of all stages of
development, and if man is the highest pro-
duct of creation and his own self-knowledge
the highest type of knowledge, we can already
forecast a little what this knowledge is to
mean and bring to the race. It means a new
correlation and co-ordination of all the
highest knowledge of the world, more economic
and pedagogic in form and richer in contents.
Indeed almost all my idealism focuses in this
general direction and it is at this point
where my homely theme this morning empties
into the great ocean of future science. 37

Hall called for a psychology that united various philoso-
phies and utilized methods and knowledge of other disci-
plines. 38 But, as indicated in the above quotation, he
desired not merely plurality of viewpoints but their synthe-
sis into a harmonious whole. While Hall occasionally equated
synthesis with a "theocracy", he often presented it as a
manifestation of evolution itself. 39 As queen of the
sciences, psychology was accorded the greatest responsibility
for such a synthesis and hence for successful evolution of
mankind toward a better state or city of Mansoul.
The Ideals of Atlantis

Hall discussed the rise and fall of Atlantis with the aid of concepts from his theory of evolution. The story documents the evolutionary progress toward an ideal society that finally experienced triumphant unity and recognition of Mansoul. Atlantean citizens subordinated individual to social desires and celebrated a perception of being "uniquely one with all Nature, the consummate product of her creative evolution." They understood the glory of evolution and the nuances of recapitulation and were devoted to the protection of that evolution.

Health

The physical well-being of the citizens of Atlantis was sustained by their access to sacred-like facilities for recreation, a national health insurance plan, and highly developed medical research. The significance of physical health was evidenced in the field of medicine where doctors enforced regulations for breeding, sanitation, elimination of the unfit, and insanity. Medical research was dedicated to realizing human forms that even the Atlanteans, figures of strength, beauty, and longevity, would regard as supermen.

In other writings Hall clearly stated his concern for physical health. He held that physical vigor was imperative to general psychological health and that the corporeal
interpenetrated all psychological phenomena. To Hall, muscles were "the organs of the will" and their condition determined all human accomplishments. Physical health and training contributed to mechanization of basic actions, thus allowing the mind to focus on "higher" work. His conviction about health extended to the notion that the "deep stratum of motor association is a plexus that determines not only conduct and character, but even beliefs." Thus "the purest thought, if true, is only action repressed to be ripened to more practical form. Not only do muscles come before mind, will before intelligence, and sound ideas rest on a motor basis, but all really useless knowledge tends to be eliminated as an error or superstition."  

Hall further expressed his commitment to the idea of physical well-being in his practical suggestions for education, sex hygiene and eugenics. In fact, one of his major criticisms of education was its neglect of the physical growth of the child. Hall similarly criticized conditions in medical care and, in the case of nursing infants, warned of the psychological consequences of improper treatment. He thought motor training, or physical education, was indispensable for forming efficient habits. His descriptions of ideal school systems listed physical activities as an integral part of the curriculae, especially in the early years of education when "the body needs most attention and the soul the least." The necessity of physical training
also was implied by recapitulation theory because assuring the full expression of primitive characteristics in the child required involvement in such ancient activities as play and dancing.  

In summary, Hall's professional statements on physical hygiene and its relation to psychological processes are consistent with the values they were given in Atlantis. The correspondence is evident in his discussions of such ideas as eugenics. But it is perhaps seen most clearly in a phrase that occasionally prefaced his psychological writings and that he called the chief motto of Atlantis: "Godlike is the doctor who is also a philosopher."  

**Justice**

According to Hall, justice in Atlantis was so perfect that it was adopted into such later utopian schemes as that of Plato. Legal codes were the fruit of scientific and humanistic studies of religion, human nature, and ethics. Justice was based on two postulates, the social value of individual actions and a principle of pleasure and pain. One postulate was that deeds of an individual would be evaluated according to their value to the community. The other postulate equated happiness and virtue with justice, and pain and selfishness with wickedness. Laws granted happiness to the virtuous and just, and pain to the selfish and wicked. Punishments were scaled to fit the crime, so
that murder was punished by death and pride by "a curriculum of indignities and humiliations."

The high estimation of an individual's service to society was paralleled in other writings by Hall. His idea of society was of a community which superseded any existing social structure. "Community" was the social manifestation of Mansoul, the "soul of humanity" that "transcends not only all ethnic but all other distinctions within the human race and works in and through only those elements which are common to all mankind." Although Hall acknowledged difficulty in describing the ideas of Mansoul, he saw it as the "prime function" of law and ethics in an ideal world.

Learning

Atlanteans excelled all other races most in the domain of learning because they believed that learning alone permitted men to become "lords of creation and masters of their fate." Scientific studies had produced guidelines for primary education: the essential role of the mother in child care, the critical dimensions of the first four years of life, and the priority of physical and emotional education for the young and of disciplinary and sex-segregated activities for adolescents. The most supreme form of learning was research, and the researchers, given the titles of "pioneers" and "frontiersmen", had special status and responsibilities.
There are some parallels between the educational systems of Atlantis and several educational reforms advocated by Hall. While he favored the kindergarten system, Hall held that the home environment and the involvement of the mother were instrumental in optimal child care. This belief was augmented by his acceptance of Freudian notions that emotional and instinctual energies deserve attention before intellectual abilities. Hall frequently proposed systems that would focus on physical and emotional development in the early years of life and on intellectual discipline and vocational training in the later years. Even his proposals for course syllabi and segregated education were included in the utopian educational system.

Religion

Ideas of evolution permeated all aspects of religion in Atlantis. Acceptance of the evolutionary doctrine determined the citizen's awareness of being "uniquely one with all Nature, the consummate product of her creative evolution." Atlanteans held that "the soul no less than the body was evolved from primal animal instincts and there was no great chasm separating Man soul from lower manifestations of the psyche or even demarcating vital from physical and mechanical energy." All citizens rose through numerous stages of religious consciousness which ranged from the worship of vegetative life to anthropomorphic forms. For instance, the
highest anthropomorphic stage comprised the worship of deities who were superior men in size, strength and personality. These deities exhibited a selfless devotion to the "evolution of mankind." The teachers of religion, the "heart-formers", practiced a theology that "was the higher psychology of the folksoul as it groped its way upward." The heart-formers were responsible for the citizens' moral training, sex education, counselling, and religious tolerance. Religion in Atlantis represented both a theological pluralism and a unity in the universal recognition of Mansoul.

Religion in Atlantean society conforms to what Hall wrote elsewhere on the subject. He even described his personal religious background as a series of stages which culminated in a final realization that the objective of all faiths was representation of the Mansoul. Throughout his career, Hall devoted time to the psychological study of religion. An article written in 1904 gives a fair summary of his research on the subject. The essay posits the thesis that all faiths share a belief in an altruistic soul and that they are evolving toward a universal religion supported by the discoveries of psychology. This universal religion accounted for the submission of the individual to the community, the synthesis of systems, and the eventual recognition of the Mansoul.
Women

Hall devoted a separate chapter to the crucial pattern of women in Atlantis. Strong and vigorous in form, Atlantean women were valued for their similarity to the ideal racial type and for their subtle but indisputable power. The former characteristic rested in women's superior intuitions and accommodates to unconscious forces. The latter was due to their role in infant care and their ability to fashion the male "by molding his very diathesis in the first years of life during which character is plastic." 63 These intuitive and emotional qualities yielded a semi-mystical wisdom and altruism. Because of these powers, women, especially the elders, were treated as confidantes and advisors by men in political affairs and were charged with maintenance of hospitals and special retreat "houses". In youth a woman employed her skills to make herself attractive, but in adulthood she would limit herself to selfless and often anonymous deeds. 64 With these two roles, a woman could fulfill both her familial and social obligations.

In his psychological studies of child-development, Hall stressed the importance of women as mothers and moral teachers. This conviction rested on a general theory of women as exemplars of exalted racial traits: nutritive, intuitive, and emotional. These traits fitted them for the serious responsibility of child care. 65 Hall even cited the flappers of the 1920s as exhibiting these revered traits
under a "superficial" guise of sophistication, masculinity, and independence. 66

Based on this theoretical orientation, Hall made several recommendations for protecting the unique attributes of women. He advocated that female education be reformed to emphasize preparation for maternity and domesticity. He described maternity as the primary goal of women and noted that "In an ideal society, with ideal men in it, woman's education should focus on motherhood and wifehood, and seek in every way to magnify these functions and to invest them with honor." 67 Although Hall acknowledged that 1904 did not mark an "ideal period", he maintained that advancement of civilization required further differentiation of the sexes. He prescribed protection of these distinctions in education, work, and the home. 68 These measures could help offset what Hall saw as the degenerative effects of the newer roles of women, effects such as the declining birth rate. 69

Science in the Ideal Society

Science and research were the apex of learning in Atlantis. The achievements were profound and included chemical synthesis of diamonds and gold, generation of life from crystals and emulsions, accumulation of data on Martians, development of new vegetation, and experiments on society and on breeding supermen. However, these and other
advances were not the reason for the elevated status of research.

Research in Atlantis was the ultimate expression of the belief in human improvement. And of the scientific endeavors, psychology represented the most valuable task. Emancipated from antiquated metaphysics, psychology "associated itself closely with religion and also with education, analyzed individuals to discern the best that was in every one and to guide him to it, and to realize that the soul of man is no less a product of evolution than is his body; and it also regarded all languages, myths, institutions, faiths, and even deities and everything transcendental as projection of Mansoul." Researchers were exonerated from many social duties, supported for their work, and "regarded as the light and hope of the state." The most adventurous of the scientific research projects was breeding a better human stock. This research required a psychological perspective from which to study the will-to-live and "the promise and potency of a higher race of supermen which it was the business of civilization and learning to produce." In his psychology as well as in his administrative and educational efforts, Hall lauded the values of research. Through this highest form of pursuing knowledge, man could improve upon and "benefit the whole race tomorrow." He contended that we could not have too much research and proposed the expansion of universities and institutes.
Research was exalted as the "greatest achievement of man" and the researcher was declared a superman deserving of extensive freedom and support.\(^{75}\)

Hall's later writings emphasized not only the privileges of researchers but their leadership responsibilities:

Henceforth, as never before, progress is committed to the hands of the intellectuals and they must think harder, realizing to the full the responsibilities of their new leadership. Science in its largest sense is from this time forth to rule the world...In everything it is the expert who must say the final word.\(^{76}\)

If scientific researchers were to have such responsibilities then psychologists, who studied what Hall called the queen of sciences, certainly received a large share of the duties. Hall grew convinced of the special status of psychologists. They were responsible for the discovery and development of desirable human attributes and of methods for re-adjusting the environment to human needs.\(^{77}\)

Late in his life Hall announced the end of laissez faire social development and the necessity of researchers to "take the helm and be our pioneers in this new era."\(^{78}\) Just as Atlantean researchers held a position of supreme importance, so the researcher in post-war America "who reveals and teaches us to command more of the world without and within is the chief benefactor of the race, the true prophet, priest, and king in our day."\(^{79}\)
Utopia's Fall: Pessimism and Optimism

The story of Atlantis ended with the simultaneous collapse of the physical and social environment. Nevertheless, it had an optimistic nemesis because there were survivors who could transmit some of the heritage of the civilization and strive for a future utopia. The fall had resulted partly from the rise of individualism and selfish desires, but these were psychological flaws that could be ameliorated in another civilization.

With such a dénouement, "The Fall of Atlantis" contained an eschatology and a warning. In this sense the story reflected Hall's concerns for the future, and his approach to futuristic speculation. This approach entailed "a vivid sense of what the most immediate environment means and a strong impulse to modify it for the better; secondly, a large point of view that enables one to see the present in the larger perspective of both time and space — that is, to realize its bearings on the welfare of mankind."80 Therefore, Hall believed that conceptions of "ideal" conditions in the imaginative play of children and in the thoughts of adults were an efficient means for the ultimate actualization of these ideals. For instance, in summarizing a study of society building by children in sand boxes, Hall noted that there is "nothing so practical in education as the ideal..."81

Hall did not refrain from contemplating the future and
the ideal in writings other than his utopia. He was not silent on issues about the dangers of modern life. And after the onset of the First World War, his hopes were often infused with pessimistic opinions. These opinions concerned such topics as American youth, politics, science, and German society. For instance, he confessed to a "schizophrenia" caused by the contradiction between his earlier admiration for Germany and disdain for the war conduct of that nation. In his comments on Germany, he criticized an educational system that he had once admired.

Hall also commented on what he perceived as the degradation of American science. His comments resembled his portrayal of Atlantean science during the time of the society's collapse. The similarity is best exemplified in the case of psychology. In the midst of Atlantis's fall, psychology was employed "to fit men to be cogs in preexisting machinery" rather than to "develop ever higher powers in man himself which impel him to create ever newer and higher institutions as progress demands." Eventually, the commercial preoccupations of scientists led to the demise of the scientific spirit and research centers. In the last five years of his life, Hall expressed concerns about what he saw as similar patterns in American psychologists. He warned psychologists of the tendency to concentrate only on the means of making man fit existing social, educational, and industrial environments. He cited the example of the
testing movement and drew an analogy between intelligence testing and the fads of phrenology and palmistry. He saw the testing movement as one of economic interests where psychologists served the demands of industry. 87

The case of psychology also illustrates the way in which Hall linked the degenerative and the creative in all aspects of life. After describing the dissociation and degenerative aspects of psychology, Hall traced out an optimistic eschatology. He anticipated a "superman" psychologist and a great synthetic movement that would "bring a new harmony to our ominously divided efforts and set us again on the trail we have so unfortunately lost." 88 Psychology would undergo a re-integration of knowledge foremost among its transformations would be the initiation of a comprehensive program for reorganizing social institutions. 89

Psychology was a microcosm of the universal process of regression and regeneration, of fall and recovery to some more perfect point. Fears of national decay, regression to hyperindividuation, and tragedies of political conflict were calmed by contemplating the future achievements of research. Hall attributed this optimism not simply to his personality, but to a belief in the advance of evolution. 90 When he outlined the idea of historical cyclicity, he described the cycle more like an upward spiral that may undergo temporary reversion but that ultimately leads to improvement. He wrote that his intentions for teaching evolutionary
theory lay in its message of an eventual supreme end. Hall extended his faith in evolution to the advance of science, and for various reasons psychology in particular was vested with the hopes of social improvement.
CHAPTER V
WILLIAM MCDougALL AND Eugenics FOR SOCIAL IMPROVEMENT

William McDougall was British by birth but his career as a psychologist was spent equally in Britain and the United States. One historian has remarked that McDougall was rejected by American psychologists because he did not "mesh" with their culture. McDougall apparently did not concur because he repeatedly professed his admiration for and agreement with American ideals.¹

Historians of psychology have been critical of McDougall's work. He has been criticized for his teleology and indeterminism, inadequate methods, and interest in psychical research.² Nevertheless, they have considered his scientific works as both innovative and influential. McDougall has been credited with being one of the first to assert that behavior is the proper subject matter for psychology and with developing a purposive psychology in which human actions are held as goal directed. His leading role in the study of instincts has been acknowledged. In brief, McDougall has been credited with anticipating the behaviorist trend later promulgated by Watson, and his research in purposive psychology and instincts has earned him recognition as the progenitor of the hormic school of psychology.³

Few historians have done more than sketch McDougall's professional activities, probably because there are few
existing documents and personal papers. Examinations of his alliance with a nativist psychology and critical analyses of his purposive psychology have been restricted by lack of such archival resources; one is left to follow Montaigne's dictum that a man is his essays.

Many of McDougall's published writings remain unexamined. Despite historical consideration of his instinct theory and his eugenics beliefs, only superficial attention has been given to his experiments and evolutionary theory. Commentaries on his studies in social psychology and the group mind effect have not mentioned his comprehensive theory relating individual and society. Nor has there been any investigation of his psychology of politics. Yet these writings occupy significant space in McDougall's bibliography, especially during his years in America, and offer substantial information about his psychology and his ideas about science.

One of his neglected publications, "The Island of Eugenia," is a proposal for a society founded on eugenics. Eugenia is described as the plan of an academic scientist who, after thirty years of study, shared his ideas with an old college friend who had since become an affluent philanthropist. The plan is presented in a dialogue between scientist and philanthropist, between the "Seer" and the "practical Man". Eugenia is devoted to the propagation of "superior strains". Recruitment is world-wide and citizenship
selection based on family history, intellectual abilities, and moral qualifications. Offspring of the Eugenians are educated, not necessarily to manage the ideal state, but rather to serve the world as foremost statesmen and thinkers.

The story resembles the typical utopian tale in the sense that Eugenia has an ideal geography and stable organization. Located in a well-defined territory, it has "a white man's climate and reasonably fertile soil." The land has beautiful and diversified natural features, with areas suitable for establishing great universities and professional schools. Except for the regulations concerning eligibility for membership, few aspects of the social organization of Eugenia are described in detail. But the utopia does outline a definite role for science and utilizes several psychological assumptions. The island was designed by a scientist "studying human nature and society" who was asked for his professional judgements. The scientist was committed to a belief not only in the science of man as the paramount subject of inquiry but also in a particular science of man that assumes the genetic superiority of the Nordic race.

"The Island of Eugenia" is subtitled "The Fantasy of a Foolish Philosopher." While McDougall admitted that the scheme was "conceived in all the ardour and ignorance of youth", he still claimed to believe that it was desirable and practicable.
in 1921, McDougall re-affirmed a belief in the fantasy and hoped for its realization. This evident faith in the Eugenia scheme or some similar modification of society was encompassed in McDougall's concept of science. He held that

the sole test or criterion of science, or true knowledge of Nature, is that it shall bring us such understanding of the course of natural events as will enable us effectively to intervene and modify the course of such events for our own purposes, direct the course of events teleologically, control them in some degree (however slight), in accordance with our desires and needs.

For McDougall, science was an enactment of certain characteristics of human nature, specifically those of purposiveness. Therefore, discussion of the relation of his ideal society to his psychology requires prefatory comments on his ideas about human nature and science.

**Implications of a Purposive Psychology**

As a university student McDougall became interested in human nature and simultaneously, came to believe that only science could mitigate the horrors of man's future. These interests led him to study philosophy and medicine and to specialize in the nervous system because it contained "the secrets of human nature." A reading of James's *Principles of Psychology* convinced him that his interests could be pursued within psychology so he followed that course. He thought psychology, most difficult and unsatisfactory but
deemed it "the science of most urgent importance in the present age, when, for lack of sufficient knowledge of human nature, our civilization threatens to fall into chaos and decay." 12

This gradual introduction to psychology, subsequent studies in Germany, and experimental research on visual perception provided the footing upon which McDougall was to challenge certain accepted doctrines in psychology. His first book, a text on physiological psychology, introduced the unconventional theses that were to be held throughout his career. Here McDougall intimated that mechanistic explanations were barren because they were based on an inadequate interpretation of psychological events as parallel to physiological processes. He posited that psychological activities depend on conditions prior to existence. He stated that "we are compelled to postulate an existent, an immaterial being, in which the separate neural processes produce the elementary affections which we have called psychical elements...." 13 In his second book, Introduction to Social Psychology, McDougall proposed that such an existent must influence psychological activities in a specific manner. That is, psychological actions are determined by certain purposes or goals. 14 These two propositions, that psychological phenomena are more than the summation of physiological events and that they are guided by a purpose, comprised the propaedeutic of McDougall's psychology. The
remainder of his researches explored these positions in one of three ways: logical justification of the precepts underlying his psychology and refutation of alternative doctrines, elaboration of his position by explaining their relevance to psychological problems, and expansion of his position to corroborate a philosophy of science.

McDougall held definitive views on the function of scholarship, and particularly on that of psychological research. He believed the proper application of a scientific method demanded consideration of all possible explanations of an event and a flexible scepticism regarding these possibilities. He also believed that psychological knowledge could benefit both the intelligent reader and practitioner in other social sciences or social reform. Indeed, he not only held that such knowledge could affect social affairs but also that it necessarily did influence them. He cited the work of Freud as a significant but regrettable example of such influence. Therefore, McDougall addressed most of his writings not solely to the psychologist or student of psychology but equally to an audience interested in the social sciences. Although this approach did not deter him from undertaking detailed research, it was manifested in his lengthy and general introductions to the topic under discussion. These two ideas about the process and usefulness of research were derived from a fundamental conviction, that psychology was the "indispensable foundation" of social
science, vested with the responsibility for the survival of civilization. 16

In justifying a purposive psychology, McDougall defended what he called a "teleological" position that he had initially referred to as "animism." This was "the belief that all natural objects which seem to exert any power or influence are moved or animated by 'spirits' or intelligent purposive beings." 17 In arguing for the validity of a teleological position, McDougall revealed the deficiencies of a mechanistic view, claimed that science must be concerned with behavior, and noted that behavior could not be adequately described or explained by principles of either hedonism or antecedent events. 18 McDougall continued these critical analyses of mechanistic psychology throughout his writings and extended them to whatever constituted the latest research, for example, the various behaviorist theories of the 1920s. 19

McDougall's research program was consistent with his commitment to empirical methods and to a teleological position. For instance, he developed a social psychology where behaviors were interpreted as goal-oriented. He stated that when any creature strives toward an end or goal, it is because it possesses as an ultimate feature of its constitution what we can only call a disposition or latent tendency to strive towards that end, a conative disposition which is actualized or brought into operation by the perception (or other
mode of cognition) of some object. Each organism is endowed, according to its species, with a certain number and variety of such conative dispositions as a part of its hereditary equipment for the battle of life; and in the course of its life these may undergo certain modifications and differentiations.  

The outline for a social psychology stipulated that the primary foci for psychological research be the study of particular 'dispositions' and the underlying hereditary processes. Most of his subsequent psychological studies fell under one of these two subjects.  

The study of dispositions described in Social Psychology essentially consisted of the categorization and description of human instincts. "Instinct" was defined not as an innate reflex action but as a disposition, or tendency, involving the perception of an object, a feeling about it, and an action or impulse to act toward or away from it. Although McDougall acknowledged intelligence in man, he held that "instincts are the prime movers of all human activity" and that most cognitive activities are closely linked with instincts. The study of instincts was fundamental to a science of human character.  

McDougall prepared a taxonomy of primary and complex instincts. Primary instincts had correlates in specific emotion excitements (primary emotions): flight with the emotion fear, repulsion with disgust, curiosity with wonder, pugnacity with anger, self-abasement with subjection,
self-assertion with elation, and parenting with tenderness. Complex instinctive states result from a compounding of primary emotions, usually through learning. These include such states as admiration, reverence, gratitude, envy, jealousy, resentment, and fascination.

McDougall intended his extensive study of instincts and emotions to rectify certain deficiencies in psychological theory. He maintained that the preoccupation of psychologists with consciousness, brain processes and intelligence was insufficient for understanding and controlling human conduct. Social scientists "whose primary interest it was to lay down general rules for the guidance of human activity in the great fields of legislation, of government, of private and public conduct" could not utilize such psychology. Any attempts to do so, as in the case of "the moral sense" or "rational will" have been unsuccessful. McDougall hoped that his Social Psychology would demonstrate that processes such as consciousness and intelligence were instruments of basic mental forces underlying all activities. He believed that "given the native propensities and capabilities of the individual human mind, all the complex mental life of societies is shaped by them and in turn reacts upon the course of their development and operation in the individual."

McDougall continued to assert that a purposive psychology elucidating the human dispositions was fundamental to
understanding social life. He prepared some works to demonstrate the usefulness of purposive psychology for moral conduct and character. In other works he argued that future research in psychology depended on acceptance of these general views. On the one hand, McDougall fulfilled these promises by extensive analyses. For instance, The Group Mind is an attempt to show how even complex organization is explained by fundamental dispositions. On the other hand, he often described how practical applications required more than a mechanistic psychology and how social decay would increase with its continued use.

He was not solely concerned with the description of psychological dispositions. McDougall insisted that activity was inherent in the organism and received impetus from a struggle for survival expressed as a will to live. Therefore, one of the greatest problems for psychology was to understand the underlying and innate basis of will as a mental process. McDougall attempted to show that the evolution of mental processes was not mechanistic but teleological. Consequently, he rejected neo-Darwinism with its notions of natural selection and human conduct as reflex actions. In place of mechanistic neo-Darwinism, or Weismann's explanation for the agency of organic evolution, McDougall postulated that mind was distinct from material nature, indeed, that it evolved from mind itself. He equated the biological struggle for existence with a mental will-to-
live, and natural selection with intelligent and purposive activities. Purposive mental activity explained adaptation of the organism to new environment. 32

McDougall demanded a theory of evolution that would account for the function of mind and would encompass the influences of environmental constraints. Among the theories of evolution that rejected strict neo-Darwinism, only the Lamarckian hypothesis incorporated these premises. 33 McDougall recognized that Lamarckianism was in disrepute, especially since the dubious experimental verifications of Pavlov, but he tentatively accepted the hypothesis and even sought to validate it by conducting experiments with rats. He cut off their tails, and measured, generation after generation, in hopes that the tails would become shorter. 34

McDougall believed that the Lamarckian position coincided with the purposiveness, holism, and indeterminism in his psychology. 35 He saw another advantage of Lamarckianism, its practical utility. Beyond its theoretical implications, the Lamarckian thesis "must have practical bearings that are equally important, and must affect our attitude towards a number of political problems and social programmes. Of these, the most important is the problem of preserving and promoting the qualities of our human stocks." 36

The advantage of applicability was consistent with McDougall's commitment to the practical application of psychological knowledge. Applicability of Lamarckianism also implied a
reform program that seemed to contradict his initial re-
form interests. As early as 1906 McDougall had advocated
eugenics, a measure supported by a theory of organic or
material evolution. McDougall held that knowledge of the
mental differences between racial groups was imperative to
"a science that will point the way to such a political and
social organization as will offer some guarantee of stability
and some prospect of the continued progress of human mind
and human culture." Yet Lamarckianism did not suggest
reforms in breeding practices but programs of eugenics, or
environmental improvements which protected preferred behav-
iors and habits so that they would be inherited by succes-
sive generations.

McDougall resolved the problem by advocating both types
of reforms, eugenics and eugenics. He defended this stance
by noting the compatibility and interdependence of the two
measures. Inheritance of acquired characteristics was the
slower process and could actually benefit from eugenics
measures. Strictures about breeding not only yielded more
rapid changes but also protected the precarious survival of
acquired characteristics from the powerful influence of
adverse biological selective forces. With this argument
McDougall continued and escalated his advocacy of eugenics
measures.

Just as eugenics underlay the majority of his proposals
for social improvement, so certain implications of
Lamarckianism directed his prescriptions for psychology and science. McDougall's development of psychological doctrines was paralleled by construction of a theory of knowledge. This epistemology accommodated various Lamarckian assumptions: that mind evolved in a purposive manner, that science was a product of the evolution of mind, and that the veracity of scientific knowledge was determined by its successful application. With these assumptions McDougall justified the precedence of psychological science, and the necessity to use that science for governing the affairs of men.

McDougall's psychology reflected these epistemological assumptions. He adopted the pragmatic principle as he had learned it from James, that is that

in interpreting natural phenomena we form hypotheses; when we find that an hypothesis will not work we must reject it, when we find that it works well, we call it a theory; and the larger the number of groups of natural phenomena for which it provides satisfactory interpretations, the stronger its claim to be regarded as the true theory. There is no other kind of scientific truth, no other meaning to be given to the words.

According to McDougall, this principle illustrated the teleological nature of science because "the sole test or criterion of science, or true knowledge of Nature, is that it shall bring us such understanding of the course of natural events as will enable us effectively to intervene and modify." The ultimate purpose of science is acquisition
of knowledge for bettering human conditions. McDougall was careful to insist that science was empirical, in that it proceeds by observation, hypothesis and experiment, and positive, in that it deals with reality as it exists, and not as it could or ought to exist. Thus scientific knowledge, as pragmatic truth, could be distinguished from philosophical knowledge, as criticism and evaluation. This epistemological position suggested two reasons for the priority of the science of psychology. First, if science results from purposive striving of mind, then scientists would benefit from knowledge of purposiveness provided by means of psychology. Even the separate field of philosophy could be refined by a knowledge of purposive psychology. Second, psychology is unique in that it is relevant to all facets of human life and, in fact, the instrument by which scientific knowledge is applied to human affairs. McDougall recognized that the "aim of psychology is to render our knowledge of human nature more exact and more systematic, in order that we may control ourselves more wisely and influence our fellow-men more effectively." Practical application was essential for testing the validity of psychological ideas. But what seemed even more important to McDougall was the need for applying psychology to amend social problems and hence, the need for better psychologists to "make themselves the saviors of our collapsing civilization." Psychology was essential to mankind's continued
progress and to the realization of higher ideals. 50

Eugenia and Social Improvement

McDougall's Eugenia is not a utopia for Everyman. Rather it comprises a select group who aim to advance the life of Everyman. Improvement is effected in two ways. The selected breeders of Eugenia may re-enter society either to raise genetic fitness by inter-breeding or to apply their superior intelligence and skills to improve social and political conditions. Given their excellent genetic qualities and their training in an ideal environment, Eugenians contribute to human progress from within and without their utopian homeland. To McDougall this plan for Eugenia seemed "fantastic" yet "practicable" since it was constructed according to scientific ideas about genetics, evolution and psychology. These were ideas that, given financial means, he believed could be successfully applied. 51

The genetic theory substantiating the Eugenia plan was straightforward. Candidates for citizenship would be selected for superb phenotypic characteristics which represented sound genotypic traits. Although recruitment would screen the human race, utilizing criteria of intelligence, moral qualities, and family history, it would favor the preservation of the "disappearing" race of Nordics. In turn, recruited members would be endogamous, would inter-marry, and their offspring would re-apply for membership.
Eugenia offered a means for reversing a hypothesized tendency for the finest members of civilization to decrease in number and eventually to die off.\textsuperscript{52} McDougall felt certain of this tendency and he included evidence of it in his proposals for eugenics reform.\textsuperscript{53} He was likewise convinced about the special attributes of the Nordic race, their perilous chance for survival in a world encouraging the proliferation of "lower races", and the need for elite leaders to protect culture and learning.\textsuperscript{54}

Eugenia not only would preserve a threatened race but also would furnish "world-service", primarily through "the improvement of human qualities."\textsuperscript{55} Such aspirations for human progress, as well as fears about its potential degeneration, are consistent with McDougall's thesis that mankind can progress. He held that only "by a more strenuous use of our intellectual facilities, and by a growth of knowledge, especially a knowledge of the laws of human societies, will the stability and further evolution of nations be maintained."\textsuperscript{56} Thus progress depended on science, and like science it was teleological because its direction was determined by desire for an ideal end.\textsuperscript{57} Specifically, he proposed that progress could be stimulated by the contributions of exceptional people and by breeding finer stocks.\textsuperscript{58}

The plans for Eugenia also contained information about the utopian environment. Eugenia is an island with choice
climate, soil, and scenery. It has ideal working conditions, and excellent education and research facilities. Furthermore, environmental factors enhance family life which is important because monogamy, marriage, and the traditional role of the mother are highly esteemed and encouraged. At a glance, insistence on superb environmental conditions seems superfluous to the functioning of a society founded on eugenic ideas. No explanation for this environmentalism was given in the plans. However, it is consistent with McDougall's interpretation of the progress of nations, purposive theories of social modification of character and instincts, espousal of Lamarckian theory, and his directives for study of related environmental influences. These research interests assume the relevance of optimal environmental conditions in a utopia.

Science and Society

The construction and maintenance of Eugenia required the scientific knowledge found in McDougall's psychology: of genetics, progress, and environmental factors. This knowledge, indeed the very idea of planning a society, was conceivable only where scientific knowledge had attained a certain status. The protagonist of the story, a scientist of nature and society, formulated plans precisely because of a belief in the efficacy of science. Other social reform measures were merely "social plasters." Scientific
research in Eugenia focuses on the science of its initial founding, psychology, and in particular, its relations to eugenics. "The science of man will for the first time receive adequate recognition, that is to say, it will dominate the scene. To it all other sciences will be duly subordinated." 

The conception of Eugenia, then, was based not only on certain scientific ideas of McDougall's but also on his particular philosophy of knowledge. The precedence of psychological knowledge in Eugenia was evident in the status ascribed to science, as well as in the credentials of its designer. Even the existence of Eugenia was explained by a purposive theory of knowledge, "for underlying all the activities of Eugenia will be the conviction that, if the human race is to have a future that we can contemplate, it can achieve such a future only by deliberately assuming the control of its own destiny." The possibility of such control rested with science and the responsibility for securing it was placed in the hands of scientists, particularly psychologists.

Decay and Prevention

If the assumptions that led McDougall to acknowledge the responsibility of scientists lent reasonableness to the design of a utopia, then his observations of current social conditions confirmed the urgency of the task. Ominous comments on the trends of social and political affairs appear
throughout his psychological writings. These comments range from warnings of world wars, racial degeneration, and political turmoil to the decay of individual character. Of this last topic, there is no clearer example than that contained in *World Chaos* in which McDougall maintained that, "Our present tendency is towards a world of gaudily attired neurotics and maniacs housed in barracks where they will pass the time between crises and disasters pleasantly enough, pressing innumerable buttons to set in automatic action the inane products of jazz and movie factories."65

These criticisms were often accompanied by ideal models. For instance, claims that the family was in a state of decay were balanced by descriptions of a preferred family system and provisions for its maintenance.66 The issues of stable family life and the traditional role of woman as mother and wife constitute prime examples of the ideals to which McDougall subscribed. He believed that these ideals represented innate and purposive desires and could be maintained by use of scientific, especially psychological, knowledge.

McDougall expressed similar ideals concerning the progress of nations and of the world. He presented an exhaustive treatment of these ideals in a book about America. The text outlined the ideals for the nation and procedures necessary for their actualization. Following a discussion of the physical and cultural pre-requisites for ideal nationhood (pre-requisites which he believed America had
achieved), he stipulated the philosophical ideals: harmony, unity, collective deliberation, prosperity, and progress. These ideals required psychological action for realization because they were "the result of intelligent purposive guidance and design..." and the foundation for future internationalism and national progress. 67 McDougall sketched the movement of American society toward these ideals and discussed the social problems which could obstruct that progress.

In his work on America, as in his text on personal ideals, 68 McDougall applied his purposive psychology to expedite realization of ideals. Such attempts seem at odds with his epistemological distinction between philosophical ideals and scientific facts. However, he avoided the contradiction by envisioning a special relation between philosophy and the social sciences. McDougall proposed that under appropriate conditions social scientists should follow the specifications of philosophers by investigating how the specified values could be implemented. Because the right conditions had not yet arrived and philosophical progress still required the assistance of scientific research, there had to be a different relation between the two fields. McDougall suggested that "It is, then, right and well nigh inevitable that the social scientist shall be also a philosopher, or, at least, interested in social philosophy and its problems." 69 It was the responsibility of the
social scientist to acknowledge philosophy in promoting the progress and ideals of mankind. And the necessity for accepting this responsibility was only too clearly evident in the precarious and degenerating conditions of society. McDougall accepted this responsibility and he took up philosophical problems and proposed practical solutions. By 1934, he felt that he had witnessed partial fruition of at least one suggestion: family allowances to the most fit would serve a eugenic function and avoid the philosophical and political problems associated with more drastic eugenic measures. This success served to raise his optimism about another social scientific recommendation, "The Island of Eugenia". A few years before he died, McDougall wrote that "I am encouraged almost to hope that at some remote date my Eugenic scheme may be realized by some enlightened multi-millionaire."
CHAPTER VI
HUGO MÜNSTERBERG AND AN IDEAL TOMORROW

Arthur Lovejoy once wrote to an acquaintance accusing him of a "highly regrettable attitude of aloofness and superciliousness."¹ The acquaintance was Hugo Münsterberg and the attitude referred to was Münsterberg's reaction to a reviewer's criticisms. Münsterberg became known for his pugnacious approach to both intellectual and political issues.² However, this trait did not deter a number of his contemporaries from respecting and praising his psychological work.³

Writers of textbook histories of psychology have tempered their praise. They have recognized Münsterberg as James's chosen successor as head of the Harvard psychological laboratories and as a multi-faceted psychologist. But the recognition has not been without some reservation for historians have indicated disappointment with Münsterberg's performance as the chief experimental psychologist at Harvard and with the fact that he overspread his research involvements across a variety of fields.⁴ Additionally, some attention has been given to his early research which is described as a psychological theory that stresses process over structure.⁵ Münsterberg's work after 1900 has been referred to as "applied" psychology; it seldom has received more than a brief comment.⁶
Recently, both Münsterberg's psychological theories and his explorations into applied areas have been the subjects of historical re-assessment. He has been cited for such innovations as promoting advertising psychology and conducting an early and insightful study of motion pictures, as well as opening other avenues in applied psychology. His contributions to American philosophy also have been examined, and the relation of these psychological and philosophical positions has been the focus of a recent intellectual biography.

This last treatment of Münsterberg's thought has shown the apparent contradiction between Münsterberg's commitment to experimental psychology and to a philosophical idealism as well as the contradiction between his scientific attitude and his political involvements. According to the author of the study, Matthew Hale, the apparent inconsistencies were coordinated with a "consistent political ideology." This ideology illustrates that "it was Münsterberg, not James, whose vision proved more prophetic in twentieth-century America." While James wrote about freedom and spontaneity, his successor specified the necessity of order and rationality. Münsterberg prompted a view that melded the ideas of natural order with those of the potential of science for controlling social conditions. Likewise, he attempted to demonstrate the transcendental aspects of the will while acknowledging human limits, and the possibility of science for changing
society, while advocating value-freedom in the sciences.

One of Münsterberg's attempts to unite his political leanings with his scientific beliefs and metaphysical ideals appeared in a book-length utopian program published in 1916, the last year of his life. *Tomorrow: Letters to a Friend* in Germany is a fictional account of possible perfection; it contains his vision of a post-war internationalism. It appears as a series of letters sent by a German-American psychologist to a friend and historian in Germany who has requested the scientist's expertise in illuminating civilization's fate. The psychologist acknowledged the special circumstances that permitted him to outline the future.

"You turn to me, because one whose lifework is psychology may best foresee the days which wait for us, and one who lives in a neutral country may look with clearer eyes toward the tomorrow than those in belligerent lands."  

The letters of the psychologist portrayed the utopian future, or tomorrow, as advancing from greater nationalism and internationalism to pacifism. These changes would require organized and efficient procedures to be implemented in line with a particular orientation, idealism. The philosophy of idealism requires an acceptance of certain eternal and absolute values. The development of civilization from nationalism to internationalism depends on the corresponding development of these absolute values. For instance, nationalism fosters beliefs in the eternal value
of unity of a nation. In turn, acceptance of the idea of unity counters selfish individualism and fosters the recognition of other values. Tomorrow describes these stages which accompany the realization of idealism. The book concludes with an outline of post-war reconstruction involving establishment of peace and global organization: "If the people of a group, or finally of the globe, are bound by an organization, it demands in the same way that each subordinate its selfish desires to the progress of the whole, to the aims of western culture, to the ideals of mankind." This was the organization that would evolve from nationalism, internationalism, and pacifism and would contribute to ultimate ideals.

Tomorrow appears to contain a relatively uncomplicated utopian scheme until several other aspects of Münsterberg's work are taken into consideration. First, Münsterberg had chastised experimental psychologists for making judgments about desired social ends. According to him, the experimental psychologist "oversteps the boundaries of his realm" as soon as he evaluates any psychological processes. Despite this stance on the role limitations of the experimental psychologist, Münsterberg published Tomorrow, a volume replete with social values and evaluations. Furthermore, Münsterberg claimed that the problems of civilization required the application of scientific knowledge to practical life. While Tomorrow refers to some scientific innovations,
and while it supposedly incorporates the knowledge of the psychologist-author, its emphasis is on a subjective psychology that assumes that belief is the ultimate truth and ideals are the ultimate goals.

Consideration of the apparent contradiction between *Tomorrow* and other scientific works by Münsterberg requires some familiarity with his works. Such an understanding lends additional meaning to the utopia as well as clarification of the apparent inconsistencies.

**A Pluralistic System of Science**

Münsterberg received his psychological training in Germany. Although his scientific activities were extended in numerous directions during his career in America, he remained committed to the experimental psychology he adopted as a student. Münsterberg studied in the medical and psychological laboratories of the University of Leipzig where he earned both Ph.D. and M.D. degrees. At the University of Freiburg, Münsterberg was able to establish a laboratory of experimental psychology which is said to have competed with that of his former teacher, Wilhelm Wundt. Although trained as an introspectionist devoted to the study of elements of consciousness, his research was not "Wundtian." Instead, it concerned a motor theory that omitted Wundt's notion of willing apperception. Münsterberg postulated that every sensation produced a motor response which, through a
feedback system, affected the organism's perception.

Münsterberg's successful laboratory and his psychological conceptions were appreciated in America, especially by William James who chose Münsterberg as his successor to head the Harvard psychological laboratory. But Münsterberg was not to live up to the image he had gained among American scholars, in part because once in the United States he became less involved in experimental work and more interested in epistemological, social, and political issues. The disappointment in his failure to meet expectations is illustrated in E.G. Boring's comment that there is "almost nothing of importance in experimental psychology connected with Münsterberg's name since the experiments in the Beiträge of the Freiburg days." It should be noted that Boring did attempt to explain, however superficially, Münsterberg's failure in America: "What happened was that Münsterberg was too original; his energetic mind went at once from experimental to still newer psychologies." These newer psychologies ranged from philosophical psychology and psychotherapy to various applied areas including industrial, juristic and social psychology. The remainder of Münsterberg's career was occupied with these interests.

Münsterberg's varied psychological interests are seen most clearly in terms of their relation to his theory of knowledge. In his experimental ventures, Münsterberg was a materialist and positivist. He believed that experimental
psychology concerned the analysis and measurement of physical events which were parallel processes to psychical events. Psychological phenomena were subject to the same laws as phenomena studied by the other natural sciences because Münsterberg claimed

That the whole world of mental facts is determined by laws, and that therefore in the mental world just as little as in the physical universe do wonders happen, is the necessary presupposition of psychology, which it does not discuss, but takes for granted. If the perceptions, associations, feelings, emotions, and dispositions are all given, the action must necessarily happen as it does. 19

His positivism was equally apparent in his position that "Psychology starts with the presupposition that all objects which have existence in the universe are physical or psychical, objects in matter or objects in consciousness. Other objects are not perceivable by us, and therefore do not exist." 20

These positions imply certain boundaries of experimental psychology. Münsterberg viewed psychology as "a science which aims at description and explanation of inner life" through study of causal connections of its physical correlates. 21 Causal connections of psychical phenomena such as the will cannot be made and, therefore, are not part of the experimental science. The experimental methods introduced in the mid-nineteenth century permitted the exact measurement of "physical elements of mental experiences". 22 The
duties of the experimental psychologist were dictated accordingly, for "as long as he is to describe and explain, he cannot acknowledge that there is anything in the mind which does not allow such description and explanation. He must feel like the naturalist, who takes it for granted that everything in the universe is subordinated to natural laws." Therefore, the role of the experimental psychologist contained restrictions; it excluded the consideration of understanding, purposes, and ideals of mental life. The psychologist should not evaluate mental life, the will, or metaphysical problems.

Münsterberg did not omit these aspects of reality from the domain of psychological thought. Rather, they were given over to a separate field of psychology. Experimental psychology, or "causal psychology", was distinguished from a field that Münsterberg referred to as "purposive psychology." In the latter field one studies the same inner experiences as in experimental psychology, but from the "different standpoint" of understanding the meaning or purposes of inner experiences. He typically defined purposive psychology by contrasting it with causal psychology:

The contents of consciousness with which causal psychology deals are objects, but the acts which have a meaning and which form the material of purposive psychology are acts of subjects. Hence if we contrast the mere material, we have in causal psychology mental objects which are found in consciousness, and in purposive psychology we have acts which are performed by a subject.
Münsterberg held that the methods of the two psychologies are similar and that "the search for necessary connections in our real life, in our life of purpose and meaning, begins with the same motives and ends with the same results as the causal scientist." Both psychologies depend on the permanence of experience. For the causal scientist the permanency is of physical substance and energies, while for the purposive scientist it is of "sameness of will purposes" or the soul. In turn, the soul is "part of the absolute mind", and closely related to "the over-individual obligations of truth, beauty and morality," just as the individual organism studied in causal psychology is part of the physical universe. It then follows that the soul can be studied in its individual and social aspects.

Purposive psychology was intended to begin where causal psychology terminated. It alone could study the values and absolute ideals of real life. Any attempt from the standpoint of experimental psychology to make such investigations was "psychologism", and Münsterberg once referred to such attempts as a "psychological imperialism" exhibiting an "expansionist policy".

The tenability of purposive psychology required two assumptions, that there exists some absolute knowledge and that philosophy, and not experiences in the physical world, determines our system of acquiring knowledge. Both assumptions were fundamental to a stance that Münsterberg called
philosophical idealism.

First, he claimed that the "general proposition, 'there is absolute truth', for me stands only as an expression of the minimal requirement for the truth-seeker. He who does not accept it, we idealists insist, negates himself, and we saw in that the very first fact which brushes aside all pragmatism and all relativism." The absolute truth transcends that of individual wills because "We know other will acts in ourselves which we will with an over-individual meaning, those attitudes we take when we feel ourselves beyond the domain of our purely personal wishes. The will remains our own, but its significance transcends our individual attitudes; it has an over-individual value; we call it our duty." Understanding of these will acts can be acquired only from the normative sciences including logic, aesthetics, ethics, and metaphysics. Furthermore, "on the basis of these normative sciences the idealistic philosophy has to build up its metaphysical system, which may connect the disconnected will attitudes of our ethical, aesthetical, religious, and logical duties in one ideal dome of thoughts." Values of truth, beauty, harmony, progress, morality, and unity are subject to "the ultimate demand that all the values become one, that the world remain absolutely itself; and the satisfaction of this demand brings us the values of religion and philosophy."

The acceptance of absolute knowledge implies the second assumption, that the classification and methods of knowledge are
determined according to metaphysical and not physical grounds. Thus it becomes evident that even the theoretical causal sciences, including experimental psychology, are purposive and value-laden because they seek the ideal of constructing a system of the world and even more importantly, because they manifest certain eternal ideals.34

Münsterberg spent considerable time constructing a taxonomy of knowledge,35 yet he was thoroughly committed to a rapprochement where all knowledge ultimately would be subsumed in unity and culminate in a new "Weltanschauung, a unified view of the whole of reality." This hope pervaded his address at the 1904 St. Louis Congress of Arts and Sciences and prefaced many of his other scientific writings.36

The search for knowledge through metaphysics and science offered a means for contemplating the external and over-individual value of truth. To Münsterberg, this belief by no means eliminated from life the more practical activities. Indeed, he maintained that "social life has the most immediate interest in uniting the personal joy with the over-personal value." The particular form of truth seeking was unimportant, and practical endeavors were valid so long as their contributions to personal happiness did not overshadow and were not misinterpreted as the real values themselves.37

This evaluation of practical enterprises received a scientific counterpart in the applied sciences. As mentioned
earlier, Münsterberg acknowledged ultimate purposes in the causal sciences. For instance, the purpose of scientific psychology was not merely to develop metaphysical constructs but to establish that

The right of the scientific psychologist to link his results with the technical needs of social life is founded on even deeper reasons than that of the physicist. We need only to remember our earlier discussions on the principles of causal psychology. We saw that the inner life of those around us does not present itself as a system of causes and effects but only as a meaning to be interpreted. To study it as cause and effect involved a reconstruction, and every causal statement was thus an answer to an artificial question. But why should we raise such an unnatural question at all, if there is not need of applying the results of causal psychology to important practical interests?... The whole elaboration of causal psychology, and that is after all the form of psychology which is traditionally accepted as the science of the mind, has significance only if it is ultimately to serve our practical ends. 38

Münsterberg felt that the ultimate aims of scientific psychology were illustrated by contemporary social conditions. That is, the necessity of scientific guidance was evident everywhere in society. The need became more obvious when one observed the ineffectiveness of naive or every-day psychology. 39 But the need was also apparent in the demands for practical psychological knowledge made by other professionals— including doctors, lawyers, teachers, and businessmen. Münsterberg believed that these demands showed "the duty of the practical psychologist systematically to examine how far other purposes of modern society can be advanced by
the new methods of experimental psychology."^40

Added to these metaphysical purposes and social demands was another reason for developing a practical or applied psychology. The reason related to Münsterberg's philosophy of scientific progress, specifically the belief that practical applications are necessary for advances in theoretical science. Münsterberg felt that "the knowledge of nature and the mastery of nature have always belonged together,"^41 and that the coupling of theory and practice represented a move toward a higher unity."an ultimate view of pulsating reality."^42

Münsterberg carried through his commitment to practical psychology by writing, speaking, and supervising experimental research on applied problems. His interests led him to write volumes on practical psychology topics such as industrial efficiency, psychotherapy, education, social sanity, vocational guidance, and jurisprudence.^43 He published numerous studies on social problems such as prohibition and temperance, imaginary nervous diseases, scholarship, sex education, socialism, dancing, and feminism.^44 His writings and lectures were prepared for audiences ranging from experimental psychologists and other professionals to politicians and parents.

Münsterberg's endorsement of practical psychology was not unrestricted. On the contrary, one of his first American publications criticizes the new psychology for
assuming its relevance to problems of practical life and used the case of education to question these assumptions. He criticized psychologists and teachers alike for assuming that experimental research could be applied directly to educational experiences. His animosity lessened over time but his warnings concerning the uses and abuses of practical psychology were continued.

The rationale with which Münsterberg could criticize the direct use of scientific psychology yet devote years to applied psychology research is important. His concept of applied science is fundamental not merely for understanding his own applications but also for gaining a better view of his epistemology. Münsterberg rejected the idea that applied science is simply the extension of theoretical findings to practical problems. The process of application requires awareness of certain aims or ends of practical life. Münsterberg maintained that when this was realized

We understand at once that it is utterly artificial to substitute the categories of the psychologist for those of immediate practical will-relations and to consider the child in the same class-room as a causal system of psycho-physical elements instead of a personality which is teleologically to be interpreted, and whose aims are not to be connected with causal effects but with over-individual attitudes. In this way the historical relation and the normative relation have to play at least as important a role in the pedagogical system as the psycho-physical relation, and we might quite as well call education applied history and applied ethics.
Therefore, applied sciences should be defined through their use of knowledge according to chosen ends. They would not be less valid because of such interdependence since "all this does not contradict the other fact that this choosing of ends together with making use of the knowledge for that end is itself a group of facts which can be studied and which therefore becomes an object of science." 48

The view that applied science is a combination of theory and values has implications for the functioning of the applied fields. For instance, pedagogy cannot rely solely on theoretical psychology or on the personal values of the teacher. It requires a third and independent agent, the educational theorist, to attempt the harmonious synthesis of theory and desired ends. 49 The area of "psychotechnics" would fill a comparable role in industry because "The task of psychotechnics is accordingly to determine by exact psychological experiments how this mental effect, the satisfaction of economic desires, can be secured in the quickest, in the easiest, in the safest, in the most enduring, and the most satisfactory way." 50. Münsterberg made similar proposals for applied work in medicine, jurisprudence and vocational guidance. He hoped that these fields would develop their own research facilities and laboratories. 51

When Münsterberg demarcated distinct fields of applied science, he stipulated special roles for the applied scientist. Just as the experimental psychologist should refrain
from making evaluations, so the applied psychologist should understand the values, the desired social ends, in his research. These ends would be dictated by society because society is responsible for establishing institutes for applied research and provides the social ideals upon which applied scientists operate. Münsterberg believed that a society founded on individualism or utilitarianism could not give the proper guidance for achieving the right social ideals, the eternal values. The solution required social acceptance of idealism and America was moving in that direction. Idealism was incipient in American life and ultimately would bring profound changes for "As soon as the nation feels that the meaning of life lies, not in the greatest pleasure for the greatest number of individuals, but in the realization of eternal ideals, then, as a matter of course, school and college and vocational life will be reshaped and re-organized." Münsterberg appended descriptions of this emerging idealism to many of his writings. It was in Tomorrow that he precisely described the emergence of this new life and contemplated its repercussions.

Idealism and the Future

Tomorrow offers no dates for the appearance of an idealist world and the author claimed his psychology to be of no help in making such predictions. Yet the protagonist was convinced of the eventual ascendency of idealism.
and described how its emergence had already begun. The nationalism of European countries, particularly Germany, and the growing American nationalism comprised the first signs of a new philosophy and ultimately, of a new world order. It was only a matter of time before idealism and internationalism would be established.

In several letters the psychologist-author discussed the attributes of nationalism and demonstrated the rise of idealism. Nationalism meant a triumph of the state built on national love, defense, and belief in its ideals. The last ingredient is critical because it demands moral obligation; it is based upon the belief that "selfishness in individuals or nations seeks pleasure, advantage, enjoyment, happiness, but nationalistic ambition serves an idea, is loyalty and faithfulness in the fulfillment of a mission which is received from history." Nationalism also affirms truth by uniting purposes of individual life experience. In other words, nationalism represents the sacrifice of individual wants for the absolute and over-individual ideals and fosters recognition that "truth is ultimately belief."

The psychologist-author elaborated on the superiority of German nationalism but acknowledged the rapid development of American nationalism. To him, an improved nationalism would depend on recognition of the philosophical contribution of German-Americans because Americans "must yield for today and tomorrow to the German idealism."

Germany already
had acquired efficiency, organization, and "Kultur", attributes which reflect the more fundamental belief in absolute values. The author noted how "The true German is guided neither by the realistic hope for his pleasures and advantages nor by the idealistic belief in the development of his own soul, but by his feelings of duty toward the common aims and ideals. His life is a contribution to fulfillments which lie beyond himself."\textsuperscript{58}

These over-individual and future-oriented obligations eventually would serve not a single nation, but the entire world. Here, the psychologist introduced the necessary sequel of internationalism and ultimately, pacifism. The new internationalism would require all nations to "repress" memories of earlier animosities, and organize programs of exchange, cooperation and common purposes. These programs would constitute the beginnings of "supernational organization."\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{Tomorrow} recapitulates Münsterberg's philosophy both in espousing idealism and arguing for a particular epistemology. The predicted idealism implies a sense of a larger spiritual unity in the nation and the universe, and was defended in many of Münsterberg's writings.\textsuperscript{60} Likewise, he often presented German thought as an exemplar of this idealism.\textsuperscript{61} The idealism proffered in \textit{Tomorrow} depends on a recognition of absolute knowledge and of the moral obligations of individuals and groups. This requisite sense of
duty or obligation appears in Münsterberg's other comments on idealism.62

More importantly, the idealism introduced in the book corresponds with Münsterberg's conception of ideal values and the means of striving for these values. Progress, morality, unity, and harmony are essential values in his philosophy and subjective psychology, and are no less evident in his utopian essay.63 For instance, internationalism would be founded on notions of harmonious synthesis and the unity of mankind; the improved postwar world would manifest the valued ideal of progress. Before examining how the idea of progress fit with Münsterberg's perceptions of contemporary political and social conditions, it is necessary to understand how science and psychology would play a part in the future utopia.

Science in an Idealist World

Münsterberg wrote as a psychologist and made numerous references to the fact throughout the book. Yet he formulated an idealist scheme with an epistemology that placed the sciences in an auxiliary position to an overriding philosophy. This relation between science and philosophy offered no major problems to the consideration of psychology once it was understood that psychology functioned in the service of philosophical knowledge.

Tomorrow contained numerous questions about the efficacy
of scientific knowledge as well as arguments that the correctness of science depended on a certain philosophical understanding. For instance, the psychologist-author used nationalism, where "the state has proved itself stronger than the race," to exemplify the insufficiency of current psychological or scientific knowledge. He wrote that

To explain history from the angle of race is the last word of natural science and as such perfectly correct. But to explain the progress of social events is not the only way to understand it. We live in a world of purposes which must be interpreted and not explained. Their meaning and aim count and not their naturalistic origin. The pose of the scientific account is a sin against the true spirit of history. 64

The contemporary psycho-biological theories of war and aggression were criticized similarly. 65 The narrator rejected those speculations about the future which rely entirely on the idea of scientific achievement for "they ignore the fact that the real changes in the history of civilization have not come so much from inventions as from new principles of life." 66 Finally, the psychologist-author noted that the use of science is ancillary to absolute knowledge because "If I perform the same work because I believe in the absolute value of scientific truth, I am stirred by an idealistic motive." 67

If the position of science would be auxiliary in the new world, it certainly would remain important. Münsterberg appreciated the use of science in the service of ideals. Science would contribute to achieving American idealism
because as "Movements for vocational guidance and vocational education have spread over the land....The scientific expert is more and more often called into the service of public affairs." Science also would have a place in the international bureaus and exchanges. In Tomorrow science serves an ultimate purpose. As a psychologist, Münsterberg employed scientific knowledge to understand world affairs. Yet the use of science in designing the future world corresponds with Münsterberg's qualification that "there has come a kind of reaction against the mere collecting of facts and gathering of data. A longing for wide perspectives and for unified views of the world begins a new reign." It seemed reasonable to Münsterberg that psychology, developed with recognition of idealism, would play an important role in the new reign.

Hopes for America

Tomorrow is the vision of a world united by a common philosophical goal. But it also has another objective in presenting Germany as a complement to contemporary America. To achieve this latter aim Münsterberg attempted to demonstrate two points. First, he portrayed German culture as honorable and worthy of emulation by explaining the noble roots of German nationalism and international policy. Second, he described the similarities between American and German culture and related them to the proposition that an
improved America depended on adoption of German ideals, especially those transmitted by German-Americans.

The attempt to clarify German cultural ideals and political activities occupied much of Münsterberg's time, even before the war. Several years after arriving in the United States he prepared a volume on America that listed the attributes of Germany and cited the growing similarity between the two countries. He continued his attempts by publishing articles on the values of German culture, education, and social life. His praise of Germany took on a more defensive tone after the onset of the war; he defended the innocence of Germany in initiating the war and condemned the treatment of German-Americans. Münsterberg even sent messages to national leaders. One such letter to President Wilson called for analysis of wartime events "with the methods of scientific psychology." Münsterberg wrote "as a psychologist" maintaining that an incident that appeared to be an act of sabotage by a German could be explained with the concepts of "auto-suggestion" and "retro-active amnesia."

Münsterberg's sentiments were not merely pro-German. At one point he acknowledged a comment that he surveyed "the American world through German eyes with Harvard astigmatism." Indeed, he saw the American world in a special way. Concurrent with his publications praising German culture, Münsterberg wrote about American virtues. He argued that
America was founded on idealism and was in many respects not unlike Germany. The similarities between these nations were increasing:

The American still puts the higher value on the personal, the German on the over-personal; the American on the intrinsic value of the creating will, the German on the intrinsic Value of the absolute ideal. But every day sees the difference reduced, and brings the two nations nearer to a similar attitude of mind. 76

A "new wave" of idealism was appearing in America but it was not without impediments. Münsterberg warned that idealism was threatened by individualism, lack of self-control, neglect of the scientific expert, faulty educational and vocational guidance programs, and absence of organization. 77 Münsterberg asserted that much could be gained from the adoption of German ideals and believed that these ideals could be obtained from those Germans who had migrated to the United States. His hopes for such integration were paralleled by efforts for its realization, efforts such as setting up cultural and scholarly exchanges. 78

Münsterberg claimed that idealism and social harmony, attributes of social order, could be fostered by implementing techniques of social control. He suggested that social control could be expedited by several steps including the development of laboratories for research on social problems, the use of psychological experts, and the initiation of educational and vocational programs. 79 These steps would
hasten national organization and efficiency. Münsterberg also advocated the development of "self-control" in individuals. Paramount in such self-control would be a recognition of community obligations and dedication to meeting these duties through the most appropriate vocation. According to Münsterberg, vocational choices were clearly the means to personal and societal well-being.

Tomorrow contains comments on the importance of social efficiency, organization, and individual duty. But the primary concern is with international harmony and unity. Here again Münsterberg did not limit his hopes to critical essays such as Tomorrow. He attempted to convince influential people, including presidents and scholars, of a feasible world order. He wrote one such person about schemes for a "United States of the World." He sent a copy of Tomorrow to George Sarton, the historian of science. On December 8, 1916 Münsterberg wrote Sarton that "In short, I wanted to see a network of spiritual interests covering the globe, and I am more than ever convinced that the time after the war will be the gigantic opportunity for such works." Münsterberg died eight days later, leaving incomplete his plans for an idealist world and his attempts to improve America through a philosophy of unity, organization, efficiency, and social obligation.
CHAPTER VII
JOHN B. WATSON AND THE HOPES FOR BEHAVIORISM

A reviewer of one of Watson's texts on behaviorism commented that the ideas presented left one "for an instant blinded with a great hope." Watson himself expressed great hope for his psychology and for its proposed applications to social conditions. This sentiment was to persist long after his career as a full-time academic psychologist ended.

Many historians have commented on Watson's zealous commitment to psychology. The commonly held attitude toward his work is encapsulated in one historian's term "naive behaviorism." Watson has been called the proponent of what was to become for a time the foremost system of psychology. There are three reasons for calling him behaviorism's proponent. First, he denied consciousness and introspection as valid concepts in psychology and, instead, argued for the study of behavior and for objective methods of observation. Second, he believed in the relatively strong influence on the individual personality of experience rather than of hereditary. Finally, Watson expressed beliefs in the practical uses of psychological knowledge.

Some historians have undertaken more detailed studies of Watson than those in textbook histories. Several writers have interpreted Watson's zeal as either a reaction to or an altered continuation of his religious background. Others
have traced it to the particularly receptive social milieu of Americans in the 1920s who were caught in a psychology fetish. Still others have examined the apparent acceptance of Watson's plans, specifically his positivism and his calls for the practical application of psychology. Despite these intensive historical studies, one product of Watson's psychology and enthusiasm remains unanalyzed, a utopian vision constructed on behaviorist principles.

Originally titled "The Behaviorist's Utopia", the nineteen page manuscript was published in 1929 as a shorter magazine article with the title, "Should a Child Have More than One Mother?"

Watson's utopia is thoroughly behavioristic. He envisioned a country with "units" of 260 husbands and wives (and a few extras who serve as "spare" husbands and wives). Each husband and wife pair, aided by a "scientifically trained assistant", cares for three children. They never know the identity of their biological children. Offspring rotate among these parent pairs, spending four weeks at each home, and at the age of twenty "his 260th mother and father put him on the head and send him out to earn his living unaided." Because utopian society eschews religion, politics, philosophy, history, and tradition, the citizens seek only "behavioristic happiness," and do so "by experimentation." In a society replete with material conveniences, happiness, physical beauty, and health, the
rearing of children is paramount. In this area, the behaviorist physician "takes charge" and assists the mother during the early years of the children's lives. Education aims at forming "emotional and dispositional habits." At the age of sixteen, children begin vocational and professional training. Segregated by sex, males learn vocations such as medicine, science, and manufacturing while females learn to manage homes, handle men, perfect sex techniques, and rear children. Because social rules are developed through experimenting, and misbehavior is corrected by retraining, the behaviorist's utopia has no need for political structure or "that abstract entity we call the State." 

The utopia certainly reflects Watson's enthusiasm for behaviorism. Of more importance, the hypothetical society incorporates the rudiments of his scientific thought. Watson employed both behavioristic psychology and his concept of social change to describe the utopia. His theories of human behavior account for its maintenance and his ideals of health and happiness measure its success. Finally, the utopia envisages what Watson believed to be a major function of psychology, "to establish laws or principles for the control of human action so that it can aid organized society in its endeavors to prevent failures in such adjustments." A discussion of the relations between the utopia and Watson's scientific and social ideals requires further knowledge of
his psychology, particularly its prescribed methods, subject matter, and purposes.

* A Behaviorist's View of Psychology

While Watson is frequently cited for his criticisms of then-contemporary psychology, particularly introspection and concepts of consciousness, he actually spent little time on critiques. He even commented that a fundamental reason for abandoning introspectionist psychology was the "success" of his alternative psychology. During his first ten years of experimental research, studies performed exclusively with non-humans, Watson became convinced of the success of studying behavior rather than mental concepts. One advantage of behavior as the subject matter of psychology was the possibility of studying it with the methods of experimental science. That is, behavior could be observed in an objective manner and the precision of observations could be increased by controlling conditions in the laboratory. These experimental methods permitted a consensus of observation and guaranteed what Watson termed the "essential contention of the behaviorist", that psychology was a science. Another major advantage of the study of behavior is its "practical value" in controlling and changing human activities. Early in his career, Watson anticipated this practical value by estimating the effects that behaviorism would eventually have on traditional educational practices.
Therefore, accepting behavior as the subject matter of psychology not only permitted use of the methods of the natural sciences -- the methods of a domain to which Watson believed psychology belonged -- but also it offered an expedient means to the desired goal of controlling human activities.

Watson's first systematic statement on behaviorism and its unique advantages appeared in a twenty page Psychological Review article in 1913. Here he proclaimed the failure of psychology to become a natural science and argued that a behavioral perspective provided a means of attaining psychology's scientific status. This article was followed by a series of investigations in two areas, the categorization of behaviors according to their origin and development, and the laws governing acquisition of behaviors. These investigations, along with writings on their implications for the practical control of social behaviors, comprise the major portion of Watson's publications.

The Origins of Behavior

Watson's descriptions of what could be studied using his behavioristic approach suggested a classification of behavior types and a re-classification of traditional subject matter. Watson began this reformulation by assessing the phenomena of "image" and "affection" because he believed that these demonstrated the problem of not being explicit behaviors.
He suggested that such phenomena were cases of "implicit behavior...which manifests itself chiefly in movements of the larynx, but which may go on in (to the eye) imperceptible form, in the fingers, hands, and body as a whole..." Watson admitted that current technical achievements permitted only study of explicit behaviors but announced his "very decided conviction, though, that not many years will pass before implicit behavior will likewise yield to experimental treatment."  

Another step in this classification involved determining the origins or initial instances of explicit behavior. A taxonomy of simple and complex behaviors could have been devised from his early research in comparative psychology, but Watson was not content with such a program. In his aspirations for the field of psychology, he intimated another dimension because

when we are confronted with the practical and scientific needs of life we are ready to admit that after all what we seek to have psychology busy herself with is just this matter of environmental adjustment; what can man do apart from his training; what can he be trained to do, and what are the best methods for training; and finally, how, when the varied systems of instincts and habits have sufficiently developed, can we arrange the conditions for calling out appropriate action on demand?"  

Taken alone, the notions of simple and complex (or implicit or explicit) behaviors could not account for the dimensions of "environmental adjustment". In order to do so, Watson
had to distinguish between those behaviors which were acquired by the organism (habit responses) and those which existed in the organism at birth (instinctive responses).  

After establishing a basic physiological understanding of human actions, Watson attempted to distinguish these acquired and hereditary modes of response and to ascertain their origins. Hereditary responses were found to consist of two types, emotional and instinctive. The former was defined by changes in bodily mechanisms, principally visceral and glandular, and the latter by unlearned responses, principally of the striped muscles. Watson employed a "genetic" method by studying these responses in the newborn child. In due course, he discovered three fundamental emotions — love, rage, and fear — and a number of instinctive reactions related to life-conserving and defensive activities.

**Laws of Behavior Acquisition**

Watson held that most behaviors, although composed of the same reflexes as hereditary responses, are habits:

"Any definite mode of acting, either explicit or implicit in character, not belonging to man's hereditary equipment, must be looked upon as a habit." His 1915 APA presidential address cited the successful explanation of habit given in Becterev's notion of the conditioned motor reflex. At the time, Watson had yet to attempt the conditioning of
human according to this notion. His most noted demonstration of the conditioned motor reflex was his experiment with Albert B. which was reported five years later. In this experiment a stimulus (loud sound) that elicited an unlearned emotional response (fear) was paired with a neutral stimulus (white rat). After several trials of this pairing, Albert displayed fear responses when exposed only to the white rat. 30

Watson used the conditioned reflex notion to explain many other psychological phenomena. He maintained that behaviorism was consistent with Freudian thought because both systems acknowledged the influence of early learned habits and instinctive systems on the functioning of adult reactions. Therefore, symptoms of mental disease were explained as disturbances of adjustment between implicit and explicit habits. 31 Similarly, he evaluated the notion of "wish" and proposed an experimentally derived ethics of behavior. 32 Thought was explained as "unverbalized speech" and consciousness as a "kind of sub-vocal talk" with oneself. 33

These elaborations on behaviorism indicated that the study of human behavior involved the reduction of all complex behavior to simple actions. 34 Watson confidently wrote that his speculations would be confirmed when the appropriate experimental data were amassed. 35 He expressed two additional notions about behavior. He held that nearly all
behaviors were products of learning, and so that the study of inheritance was unnecessary, and that this learning occurred during a critical period, the first two or three years of life, after which time habits were well-established. Neither notion was confirmed by experimental methods. Nevertheless, Watson used them to bolster a major principle of his psychology, the control of human behavior.

Social Control: Training, Untraining, Retraining

Before producing his "principle for the control of human action," and even before issuing his behaviorist decree of 1913, Watson made recommendations about the practical value of experimentation. He subsequently described the goal of research to be the discovery of adjustments to stimuli and stated that "My final reason for this is to learn general and particular methods by which I may control behavior." His "plan" for psychological research would yield knowledge for physicians, educators, jurors, and businessmen.

A precise account of the idea of "control" was given in a 1917 article, "An Attempted Formulation of the Scope of Behavior Psychology." Watson stated that the control of behavior to "aid organized society in its endeavors to prevent failures" was just as much a function of psychology as the formulation of laws for predicting behavior. He claimed that society or, more specifically, leaders in society,
had been employing means of controlling social behavior since the beginning of society. However, such attempts at environmental adjustment relied on "roundabout, hit-and-miss methods" while behavior psychology would generate means for control by scientific methods. These methods would be more successful in establishing social control because scientific psychology was more efficient than methods of trial-and-error or common-sense psychology.

Watson's advocacy of scientific methods of social control had important, and as he seemed to recognize at various times, troublesome limitations. When discussing social control Watson cautiously noted that psychology should refrain from making moral rules or creating social values because "psychology at present has little to do with the setting of social standards of action and nothing to do with moral standards." He maintained that psychology should study how to control behaviors of the individual so that they will be made harmonious with social standards; it was the responsibility of others to establish and implement such standards. On several occasions Watson acknowledged a significant problem associated with these limitations. That is, if society establishes social standards by the same hit-and-miss methods that it devises means of social control, then successful social standards will be developed only after an indeterminable time, if at all.

On several occasions, Watson proposed solutions to
this problem. First, although he asserted the inability of behaviorists to devise moral standards, he sometimes failed to uphold this assertion and talked about "behaviorist morals." On one occasion he even proposed that the scientific knowledge of behaviorists should replace the legal system. Second, when Watson did maintain his conviction that psychology should not pass value judgments, he looked for such judgments in a future "functional" or "experimental" ethics that would establish mores by scientific methods. Related to this view were his suggestions that social scientists, particularly psychologists, could utilize experimental procedures to maximize social improvement. In order to do so, Watson added that psychologists must be given opportunity to conduct the necessary laboratory studies. He similarly suggested that psychologists experiment upon and change large social systems.

The final solution offered to the problem of establishing moral standards, and to the behaviorist's role in such alterations, was the creation of a society according to experimental findings. This solution was essentially an extension of Watson's famous statement, "Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my own specified world to bring them up in and I'll guarantee to take anyone at random and train him to become any type of specialist I
might select..."51 He wrote about the feasibility of his
own specified world" and the contributions for social
betterment which it might yield. He even proposed a social
eperiment, a human laboratory. "Some day we ought to have
great laboratories where squads can be kept at work. Their
food, water, sex and shelter could then be kept under very
definite control..."52 He more frequently mentioned the
idea of an "infant farm" that would be "adequate in all
respects for the study of the behavior problems in the
young because I believe our technique has gone far enough
even now to make it possible to bring up children so ad
ted to life that they would never need to fall into the
hands of the kindly analyst."53 Watson once compared such
an infant farm to marine biology institutions, noting that
the former "would be one of the most profitable research
investments that could be made at the present time."54

These social experiments were never realized, and in
his autobiography, Watson claimed "regret" at not having
established "a group of infant farms" where various races
could be reared under controlled conditions.55 In addition
to his proposals for human laboratories and infant farms,
Watson wrote about another possible development, a utopia.
This utopia describes how a better society could operate
according to behaviorist principles, without the impediments
of social traditions based on trial-and-error.
Behaviorism in the Ideal Society

Watson described Utopia as a dream of the behaviorist; a place where social life would be different. The special life would not revolve around political or religious doctrines but would be guided by the principles of "behavioristic happiness" and the methods of "experimentation." These utopian principles and methods parallel many of those contained in his other scientific and popular writings.

The physical environment of Utopia is not paradisiacal. Watson imagined a country about the size of Texas with separate and large dwellings for each family unit. The conditions for work and leisure are similarly unremarkable because "industry with us in our Utopia goes on much as it does here...They have the same incentive here for doing a skillful job: increased pay, greater notice from the community for good work, and the like. Yet at the same time there is more time taken off for play and athletics than has been the case with any other nation. Wealth is laid up there as here." These aspects of the utopian environment are much like the society in which Watson lived. But Utopia is unique in several respects: the figures of authority, the ideal conditions for child-rearing, and the personality attributes of the Utopian individual.

The social structure in Utopia contains some accepted traditions as well as some innovations. Watson stated that the country would be monogamous or "at any rate, I want to
The monogamous family has three children with husband as wage-earner and wife as housekeeper. The social structure is unique in its absence of the "State," the judicial system, and the clergy. Utopia does have important specialists called "behaviorist physicians" who are medical doctors trained in the methods of behaviorism. The well-paid behaviorist physicians act as both medical and psychological caretakers. "They guard the community on the psychological side just as they guard it on the medical side. There is a preventive psychology in Utopia just as there is a preventive medicine." They are responsible for unconditioning behavior disorders, making decisions concerning euthanasia, and treating insanity. And in Watson's unpublished draft, the physicians are even charged with treating any individual who claimed to be "just an artist, just a poet, just a musician, or a composer, or actor...."

These aspects of the social environment of Utopia are consistent with comments made by Watson in other writings. He frequently noted the breakdown of monogamous relationships and the social problems caused by family disintegration. He suggested replacing professionals of law and the legal system with behaviorists and a system of experimental ethics founded on behaviorism. Furthermore, Watson wrote about the importance of physicians in general and about the assistance which they could receive from the
behavioral psychologist in particular. Social innovations in Utopia are also evident in child-rearing practices and the promotion of certain personality characteristics. In Utopia, the identity of the infant is kept secret, and she or he spends four weeks with each husband-wife pair until adulthood. From birth onward the child inhabits an environment designed for conditioning special attributes. Each child has a separate room and all houses have "a large common playroom well supplied with windows of quartz glass" as well as extensive yards, with tall fences. The aim of early training is to condition independence and absorption in activity. The former attribute is encouraged initially by concealing information about the child's biological parents. Independence also is maintained by such techniques as equipping homes "with a periscope so that the parents can glance now and then at the child without being seen. The child learns to do his stuff without having to have notice." The paucity of toys in Utopia fosters independence and encourages manipulation of the environment. With these arrangements, the child also acquires the ability for absorption in activities.

Schools in Utopia continue the training of independence and absorption. They operate on the premise that "Learning is accomplished by doing, by the youngster finding himself in more and more difficult situations and extricating himself
by trial-and-error behavior."\(^{69}\) In higher education children acquire the social ideals of Utopia through sex-segregated programs. The boys learn skills for successful wage-earning while the girls learn skills for successful home management. To ensure monogamy, the girls receive additional training to refrain from competition with men and to remain sexually attractive.

These child-rearing practices are aimed primarily at developing the utopian citizen, an individual with the desired attributes of absorption and independence. Such attributes are said to contribute to the functioning of society. For instance, Utopia's factories "hum there as here, and men work harder if anything because they are trained to be absorbingly active all during the waking hours."\(^{70}\) With these special attributes, traits such as possessiveness, "invalidism", and "laziness" are practically non-existent.\(^{71}\) In fact, independence and absorption in activities facilitate achievement of the goals of Utopia, health and happiness. Health corresponds to the removal of behavioral disturbances such as invalidism and fear (although Watson also introduced techniques to guarantee a high degree of physical fitness).\(^{72}\) Happiness relates to activity because "Young Utopians are taught that death is the end of an individual's existence, and this is why happiness must be sought for in the things they are doing -- must be sought and found every day; and if they are not finding
it, then something is wrong with their training."

Essentially, happiness is the ability for absorption: "This complete absorption in activity is the keynote of the happiness of our children. It is our definition of behavioristic happiness."

There are numerous similarities between the child-rearing practices of Utopia and Watson's psychological research. His findings that the infant begins with a small repertory of responses and acquires more and complicated ones led him to emphasize the fundamental role of conditioning. He asserted that personality is the sum of conditioned emotional responses that are made from infancy onward. For instance, Watson believed that the inability of an individual to be independent and assertive usually resulted from strong mother attachment in infancy. "Mother fixation" developed when the mother, originally an unconditioned stimulus to the unconditioned emotional response of love, becomes the stimulus for all emotional responses of love. Later "the gut reactions (emotions) have their center of reference in the mother -- manual, verbal and emotional tied together by this one, all exciting stimulus (she is really a complex situation at all times)." These behavioral patterns produce an adult who cannot be independent, manipulate the world, become absorbed in activity, or be happy. Just as Watson had designed a utopian environment that maximized independence in children so his other writings
advocate home conditions where the child has his or her own space and minimal parental attention. The absence of "punishment" as a corrective device in Utopia similarly is promoted in his other writings. In general, the utopian goals of health and happiness represent the objectives of scientific behaviorism which are determined by the absence of behavioral disorders (that prevent conquering the environment), and by independence and absorption in activities.

**Science in Utopia**

Watson held that the means for attaining behavioral objectives were of two types, altering the environment and retraining the individual. He proposed the application of both techniques in his utopia. But the proposals depended on an aspect of his behaviorism in addition to conditioning procedures. That is, they were designed with the assumption that behaviorism could and should be used to bring about social control and healthy individuals. As discussed earlier, Watson's statements about these functions of behavioral psychology were discordant with his occasional comments that scientists refrain from influencing social standards. His resolution of the discrepancy in his Utopia is most evident in the role accorded to science in that society.

In Utopia, the behavioral scientist does not or would not alter the social and moral standards precisely because those standards are identical with his. The morals of
Utopia are of "behavioristic happiness" and the duties of the "behaviorist physician" correspond to these ideals. Elimination of the unit, retaing of the behaviorally maladjusted, and practice of "preventive psychology" by conditioning comprise the scientific techniques for maintaining the desired social controls and personalities. Furthermore, with the elimination of religious, philosophical, political, and historical traditions, the formal rules are identical to accepted social standards. They are both behavioristic.

In other writings, Watson could not impose such consistency upon traditions, practices and ideals, and these works show the problems resulting from his inability to do so. Although at some times he claimed the behaviorist's disinterest in moral convictions, at other times in research reports, he described certain ideals of health and social control. More often Watson chose a less direct manner of discussing moral ideals. As noted earlier, rather than presenting behaviorist ideals with the presupposition that they were correct and that behaviorism had as its basis an improved ethics, Watson wrote about the inadequacies of current social standards and offered behaviorism as a means to develop better ones. Members of society were given this option; the behavioral scientists would act according to their decision.
Social Tragedies and Behaviorist Options

Of all the social maladies he noticed in society, Watson expressed greatest concern with those of male and female relationships, specifically marriage. Criticisms of the state of marriage prefigured the description of Utopia, and marital problems were attributed to the fact that only 20 per cent of wives were capable of "successful sex relationships" which "means that in 80 per cent of the homes today there is restlessness and unhappiness." Watson believed that sexuality was one major problem in contemporary marriages, but that women were creating others. Not only were young single women teasing older married men, but married women were abandoning all efforts to remain attractive. The condition of women was worsened by their failure in careers. Furthermore, the marriage institution was threatened by the removal of biological and economic reinforcements. Concerning man, Watson wrote that "there is no biological reason now for his staying married. Women are not scarce, nor are they located at geographically different points. There are dozens of attractive women always right at hand. There is no longer any economic reason for a man's getting married. He doesn't want a wife to sew and scrub." The plight of modern marriage contributed to problems within the family. Watson claimed that the home had failed as a social institution and "is not geared for twentieth-century service." He and his second wife felt
that current domestic life relied on a "dangerous procedure" for raising children. 88

Criticism about family life centered around its effects on personality development of the child. Current family conditions were found to be responsible for creating individuals who were incapable of successful adult relationships, and he commented frequently on the resultant personality disturbances. According to him, excessive attention, poor training, and promotion of Oedipal complexes in children produced laziness, "invalidism", "nest habits", dependency, and unhappiness in adults. 89 The social crisis in the family was compounded by the increasing practice of unsound psychological treatments. That is, the use of mental tests, psychoanalysis, and other psychological "fakers" would yield no positive results because they were not scientific. 90

In proposing solutions to these problems, Watson emphasized the advantages of the experimental method. He described the similarities between everyday psychology and the newer experimental techniques. The latter were shown to yield greater precision and success because they permitted experimental control and prediction. Watson argued that prediction was impossible in everyday psychology with its trial-and-error methods based on incomplete knowledge of the stimulus and response. 91 He stressed the simplicity of using experimental techniques. 92 The efficacy and simplicity of the experimental method gave support to
Watson's contention that they could be employed by anyone in charge of the activities of an individual, including those of oneself. He demonstrated not simply the experimental method but a behaviorist technique, and wrote that "You can see my goal -- every boy and girl by the age of fourteen to know his own organism and its reactions as in my example the boy knew his clock. I think this would lead the organism to be behavioristically self-correcting -- just as now the body unaided (unless too pronounced an infection sets in) heals its own wounds." Watson argued that this technique of social experimentation would produce "trustworthy formulations" without bias because the behaviorist was "not against anything or for anything until it has been tried out and established like other scientific formulations."

The practice of these experimental methods was possible for everyone. They were the answer to the businessmen's cries for help in controlling behavior and the solution to the problems created by the "unscientific mother." But Watson was not content with these measures and looked forward to the advent of a new type of specialist. On numerous occasions he described the possibility that either psychologists or physicians would become the new "analysts". They would be trained in behaviorism in order to condition, un-condition, and recondition patients as necessary. Watson usually described these specialists, their education process, and the appropriate hospitals, as developments of the future.
He believed that, for the present, "analysis based upon behaviorist principles is here to stay and is a necessary profession in society -- to be placed upon a par with internal medicine and surgery." 98

Just as Watson imagined the "behaviorist physicians" in Utopia, so he contemplated the behaviorist as specialist in contemporary society. In Utopia, there were no problems reconciling social ethics and the practice of behaviorists. Outside Utopia, Watson recognized the need for a behaviorist psychology and its application to social problems, but he also noted the equally valid need for the psychologist to remain free from moral judgments. Yet he did state preferences for certain social standards. Possible clues for his doing so are found in his statements that contemporary individuals were incapable of social control and that social conditions were dreadful enough to "drive a behaviorist to dream of a Utopia where children grow up with reactions fit for present use and not for a Victorian era." 99
CHAPTER VIII

SHARED ENDS, VARIED MEANS, AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The four utopists devised distinct psychological systems. Their variations in scientific approaches closely correspond to those examined in Edna Heidbreder's Seven Psychologies. Hall was a contributor to the new functionalism, McDougall a dynamic psychologist, and Watson a behaviorist. Only Münsterberg, a participant in both structuralist and functionalist enterprises, cannot be fitted neatly into one of Heidbreder's categories.

Study of the four utopias has indicated the appropriateness of making such categorized distinctions since each work incorporates the psychological orientation of the author. But the examinations also gave evidence of areas of agreement. Despite differences in psychological theories, the authors shared a vision. They subscribed to ideals of improvement, suggested these ideals in their psychology as well as in their utopias, and held that these ideals could be realized, or at least approached, with the correct procedures. Each contrasted these visions with the sad reality of current society and the psychological problems that it endured.

The four utopias represent programs for improving society and individuals by applying psychological knowledge to attain social control. The feasibility of these programs
depended upon a recognition of ideals, and development of a psychology consistent with these ideals. It entailed a belief in the priority of scientific knowledge and in a technique for modifying peoples and situations. These utopias and the other writings of the psychologists contain certain moral intentions. Because the previous four chapters were devoted to delineating such intentions, it is possible to compare the intentions of the four psychologists as they were expressed in the ideal, in psychology and its technique, and in the role of science in an improved world. With this perspective, the works can be compared with other utopian writings of the period and with writings of other psychologists.

**Individual and Social Ideals**

Chapter two reviewed the uses of psychological notions to describe the utopian or ideal man: a seeker of sensate experience governed by some social order, a rational being capable of progressive evolution in intellect, biology, or sociability, or a creature capable of psychological emancipation. In utopian writing these psychological notions refer to ideal capabilities rather than to actual abilities. Therefore, utopias have often included measures for the improvement of man to ensure that the actual can approach the ideal. If one assumes that some of man's imperfect qualities are permanent, as did Hobbes, then the utopian
formulation frequently specifies control of the less than ideal traits.

Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson all presented ideals of human advancement both in their utopias and in other writings. They proposed that these ideals could be obtained, usually by gradual progressive change. For Hall and Münsterberg, progress was stimulated initially by special forces -- by evolution and metaphysical development -- but it still required human intervention in the form of planning and control. For McDougall and Watson, the progress toward the ideal depended solely on human decision-making, that is, on a resolution to establish social control with techniques from existent scientific knowledge.

The psychologists specified both individual and social ideals. Although they differed in the emphases placed on various qualities, their ideals for the individual include five general attributes: superior intelligence and morals, dedicated service to society, self-control, physical excellence, and happiness. The quality of service to society was cited and detailed by all. Only Watson elaborated on what was implied by human happiness. The ideal of physical health and strength was listed by Watson, McDougall and Hall, and the latter two also called for superior intellectual and moral character. Self-control was explicitly stated only by Watson and Münsterberg although all four implied such control in describing the dedication of the
individual to societal above individual ends.

The ideal social conditions fall into four general categories: education facilities for developing the individual, a specific organization of the family, social harmony and unity, and efficiency. The four psychologists shared ideals about the primacy of educational and training facilities. These ideals parallel their conceptions of ideal individual attributes. For instance, McDougall's description of educational institutions emphasizes the development of intellectual and moral qualities, while Watson's stresses self-control and happiness through absorption in activities. Another social ideal which concerned all four writers was the organization of the family. Hall, McDougall and Münsterberg lauded the nuclear family and the traditional role of the mother, but Watson, while emphatically claiming the virtues of monogamy and traditional female roles, rejected the conception of a family unit where children spend their entire youth under the supervision of two adults.

The psychologists also voiced ideals of social harmony and unity. Survival and progress of society depended not merely on organization but on a sense of community and shared goals. The words unity, community, and harmony are common in their works but their descriptions of these concepts varied. Hall and Münsterberg perceived unity and harmony as resulting from a common recognition of either
the folksoul or absolute values. McDougall discussed unity as a symbiotic arrangement serving the common goals of world improvement. Watson saw harmony as the result of shared feelings of behavioristic happiness, and of the elimination of selfish desires. Only Münsterberg described the ideal of efficiency in detail. He claimed that it was a necessary trait for successful social unity.

The social and individual ideals of the psychologists were matched by criticisms of actual society. They all commented on the current psychological problems of individualism, selfishness, decaying morals, neuroticism, and lack of self-control. They similarly denounced the current status of the family as well as what was perceived as inadequate social mores. Hall focused his attack on education and the family, McDougall on the family, unsuccessful social reforms, and racial degeneration, Watson on marriage and sexual mores, and Münsterberg on moral weakness, poor education, and inadequate social reform.

With a common belief that there existed ideals of individual and social life which contrasted with current conditions but which could be realized, the four psychologists constructed their utopias. Despite their disappointments with society, these writers expressed confidence about the possibility of a better world. Beyond their preferences and criticisms, they perceived the means of betterment not through individual enlightenment but through
the correct techniques of social control. They also believed that the techniques were already available in established psychological science.

**Techniques of Psychology and the Role of Science**

The use of psychological knowledge to enhance the feasibility of utopian schemes was discussed in chapters two and three. As psychology gained sophistication and recognition, its concepts came to be used with increasing frequency, both as literary devices and as tools for constructing these hypothetical societies. For example, psychological ideas of the Enlightenment supported notions of transforming man through education, and the psychological concepts of "genius" permitted French utopists to explain the implementation of superior systems. As literary devices, such psychological ideas as hypnosis, drug states, and psychosurgery make utopian stories more entertaining if not more believable.

The four utopias discussed in the preceding chapters use models for implementing social change and control that are based on the science of psychology. Not surprisingly, the models of these explicit utopias are included within the psychological conceptions of the authors. Indeed, the fictional utopian models are consistent with non-fictional proposals for research or social reform made by the same authors. A summary of the psychological models in the
utopias will facilitate a comparison of the four techniques for implementing social control as well as of the roles of science.

Hall's scientific thinking was thoroughly entrenched in the theory of evolution. He developed a genetic psychology that stressed development, change, and progress. The life of children was paramount, for it held the key not merely to individual growth but to racial progress. His psychology was shaped by two other ideas: the notions of the "Mansoul" that represented spiritual community, and the role of humans in contributing to evolution, particularly through the acquisition and application of knowledge. Regarding the latter idea, Hall became convinced that psychology was the most important form of knowledge. The rise of Atlantis illustrated his evolutionary conceptions in the gradual progression through the application of knowledge to a highly evolved culture. The uncontested status of psychology and its applications, especially pedagogy, contributed to further advancement of social unity, harmony, altruism, and moral and physical health.

The psychology of McDougall also was influenced by evolutionary ideas. His interest in evolution was guided by a belief that human action was purposive, toward some improved end, and that this purposiveness had correlates in underlying hereditary processes. In other words, McDougall rejected a mechanistic conception of evolution in favor of
a teleological or goal-oriented one. Since he held that science, including psychology, was ultimately a purposive activity aimed at promoting human welfare, the application of psychological knowledge to practical life was imperative. Eugenia was a practical application since it demonstrated how implementing knowledge about human evolution would maximize intellectual and moral improvement. Instituting regulations for reproduction and education eliminated need for other control measures, such as a complex government structure.

An adequate evaluation of Münsterberg's psychology requires consideration of both its "causal" and "purposive" forms. While he accepted materialism and positivism in experimental (causal) psychology, he acknowledged meaningfulness and absolute truth in subjective (purposive) psychology. However, absolute truth in the form of values and ideals inevitably dictated the progress of causal psychology and its applications to real life because those endeavors themselves served certain purposes. This conception of psychology is apparent in Münsterberg's sketch of future society. Tomorrow elucidates Münsterberg's idealism which entails acceptance by mankind of absolute ideals and moral obligations. These ideals of progress, morality, unity and harmony correspond with ideals found in his other writings. But the future world also would have an important place for experimental psychology because scientific
expertise would serve vocational guidance and education, public affairs, and international organization. However, although psychological knowledge would expedite these improvements, Münsterberg relied on his purposive psychology with its historical approach to explain the gradual implementation of worldwide idealism and peace.

Watson's psychological system was based on a commitment to making psychology a natural science and the consequent necessity to adopt experimental methods. Behavior was seen as the one phenomenon that could be investigated with these methods of objective observation and control. To Watson, the strategy for a behavioral psychology included the categorization of behaviors and the establishment of laws governing their acquisition. But Watson identified yet another role for psychology in the control of human activities. His "behaviorist's utopia" described the use of psychology for social control. Society had no need for doctrines, politics, or justice measures, but would function according to behaviorism. As the guide for social control, the behaviorist physicians would apply behavior techniques to cultivate independence, happiness, and involvement in activities. They would introduce these techniques through institutions such as schools, hospitals, and the home.

The four utopias contain similar moral intentions. While these aims were not omitted from the scientific works of the authors, they received fullest expression in the utopias.
The attributes of the ideal individual were integrated into the functioning of a harmonious, unified, and efficient society. Psychology was engaged to provide techniques of social control that would fit the individual to society.

From the psychological beliefs of each writer were derived techniques for implementing social control and realizing desired social and individual ideals. With the exception of Münsterberg, the psychologists considered governmental structure only in so far as it was related to the means for dispensing psychological expertise. Control of social and individual events was left neither to the individual nor to disinterested politicians. It was the duty of those skilled in psychological science. While their common emphasis on psychological knowledge is not surprising, it is noteworthy that it corresponds to an equally special place that psychology occupied in the non-utopian writings of the individuals. Psychology was accorded "precedence" over all other sciences, with status as the "queen of the sciences", and priority in future scientific research ventures.

Ideals and Psychology in Other Utopias

The moral intentions and the conceptions of psychology shared by the four psychologists exhibit similarities to other utopias discussed in the second and third chapters of this study. The four psychologists described ideals of the
individuals that were largely dictated by and in the service of a particular social order. With the interest of realizing a utopia, they proposed measures for the social control of individuals. In these ways the four utopias fit observations of literary historians that early twentieth-century American utopias were more or less committed to the idea of a secure and ordered society where the right social order would resolve problems by transforming individuals.

The psychologists utilized psychological theories to show the possible construction and operation of their utopias. For instance, Watson suggested use of behavioral techniques to maximize efficient labor, absence of crime, and the happiness of individuals. In general, these uses of psychology correspond to those of other utopias of the time: they reflect the reliance firmly established by the end of the nineteenth century of creative writers, on scientific ideas, both to render realistic their storytelling and to confront a permanent aspect of the modern world.

The four psychologists also accorded a special role to psychological science in their utopias. Many other utopias of the early twentieth century were less dedicated to the promise of science, and some even expressed fears that the triumph of science would bring chaos or destruction. Nevertheless, as noted in the second chapter, other writers -- especially scientists -- designed utopias that gave science
an elevated status and an important role in the ideal world. The four psychologists created similar roles for psychology in their utopias.

There is, however, a subtle discrepancy between the use of psychology in the four utopias and the historical development of those uses as described in the second chapter. In their reliance on psychology as a means to solve what were perceived as psychological problems, these utopias conform to Manuel's conception of "eupsyschias". However, in their prescriptions for social order and control these four utopias more closely resemble utopias of the preceding three decades. The discrepancy is explicable once it is recognized that Manuel's survey excluded many utopias written between 1900 and 1930. In doing so, he neglected those works which drew upon the life sciences, but still accepted the conviction that transformations of society, rather than of the individual directly, would suffice. Utopias written during that period which used science for such ends incorporated political science, engineering, sociology, and in the case of the four utopias under examination, psychology.

The comparisons made in this chapter suggest that, despite varied psychological theories, the four experimental psychologists shared several moral intentions. It also is apparent that these intentions as well as the specific uses of psychology were not discordant with contemporary trends in utopian literature between 1900 and 1930. On a more
general level, these findings offer some clues to the functions of utopian speculation. Like Ellis, Galton and Tarde, the four psychologists freely criticized social conditions and presented psychology as a means for improvement. Unlike the earlier writers, the four psychologists were not obscure or neglected thinkers and their psychology was not in need of additional publicity.

The common intentions of the four psychologists point to other possible functions of utopian writing. In addition to social criticism, their utopias contained prescriptions for changing society and for the place of psychology in this change. These prescriptions correspond to several previously cited functions of utopian writing by scientists, to advocate social reform and to designate the relation between society and science.

**Intentions Shared with Other Psychologists**

The utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson contain ideals of a preferred world. They reveal aspirations to apply psychological knowledge for attainment of these ideals. The four psychologists' other writings promote these ideals of society and the individual, either by describing better conditions, or by outlining programs for realizing these conditions.

Although Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg and Watson were alone in their exploitation of the utopian genre, they were not the only psychologists to express such intentions for
psychology and for American society. As shown in chapter one, other psychologists gave objectives for social improvement and discussed plans to use psychological knowledge to achieve those ends. Like the four utopists, many of these other psychologists wrote psychological articles for popular magazines, and they held academic positions as scientific psychologists. Some, like Watson, left academe and took employment which required application of their psychological skills.

The commonalities between the four utopias and the other psychologists discussed in this study are of three sorts. First, there was a general feeling that Americans of that generation were behaving in objectionable ways. For instance, Allport and Dunlap were concerned about problems in the family and with sex relationships. Other psychologists, applied and experimental, were dismayed by what they saw as deplorable intelligence levels, improper education, and lack of self-control. Second, there was a shared interest in improving society in certain ways. Just as Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson described a better social order, an increased sense of community, and properly self-controlled individuals, so other psychologists discussed similar goals. They wrote about well-adjusted people and an efficient society, and about the advantages of a unified and democratic order. Third, there was a common belief that psychologists could and should assist
social advancement by developing and applying psychological knowledge. For instance, many psychologists believed that mental testing was an appetizing sample of psychology's future part in improving society when tests were used in education, vocational guidance, immigration procedures, and industry. Men like Cattell and Jastrow emphasized the social responsibility of psychologists to assist social advancement, and in their writings, they encouraged fellow psychologists to heed this responsibility.

In summary, when considered in terms of the work of other American psychologists, the utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson appear as reasonable plans for their time. The utopias functioned as vehicles to express social criticism, descriptions of a better social order, and the roles that psychology could take in promoting that order. Other psychologists used less explicit formats to express similar ideas. Although it is evident that many psychologists communicated these ideas in professional writings, and in articles and books intended for lay audiences, it is still not known why four psychologists chose to write utopian fiction. As mentioned in the introduction to this study, biographical factors cannot account for the decision to use the traditional utopian genre. That is, the four utopists did not indicate why they turned specifically to utopian fiction over other means for presenting their ideas. Nor did they differ in either age or professional status from the other psychologists who shared similar ideas. It
is reasonable that, in a period when use of the utopian genre was still common, and when many people were planning the construction of a superior society, four psychologists would write utopias.

CONCLUSION

Utopias are not simply literary excursions into ideal realms; they represent contemporary values and everyday hopes. In utopias, authors make explicit their moral intentions. The utopias written by psychologists reveal how they viewed the social world in which they lived, how they dreamed of changing it, and how they would engage scientific expertise to do so. The utopias of Ellis, Galton, and Tarde illustrate their critical attitudes toward society and the value preferences which guided their psychological prescriptions for social improvement. The utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson yield similar information. In addition, the latter four utopias show some previously undetected affinities among the psychologists’ other work.

Before discussing these conclusions, the relation of the four works to utopian thought in general deserves comment. The utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson have never been discussed in studies of utopian literature. Indeed, of all the psychologists’ utopias considered in this work, only those of Tarde and Galton have been mentioned in such studies. Yet the utopias of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson illustrate some interesting dimensions of American utopian literature. They
demonstrate that the utopian spirit did not disappear after 1900 nor even after World War I. Most studies of American utopias focus on the period between 1885 and 1900, when the publication rate of utopias was amazingly high. Few studies examine utopias written between 1900 and the twenties. As a consequence, there has been no thorough examination of the relations of utopian literature to such events as World War I and those of the postwar reconstruction period. The four psychologists' utopias show the influence of these events. Social upheaval associated with the war did not destroy visions of improvement but, if anything, sharpened them. Ideals of social reform, particularly the anticipation of scientific contributions to societal advancement, were clearly endorsed by Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson.

The study of the four utopias also helps fill a gap in historical accounts. It provides a bridge between those earlier turn-of-the-century utopias that advocate a secure and ordered society and the post-1940 utopias that call for man's psychological emancipation. Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson desired a united, harmonious, and ordered society, and yet they still prescribed certain modifications to the psychology of individuals. They used not the vague psychological notions employed by earlier utopists but concepts developed within their science such as were used by some of the later utopists. These findings
suggest a need to revise general histories of utopias and, in particular, that of Manuel, which neglects some periods of utopian writing.

The investigation has revealed that the four psychologists had serious concerns that were not of a strictly scientific nature but involved social criticisms, ideals for social improvement, and suggestions for the use of psychology in the improvement. These concerns were made apparent from analysis of the utopias. But further examination disclosed that the four psychologists displayed the same concerns in their theoretical and experimental writings. On comparing these findings about the four psychologists with the writings of other psychologists, it was learned that what initially seemed like four unconventional speculations actually had something in common with the concerns of numerous psychologists of the period. Although there is no published evidence that other psychologists wrote utopian fiction, many of them shared the four utopists' criticisms, ideals, and plans for applying their science.

These concerns I have called moral intentions. That is, they exemplify some psychologists' intentions to engage scientific knowledge for the improvement of human conditions. In describing a better or perfect state, the utopias express their authors' moral preferences for what "should" or "ought to" prevail. Other psychologists also
expressed hopes for well-adjusted individuals, a democratic order, a meritocracy where a man would be fitted to his job and rewarded for his contributions, and a society where experts could apply their skills to attain these conditions. Further investigation is needed to determine the extent to which these hopes were shared by the generation of American psychologists, as well as the means by which they attempted to implement them, if they did at all.

Perhaps the most notable aspect of these shared intentions (and one deserving additional study) is that they appear to have transcended the boundaries of the schools and systems which have been assumed to have divided psychologists of that generation. The four utopists, and the other psychologists discussed in this investigation, have been assigned by historians to one of a number of "schools" of psychological thought: dynamic, behaviorist, functional, structural, and associationist. As a consequence, many historical reviews accentuate differences among these psychologists at the cost of obscuring important similarities. Of course, these psychologists chose different systems within which to explore the nature of man, but conventional histories have not mentioned that they did so with some similar intentions to improve humanity in specific ways.

The similarities among the ideas of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson warrant general review. The most
apparent of these similarities is that the four psychologists presented a moral system both in their utopias and in other writings. In these works, community interests took precedence over those of individuals. Even suggestions of some form of capitalism were tempered by notions of community-shared wealth and services. Furthermore, the family was valued as was a division of duties by sex. The origins of these shared moral ideas pose an intriguing question, one worthy of closer examination. For instance, it seems peculiar that the four were adamant about survival of certain sex role traditions although they were occasionally prepared to discuss more modern views of sexuality and of the intellect of women.

The four psychologists saw the advent of an improved morality in a particular society, one guided by scientific knowledge. While none of them rejected democracy, they stipulated a political order where popular democracy was eschewed in favor of an elitist system. In such an order, individual rights were maintained but the regulation of these rights was less the prerogative of the average citizen and more the duty of an elite expert class. Just as the four utopias are narrated by scientists of human nature, so an improved society would be guided by comparable experts.

These proposals for an improved morality and a particular social order were consistent with two fundamental
assumptions: that human nature could be made more perfect and that scientific knowledge offered a means of human improvement. Like many other psychologists, they were greatly influenced by evolutionary theory and the doctrine often derived from it that stipulates the upward progress of human nature. However, the four differed on the means for making such improvements. Some measures of selective breeding are advocated in the utopias of Hall, McDougall, and Watson. These eugenics measures imply the reproduction of the physically, mentally, and morally fit. The utopian genre gave the psychologists an excellent opportunity to suggest ways in which bettering environmental conditions would bring about human improvement. Here again their proposals have an evolutionary basis regardless of whether they used the notion of behavioral adjustment to the environment, as did Watson, or the idea of historical development of culture, as did Münsterberg.

In the psychological utopias, the possibility of human improvement depended on the acquisition and use of scientific knowledge. This view is consistent with the four psychologists' epistemologies, in which science, and especially psychological science, was accorded prominence, if not priority. In the case of Münsterberg, and to a lesser extent that of Hall, scientific psychology was not considered the apex of human knowledge and yet it was integral to the ultimate form of knowledge. Despite the individual
peculiarities in their theories of knowledge, the four psychologists believed that improvement would result from applying scientific knowledge to the conduct of human affairs. However, they were aware that biases could develop when the interests of application prevailed over the pursuit of knowledge and, accordingly, they proposed methods for eliminating such distortions.

Although it was not a major objective of this study, it is interesting to speculate on some implications of postulating human perfectibility and the relevance of psychological science to the perfecting process. Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson were not cognizant of any undesirable political or social implications of their work. Nor did they acknowledge the relation of their ideals and values to concurrent societal conditions. Only men who had not yet glimpsed the possibility of racial extermination could write utopias containing eugenics proposals such as did three of these four. As to the fourth, Münsterberg, it is intriguing to note that, a generation before the Nazis, he saw German culture as the model for emulation in a utopia. Even the four psychologists' environmentalist proposals for social control, to be implemented by expert social scientists, would not be entirely palatable a generation or so later. This point was demonstrated by the reactions to one other utopia written by a psychologist, B.F. Skinner's Walden Two. In other words,
the intention of using science to attain a particular form of betterment was not subjected to the sort of critical assessment that it would receive twenty years later. The implications of misusing scientific knowledge to guide societal change, and of prescribing what ends are, in fact, better did not circumscribe these psychologists' formulation of a utopia.

Since the writing of the utopias, certain well-known events have heightened attention to the political and social implications of extrapolating from scientific knowledge to the functioning of the social world. But the passage of time has done more than to yield obvious and some tragic examples of presuming human improvement by reliance on science. It has made it easier for the contemporary student of science to identify the values associated with these assumptions. The psychological ideas as well as the ideal worlds of Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson contain values that were not discordant with then-contemporary normative values of American society nor with those of other social scientists. Their prescriptions for a unified social order, commitment to community aims, preservation of the family, and function of the scientific expert in society were, for the most part, accepted American ideals. Even their suggestions for modifying democracy, from a system of relatively uncontrolled change, were shared by others. Therefore, the assumptions of human improvement guided by,
scientific developments, at that time probably would not
have been seen as seriously questionable because they were
coupled with values that not only upheld the idea of human
improvement but that were consistent with contemporary
social beliefs.

Over the last four centuries, science has come to
play a significant part in the fabrication of ideal worlds.
And just as utopian speculation has relied on science, so
scientists have embraced the utopian concept in formulating
ideals of man, society, and science itself. Hall, McDougall,
Münsterberg, and Watson found the utopian genre appropriate
for contemplating the possibilities of their science. Their
ideals were consistent with the growing hopes, if not the
belief, in psychology as a science and as a means for per-
fecting man. In developing their psychology, these four
expressed their intentions to construct an important
science and contribute to human betterment.

With an ascription to contemporary social ideals and a
confidence in the potential of their science, the four
psychologists contemplated utopian societies in ways similar
to other scientists. As we have seen, numerous scientists
have formulated utopias, or "dreams of reason" to use René
Dubos's term, that postulate how the products of science can
be engaged to realize social ideals. The integration of
science and social ideals in utopian formulations illumi-
nates a general question posed at the onset of this study,
that of the possible functions of utopian thinking among scientists. Beyond a critique of current society, the utopian format enables a writer to demonstrate the utility of his theories and discipline. Utopian speculation also permits a writer to explore the fundamental relation between science and society, a relation of both theoretical and practical significance. This study did not purport to answer the specific and biographical question of why the four psychologists, and apparently no others, used the utopian genre. However, it has shown how the genre was appropriate to members of a promising science and of a society looking toward social reconstruction. Indeed, other psychologists of the same period described the possibility of employing psychological knowledge to realize an ideal social order.

As a historical investigation, this study has made some advances in the assessment of intentions -- and their foundations in human values -- as they appear in psychological theories as well as in other works by psychologists. Additional analyses are required to ascertain the origins of these values and the motivations which impelled psychologists such as Hall, McDougall, Münsterberg, and Watson to incorporate them in their fictions and their science. Also deserving further investigation are the ways in which psychologists have dealt with these value-laden intentions as their science placed increasing emphasis on attaining objectivity, analysis, and facts over advocacy, reform, and values.
In conclusion, a significant lesson of this research bears repeating. Conventional histories of psychology are, in a way, utopic. Concerned to further an ideal of a quantitative experimental science, they tell only of those events and men supporting that ideal. As such, conventional histories have omitted treatment of important aspects of the discipline's past, among them the intentions shared by many psychologists to contribute to reconstructing American society and to improving individuals. This study has attempted to examine some of these omissions by assessing and comparing four previously neglected works, and by placing them within the social and scientific context in which they were written.

Further correction of the biases of conventional histories of psychology requires the historian's attention not only to the experimental reports and theoretical essays which are typically surveyed, but also to other writings, both professional and popular, in which psychologists have addressed social concerns. It demands a broader perspective on the discipline, one that treats psychology as an experimental science that is also a social institution influenced by and, in turn, influencing the society in which it functions. Only when the personal and social dimensions which play a part in the development of psychological ideas are included in the histories of psychology, will the histories become meaningful to those engaged in creating new psychological models, and in designing new worlds.
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18. Morton White, Social Thought in America: The Revolt Against Formalism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957), p. 181. For discussions of the discontent and exodus of some intellectuals and artists see note 16 above.

19. A number of historians have pointed to the distorted accounts of the twenties. Christopher Lasch has maintained that the image of that decade as one of "disillusionment" has resulted from a preoccupation with the writings of "tired radicals" such as Allen, Fitzgerald, and Hemingway. He has also discussed how, for many American liberal intellectuals, disillusionment became more than a reaction, it became a social philosophy in itself. See The New Radicalism in America, 1889-1963 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965), pp. 251-255. Others have interpreted disillusionment as originating not strictly in the particular cultural events of the post-war years but in the Puritan heritage. See May, Discontent of Intellectuals; Kammen, People of Paradox.


21. For discussion of progressive politicians in the twenties see Leuchtenburg, Perils of Prosperity, ch. 7; Hofstadter, Age of Reform, ch. 7.

22. Haber, Efficiency and Uplift, p. 117. Hofstadter has noted how progressive enthusiasms about unity, nationalism and public involvement contributed to the war effort. Age of Reform, p. 275.
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43. Ibid., pp. 373-374.


46. See note 19.
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50. See Haber, Efficiency and Uplift; Segal, "Technological Utopianism."


52. Historians have differed on the extent to which they believe ideas of social control by expert leaders existed in prewar reform programs. For instance, Otis L. Graham, Jr. wrote that "A basic progressive belief was in the possibility of a conscious re-ordering and subsequent control of society and its direction, a re-ordering accomplished by a public awakened by ideas, a control guided by trained intelligence and backed by right values." An Encore for Reform, The Old Progressive and the New Deal (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 11. In a study of selected reformers working primarily before 1917, Daniel Levine reported that they all subscribed to a belief that human beings should control social life. However, Levine found that the individuals differed on their estimation of human capacity, which led several of them to propose the rule of experts or elites. Varieties of Reform Thought (Madison: The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1964), pp. 109-117. The pre- and post-war commitments of Taylorites, those involved in scientific management, to the idea of control by a scientifically trained elite are reviewed in Samuel Haber, "The War Machine," in Reform, Crisis, and Confusion, ed. Wilson. For a popular statement on expert leadership in democracy see Mary P. Follett, The New State (New York: Longmans Green, 1918). For other accounts of postwar ideas about expert leadership and scientists see Tobey, Ideology of National Science, pp. 177, 198; Kaplan, Social Engineers as Saviors; Burnham, "New Psychology."


54. Kaplan, "Social Engineers as Saviors."
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57. In a 1929 review of sociology's progress, Jessie Bernard cited numerous surveys that indicated that sociology was becoming increasingly involved with issues of social reconstruction. "The History and Prospects of Sociology in the United States," in *Trends in American Sociology*, eds. G.A. Lundberg, R. Bain, and N. Anderson (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1929), pp. 1-71. F.H. Giddings was one sociologist who developed concepts of social control and leadership of an elite after the war. His ideas about control were influenced by behaviorist psychology, particularly the work of Watson. See Birnbaum, "Behaviorism: Watson," pp. 96-102. Stow Persons has described how notions of control and scientific expertise affected the study of public opinion: "Prior to the war...attention focused upon the role of public opinion in the social process. The issues debated were matters of value -- the uses and abuses of public opinion. On the question of opinion formation, the interest of students centered upon the relationship to desirable social goals. After the war, however, there was a sense in which interest in public opinion as traditionally conceived ceased to exist. Students were now concerned primarily with the way in which the opinions of individuals were formed, with the techniques for recording these opinions, and with the making of statistical computations of them. The great philosophic questions that had preoccupied the previous generation now seemed to be settled; the sovereignty of public opinion was taken for granted, and it remained only to learn how to manipulate it. The central questions were now: What do individuals think about specified subjects, and how did they come to think that way? How can they be made to think the way we want them to think?" *American Minds*, p. 374.

58. Other writers varied on the degree to which they believed the individual was rational, responsible, or capable of self-control. See note 51.

59. *Tantalus, or the Future of Man* (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1924), p. 64. A large number of writers, scientists among them, contemplated the fruition of psychological knowledge as a significant benefit for society in the future. Expectations for psychology's

Segal, "Technological Utopianism"; Rhodes, Utopia in American Political Theory.

Examples of these biases can be found in most textbook histories. Therefore, the titles cited below are not exceptional cases but rather represent a small sample. E. G. Boring, A History of Experimental Psychology 2nd ed. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1950); Gardner Murphy, Historical Introduction to Modern Psychology, revised ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1949); Michael Wertheimer, A Brief History of Psychology (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970); and Duane Schultz, A History of Modern Psychology, 2nd ed. (New York:
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Academic Press, 1975). Occasionally other events — social influences, practical applications — are cited in reference to this period. However, these citations are usually brief and generally restricted to epilogues.


64. Samuel W. Fernberger, "Statistical Analysis of the Members and Associates of the American Psychological Association, Inc. in 1928," Psychological Review, 35 (1928), pp. 447-465; "The Scientific Interests and Scientific Publications of the Members of the American Psychological Association," Psychological Bulletin 45 (1938), pp. 261-281; J.S. Bruner and G.W. Allport, "Fifty Years of Change in American Psychology," Psychological Bulletin 37(1940), pp. 757-776; G.W. Allport, "The Psychologist's Frame of Reference," Psychological Bulletin 37(1940), pp. 1-28. However, both Allport's and Fernberger's 1938 articles indicate that there were great interests in applied areas. Allport maintained that his data indicating a decline in "social betterment" and "applied psychology" interests was due in part to the sample of journals he used. Another survey showed a decline in experimental psychology and an increase in applied after 1912. See James McKeen Cattell,


70. Sokal, "Cattell and American Psychology," p. 22. Also see note 66.

71. These activities included the election of applied psychologists to the presidency, establishment of a special clinical section in 1919 and committees to deal with questions of certification, and reports of applied research in annual meetings. See Camfield, "Psychologists at War," pp. 285-286. The increased interest in research in applied problems is evidenced in the shifting
patterns of the topics at the annual symposia of the APA. These are listed below (the symposia were dis-
continued in 1924). From Samuel Fernberger, "The
American Psychological Association: A Historical Sur-
66.

Symposia

1898. Relations of Will to Belief -- Ladd, Hibben,
Caldwell, and Armstrong.
1899. How Should Psychology Be Taught? -- Fullerton,
Jastrow, Aikins, and Judd.
1905. The Affiliation of Psychology with Philosophy
and with the Natural Sciences -- Münsterberg,
Hall, Thilly, J.R. Angell, Taylor, and Ostwald.
1907. Relations of Ethics to Philosophy and Psycholo-
ogy -- Judd, Lindley, and Stratton.
1910. Philosophical and Psychological Usages of the
Terms Mind, Consciousness, and Soul -- J.R.
Angell, Bode, Tawney, and Lindley.
1911. Instinct and Intelligence -- Marshall, Herrick,
Yerkes, and Judd.
1911. Psychology and Medical Education -- Franz, A.
Meyer, Southard, and Watson.
1913. The Standpoint of Psychology -- Creighton, P.M.
Urban, Dewey, and Münsterberg.
1915. The Relations of Psychology to Science, Philoso-
phy and Pedagogy in the Academic Curriculum --
Dodge, M.F. Meyer, Gardiner, Ogden, Judd,
Haggerty, B.T. Baldwin, and Rucknich.
1916. Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Program -- Hall, Cattell,
Jastrow, and Dewey.
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1923. Contributions of Freudianism to Psychology --
L.L. Thurstone, Leuba, Lashley, and Jastrow.
1924. The Psychological Basis of Conservatism and
Radicalism -- Catlin, Moore, and F.H. Allport.
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1912). Thorndike was convinced also of the social benefits of testing; see "Educational Diagnosis," Science, 1913, 37, 142. For detailed historical treatment of Thorndike's work see Geraldine Jonich, The Sane Positivist: A Biography of Edward Lee Thorndike (Middleton, Wisconsin University Press, 1968). On Pearson, see Bernard Semmel, Imperialism and Social Reform (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960); E.S. Pearson, Karl Pearson: An Appreciation of Some Aspects of His Life and Work (Cambridge: University Press, 1938). To Thorndike, it was a responsibility of science to direct man's control of his own future: "Ethics and religion must teach man to want the welfare of the future as well as the relief of the cripple before his eyes; and science must teach man to control his own future nature as well as the animals, plants, and physical forces amongst which he will have to live." "Eugenics," p. 138.
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68. Ibid., p. 391. Albert Weiss also saw a "biosocial" behaviorism as necessary since it "leads to more effective methods in the control of individual and social behavior." See "The Biosocial Standpoint in Psychology," in Psychologies of 1930, ed. Murchison, p. 346.


71. James McKeen Cattell, "The Contribution of Science to the Welfare of the Nation; Science, The Declaration, Democracy," Scientific Monthly 24(1927), p. 205. Bracketed information added. Elsewhere Cattell noted: "Psychology, not less than other sciences, perhaps more than any one of them, is concerned with problems of human welfare. The nation, the family, schools, churches, courts, prisons, armies, navies -- these are all institutions which aim by emotional and rule of thumb methods to alter individuals and to control their behavior. When we have knowledge and understanding concerning institutions and individuals and learn how to apply knowledge and understanding for their betterment, it will be the product of a science of psychology," "Psychology in America," p. 471. Also see Lewis M. Terman, "The Psychological Determinist, or Democracy and the I.Q.," Journal of Educational Research 6(1922) pp. 57-62. It must be remembered that these views are not restricted to psychologists. They were shared by politicians such as Herbert Hoover, natural scientists, and social scientists involved in the founding of institutes such as the Social Science Research Council. See Lyons, Uneasy Partnership, pp. 17-49; Tobey, Ideology of National Science, pp. 167-185.

72. James McKeen Cattell, "Practical Psychology," Science 53(1921), p. 35. Cattell did not seem to doubt that control was possible, but felt that its successes would rest with placing the individual in the right environment. This was the "business" of psychology: "But we can place them in situations where they will behave as nearly as their constitutions permit in the way that we
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want. By changing the surroundings we control behavior most effectively. This is what our industrial civilization has done, but it has advanced without special reference to the kind of mental life and behavior that will follow. What we need is a science that will coordinate all efforts to control conduct with the effects of all changes in the environment. This is the primary business of psychology; it requires the cooperation of all the sciences and of all the professions." "The Usefulness of Psychology," Science, 72(1930), p. 287. Cattell was noting that while social control has been primarily informal, it is the responsibility of psychology and psychologists to develop scientific control which can both replace uncoordinated informal methods and correspond with the aims of society. Others were to agree. Charles Hubbard Judd, The Psychology of Social Institutions (New York: Macmillan, 1926). See Lewis M. Terman, "Objective of Social Control and Motivation in a Planned Society," Chairman's report of a Discussion Group: Social Science Research Conference of Pacific Coast, San Francisco, June 13-15, 1934, Proceedings of the 4th Annual Conference, pp. 48-51; "The Control of Propaganda as a Psychological Problem," Scientific Monthly 14(1922), pp. 234-252. Here again, the notions of "social control" were not voiced only by psychologists. The need for such control was the conclusion of the president's committee on social trends organized in 1929. See Recent Social Trends; Lyons, Uneasy Partnership, pp. 47-49.
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99. For others see Quandt, Small Town to Great Community; Wilson, Quest of Community.


NOTES TO CHAPTER II

1. The quest for a universal definition of utopia can lead one down many roads. Among the complications encountered is a pun stemming from the English pronunciation: utopia derives from the Greek word meaning "no place" but in English is pronounced the same as eutopia meaning "good place". This semantic ambiguity has arisen in most attempts to define utopia. Writers tend to view utopia or utopian literature as describing the ideal, good, or improved society, and as transcending the existing social reality. For some this ambiguity in definition is seen as an inherent paradox in utopian thought because utopia refers to the ideal yet also designates the unreasonable. For discussion on the definition and composition of utopias see Darko Suvin, "Defining the Literary Genre of Utopia: Some Historical Semantics, Some Genealogy, A Proposal and a Plea," Studies in the Literary Imagination vol. 6(1973), pp. 121-145; Roger L. Emerson, "Utopia," Dictionary of the History of Ideas, vol. 4, pp. 458-465; George Kateb, "Utopias and Utopianism," The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 16, pp. 267-271; W. Warren Wagar, "Utopian Studies and Utopian Thought, Definitions and Horizons," Extrapolation 19(1977), pp. 4-12; Lyman Tower Sargent, "Utopia: The Problem of Definition," Extrapolation 16(1975), pp. 137-148; "Opportunities for Research on Utopian Literature to 1900," Extrapolation 19(1977) pp. 16-26; M.I. Finley, "Utopianism Ancient and Modern," in The Critical Spirit: Essays in Honor of Herbert Marcuse (Boston: Beacon Press, 1967).

2. A good example of such historical sensitivity is evident in Kenneth Roemer's procedure for selecting utopias for a study of late nineteenth century utopian thought. Because Roemer observed that utopian authors of that period who used fictional formats frequently claimed that their use of fiction was a mere trapping, he decided to include nonfictional utopias in his study of that period. The Obsolete Necessity: American Utopian Writings, 1888-1900 (Kent: Kent State University Press, 1976), p. 8.

3. This definition is similar to that of Darko Suvin. "Defining the Genre." It also resembles the definition given by a social scientist, David Miesman, who defines utopia as "a belief, not in existing reality, but in a potential reality; it must not violate what we know of nature, including human nature, though it may extrapolate our present technology and must transcend our present social organization." Individualism Reconsidered (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1954), p. 72.
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4. Utopian scholars often distinguish between the various structures of utopias by assessing their positions on two dimensions: time and space. Utopias exist either in the present or some removed period (past or future) and are located either here or some location (earthly or nonearthly). At least one writer has noted historical changes in the positions on which utopias stand on these dimensions. Rhodes argues that utopias have evolved through three stages: "upward" utopias or those in a future time, another space (such as heavenly cities), "outward" utopias or those set in the present but in another location (such as utopias in the Pacific islands), and "inward" utopias set in the here and now (such as plans for the transformation of existing society). Rhodes associates the transitions from one stage to another to the decline in religious thought, the exploration of the new world, and industrialization and modern politics respectively. Harold V. Rhodes, Utopia in American Political Theory (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1967).

5. The absence of systematic or intensive inquiry into the image or psychology of man inherent in utopian writing is ironical in light of the observation that most contemporary criticisms of utopian thought focus on the treatment and conceptualization of the individual. Examples of such criticisms permeate a collection of essays on utopia by contemporary scholars. See George Kateb, ed. Utopia (New York: Atherton, 1971).
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10. Numerous writers mentioned the use of psychological concepts, such as those of Freud or Skinner, but gave no indication as to the source or magnitude of influence. For instance, see Chad Walsh, From Utopia to Nightmare (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1962). Manuel did refer to the works of Marcuse, Brown, and Fromm, primarily in connection with their own utopian ideas. "Toward a Psychological History," pp. 314-319.

11. This threefold taxonomy omits one combination of utopian and psychological thought, the use of psychological theory to analyze the utopia or author. One example of this approach can be found in Robert Plank's application of Rorschach techniques to understand the geographical shapes of the islands of utopia. "The Geography of Utopia: Psychological Factors Shaping the 'Ideal' Location," Extrapolations 6(1965), pp. 39-49.

13. Manuel was sensitive to problems of periodization and intended the device "to be illustrative rather than definitive." "Toward a Psychological History," p. 295. Most studies of utopias commence with More's treatise; a few include Plato's Republic. Since the present study, like that of Manuel's, concerns the influence of the emergence of a science in its modern form, it is sufficient to adopt the common starting point. For histories of earlier utopias see John Ferguson, Utopias of the Classical World (London: Thames and Hudson, 1975); Marie Louise Berneri, Journey Through Utopia (London: Routledge & Kegal Paul, 1950).


17. Manuel contrasted More's Utopia with the later utopists belief in man's ability to transform the world: "By contrast, the seventeenth century figures, imbued with a completely different spirit, were virtually all men of action who believed passionately that their plans, however fantastic they may be to us, could and would be crowned with success here and now, or at least within a foreseeable future... Utopia, having left the realm of fiction, became a manifesto." "Pansophia," p. 92. Likewise, Eurlich called these seventeenth century men "publicists" and "reformers" for "With remarkable energy and optimism, the new utopists worked hard for the adoption of their plans. The basis of their enthusiasm, the source of their great energy, was the new learning. With scientific knowledge man was to build the road to progress and the better world." Science in Utopia, p. 145. For further discussion about departure from traditional authority in these utopias see Eurlich, pp. 147-200; Passmore, Perfectibility of Man, p. 169. For the traditional ideas in More's Utopia and their later...
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19. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. E. Rhys (New York: Dutton, 1931/1651); Berneri, Journey Through Utopia, pp. 143-44; Hugh Kearney, Science and Change, 1500-1700 (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), pp. 184-186. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, not every student of utopias will agree to the inclusion of such authors as Hobbes or Locke in a review of utopias since some see these works strictly as political statements and, therefore, not utopian. For example, see Kateb, "Utopias and Utopianism," p. 268.
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26. Among the historical treatments of the emergence of sociology and psychology are George H. Mead, Movements of Thought in the Nineteenth Century, ed. Merritt H. Moore (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936); Merz, History of European Thought, vol. 4; Maurice Mandelbaum, History, Man, and Reason, A Study in Nineteenth Century Thought (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1971).


28. Manuel, "Toward a Psychological History," p. 303. Manuel noted how the dynamism of nineteenth century utopian thought combined with the use of "scientific" theories, promoted the presentation of utopias as a "system". It was with such a systems model that Saint-Simon discussed "administration" and "planning" of the ideal society with the aid of science and technology. pp. 303-309.

29. For a comparison of the utopias of Owen and Fourier, see Berneri, Journey Through Utopia, pp. 210-216.

31. Richard Gerber, Utopian Fantasy, A Study in Utopian Fiction Since the End of the Nineteenth Century (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1955). The rise of science fiction also has been identified with these trends and, at this point in time, the distinction between utopias and science fiction can become blurred. Isaac Asimov differentiates the two genres by defining "science fiction" as "that branch of literature which is concerned with the impact of scientific advance upon human beings" and the genre of "social fiction," to which utopias belong, as "that branch of literature which moralizes about a current society through dealing with a fictitious society." "Social Science Fiction," in Science Fiction: The Future, ed. Dick Allen (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971), pp. 263-264. However, others have not admitted to such obvious demarcations between the genres. Sam Moscovitz defined "science fiction" as "a branch of fantasy identifiable by the fact that it eases the 'willing suspension of disbelief' on the part of its readers by utilizing an atmosphere of scientific credibility for its imaginative speculations in physical science, space, time, social science, and philosophy." He noted that "Many of the so-called utopias, while basically intended to present 'unpopular', political, sociological, or philosophical views, are technically works of science fiction." Explorers of the Infinite: Shapes of Science Fiction (Cleveland: World Publishers, 1963), pp. 11-12. Like its appearance in utopias, the use of psychology in science fiction has escaped attention by science fiction scholars. Other fields of inquiry have received scrutiny; for instance, see Leonard Isaacs, Darwin to Double Helix, The Biological Theme in Science Fiction (London: Butterworth, 1977); J.W. Milstead, M.H. Greenberg, J.D. Olander, & P. Warrick, eds., Sociology Through Science Fiction (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1974). Other general histories of science fiction include Robert M. Philmus, Into the Unknown: The Evolution of Science Fiction from Francis Godwin to H.G. Wells (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970); Brian W. Aldiss, Billion Year Spree, The History of Science Fiction (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1973).
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34. Walsh, *Utopia to Nightmare*; Gerber, *Utopian Fantasy*.
Scholars have differed in the explanations of the proliferation of distopias in the twentieth century. While Emerson located the transition after 1930, Roemer identified it with the rise of totalitarianism (Stalinism and Nazism) and Parrington with the disillusionment following the Great War. See Roemer, *Obsolete Necessity*, pp. 7-8; Vernon L. Parrington, Jr. *American Dreams, A Study of American Utopias* (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964), pp. 192-194.


36. Whether European or native in derivation, Americans entertained several utopian predispositions, among which were feelings that America was a potential utopia, newer conceptions of progress, and admiration of individual enterprise and practical application of ideas. Maren Lockwood, "The Experimental Utopia in America," *Daedalus* 94(1965), pp. 401-418; Segal, "Technological Utopianism." Some historians claim a unique American origin of these ideas. Segal has argued cogently that while the influences did not surface in all utopian writings, they appeared in a more diffuse and what appeared to be an "intuitive" manner in American thought. pp. 14-19.
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40. Several historians have discussed the similarities between these utopias and conventional religious sermons or pulpitsermons and the American tradition of using fiction for didactic purposes. See Virgil L. Lokke, "The American Utopian Anti-Novel," in Frontiers of American Culture, Ray B. Browne, et.al. (Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University Studies, 1968), pp. 123-153; Forbes, "Literary Quest for Utopia," pp. 179-189; Roemer, Obsolete Necessity, pp. 88-89. Thus, the utopias represent a continuation of moral writing: "The publishers of the late nineteenth century gave their readers a good deal of 'moral pap' as Louisa May Alcott described her own work," Parrington, American Dreams, p. 181.


42. Parrington surveyed 47 utopias published between 1883 and 1900 and found that 27 proposed a "modified capitalistic state," 5 a "totalitarian state," and 4 a "communistic state" (although he stated that 3 of these were satiric). American Dreams, pp. 177-178. Labels must be used cautiously, especially when discussing political philosophy, since certain terms were undesirable to the authors and their audiences. For instance, Roemer noted that "Very rarely did they use
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'socialism!'; instead they preferred more American-
sounding names such as 'Nationalism or co-operative
individualism.' Obsolete Necessity, p. 77.

43. Parrington, American Dreams; Segal, "Technological
Utopianism," chap. 4; Roemer, Obsolete Necessity, ch. 9;
Stupple, "Utopian Humanism." Norman found that
"American utopias are significant of the forward drive
of the people, not of the isolated individual, toward
improved social conditions. The history of this
literature is virtually a 'novel without a hero,' to
291. Roemer noted that when a "hero" appears, he "was
perceived as a temporary means of solving a specific
crisis," p. 64.

44. Roemer, Obsolete Necessity, ch. 4.

45. Parrington, American Dreams, p. 152.

46. Michael Kammen, People of Paradox: 'An Inquiry Concerning
the Origins of American Civilization' (New York: Knopf,
1972), p. 116. Polak presents a different interpretation
of solution to the individual versus society problem: he
describes the adoption of idealism which permitted some
authors to embrace the idea of spiritual evolution toward
perfection, an evolution which incorporates stages of
See also Roemer, Obsolete Necessity, pp. 82-83.

47. Skinner quoted in Manuel, "Toward a Psychological His-
tory," p. 310. Skinner's claim is shared by many. How-
ever, all do not share his judgement about what
psychology is needed. Note the argument of a student of
Marcuse: "Social and political engineering have been
given over to practical imagination. Utopia, must there-
fore take the next transcending step. After elimination of
the burden of wants and struggle and war there would still
remain the burdens of fear and guilt, of domination." R.
Finley, "Utopianism Ancient and Modern," p. 28. One study
that does include the period 1900 to 1930 is an anthology.
See Glenn Negley and J. Max Patrick, The Question for

48. In his account of dystopias, Walsh remarked "about one
past element of modern thought which on the whole has
doused utopia with cold water: This is psychology." 
Utopia to Nightmare, p. 124. Walsh was talking about
Freudianism although he mentions behaviorism as a similar
example. See also Manuel, "Toward a Psychological
History," pp. 310-311.
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52. For a critique of the psychology of modern utopias see George Kateb, "Utopia and the Good Life," Daedalus 94(1965), pp. 454-473; Joseph W. Krutch, The Measure of Man (London: Alvin Redman, 1956). For utopists' reactions to modern warfare and politics see Gerberg, Utopian Fantasy, pp. 72-77; Parrington, American Dreams, pp. 219-229; Walsh, Utopia to Nightmare.

53. This is one half of the provocative comment that "Science cannot carry on without Utopia, nor Utopias without science." Francis and Barbara Golffing, "Towards more Vivid Utopias," in Utopia, ed. Kateb, p. 33. The reasons for the necessity of science in utopian thinking are numerous: it is an irreversible part of modern man's existence, it underlies one method of thinking about most aspects of reality, and it offers irreplaceable means for the design of the unknown.

54. Gerber, Utopian Fantasy, p. 46.

55. Eurich, Science in Utopia, p. 201. Also see pp. 200-230.

56. Dubos, Dreams of Reason, p. 57.
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69. See Hudson, Crystal Age; Winwood Reade, Martyrdom of Man (1872), cited in Gerber, Utopian Fantasy, p. 11.

70. Bulwer-Lytton, Coming Race.


72. Bulwer-Lytton, Coming Race, pp. 94-104.
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82. Gerber, Utopian Fantasy, pp. 50-51.

83. Ibid., p. 51.

84. Segal, "Technological Utopianism," pp. 44-47.

85. For these contrasting images of science and the scientists see Gerber, Utopian Fantasy; Hoerner, Obsolete Necessity; Armytage, Yesterday's Tomorrow; Robert M. Phlms, Into the Unknown: The Evolution of Science Fiction from Francis Godwin to H.G. Wells (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970).

86. Wells, Modern Utopia, Island of Dr. Moreau.

87. Oscar Handlin, "Ambivalence in the Popular Response to Science," in Sociology of Science, pp. 269-291. While Handlin described the popular conceptions of scientists, Stephen Toulmin elucidated the possible ambivalence among scientists themselves. Toulmin suggested that scientists have operated with two images, one of the dedicated, purely intellectual seeker of truth as seen in Newton and the other of the practical, socially-oriented scientist in the form of Bacon's man of science. The latter is the role sold to the populace
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52. Münsterberg, "The Choice of a Vocation," in American Problems, p. 43. Through advocacy of social agencies and the use of experts, Münsterberg gave society certain responsibilities. These suggestions resulted from his belief that "In the complexity of modern life, with its gigantic technical achievements, the whole can never come to its own without a powerful organization. This belief in the efficiency of organization in the interest of modern Germany. It has transformed the commercial life, it has molded the social movements, and it has finally begun to change the attitude of the individuals toward society." "The Germany of To-day," North American Review 195(1912), p. 200; Psychotherapy, pp. 8, 62, 395. Münsterberg presented numerous criticisms of individualist and utilitarian philosophies which value individual or group pleasure based on material conditions rather than a higher pleasure in striving for absolute ideals. See Vocation and Learning; "Happiness is More".

53. Münsterberg, "Standing of Scholarship," p. 65. Münsterberg often repeated that "The positivistic period of natural science has ebbed for ten or fifteen years; an idealistic one is rising." "Emerson Hall," Harvard Psychological Studies 2(1905), p. 21. His statements were sometimes accompanied by a historical summary of idealism's ascendency and general forecasts of its future. Also see The Americans; "College and the Household"; "Germany of Today".
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61. See, for instance, American Traits From the Point of View of a German (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1901); "Germans at School," Popular Science Monthly 79(1911), pp. 602-611.
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.62. Münsterberg stressed the obligation to the group over individual desires. This position was consistent with his criticism of utilitarian thought as well as his beliefs in absolute knowledge and the ideals of social unity. This obligation even held for the psychologist: "The economic experimental psychology offers no more inspiring idea that this adjustment of work and psyche by which mental dissatisfaction in the work, mental depression and discouragement, may be replaced in our social community by overflowing joy and perfect inner harmony." Psychology and Industrial Efficiency, p. 308. (For the place of obligation in ascertaining mental health see note 60).

.63. For extended discussions of values see Eternal Values; Vocation and Learning; Idealism and Science.
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76. Münsterberg, The Americans; Germany To-day.


78. These measures are discussed in "Psychology and Social Order," Hale, pp. 185-220.


80. In discussing the psychology of the healthy individual Münsterberg wrote that "Freedom of our real life means that we must know ourselves in the midst of our life work as guided by aims and obligations and that in this purposive existence of ourselves we do not feel ourselves as determined by causes." In other words, "The only real test of health is the serviceableness to the needs of life." Psychotherapy, pp. 51, 76. According to Münsterberg, such obligations and service require control of the will. He described the imaginary nervous diseases sweeping over the country and recommended that "we need more training in self-discipline, in continuous effort, in voluntary attention, and in thoroughness; "...The improvement must come from within. The fault is in ourselves, in our prejudices, in our training, in our habits, and in our fanciful fear of nervousness." "Fear of Nerves," p. 21. For example, Münsterberg's insistence of self-control was the basis for his rejection of prohibition: "Prohibition removes every temptation. Hence it has no educative influence whatever. To learn to be moderate involves the development of will power which is beneficial in every walk of life. Only cowards who have no trust in their own will prefer to be removed from every temptation." "Prohibition and Temperance," in American Problems, p. 99.
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8. John B. Watson, "Should a Child Have More than One Mother?" Liberty, July 29, 1929, pp. 31-35. Watson entered the article in his bibliography in The Psychological Register (1932), as "Utopia." The draft of the article, with editorial corrections, has the title "A Behaviorist's Utopia." Cedric A. Larson presented me with this draft-manuscript.


10. Ibid., p. 32.

11. Ibid., p. 33.

12. Ibid., p. 35.


14. Probably his most extensive critique is contained in his 1913 article. See "Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It," Psychological Review 20(1913), pp. 158-177.


16. According to Watson the "essential contention of the behaviorist" was as follows: "the world of the physicist, the biologist, and the psychologist is the same, a world consisting of objects -- their interests center around different objects, to be sure, but the method of observation of these objects is not essentially different in the three branches of science." "Image and Affection in Behavior," Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods 10(1913), p. 427.


19: Watson, "Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It."
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20. Ibid. In this paper he also amended his argument about studying animal behavior. In earlier articles he took what can be called a "continuity" position stating that studying behavior of infra-humans will provide knowledge of human behavior since the differences between species' behavior are of degree and not of kind. However, in 1913 he described the investigation of animal behavior as valuable "in and for themselves, without reference to the behavior of man." P. 177.


22. Ibid., p. 428.


25. Watson, Psychology from the Standpoint.

26. Ibid., pp. 225, 263.


28. Ibid., p. 301.

29. Watson, "Place of Conditioned-Reflex."
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34. For instance, see John B. Watson, "What the Nursery Has to Say About Instincts," in Psychologies of 1925, ed. Carl Murchison (Worcester: Clark University Press; 1928).


37. In an article on their Albert experiment, Watson and Watson reported that "We believe that by the end of the second year the pattern of the future individual is already laid down." "Studies in Infant Psychology," p. 404. Also see, Watson, Ways of Behaviorism, p. 101; Psychological Care of Infant and Child (New York: W.W. Norton, 1928), pp. 8, 45; "What About Your Child?" Cosmopolitan 85(1928), pp. 77, 108, 110, 112.


40. Watson, "Attempted Formulation of the Scope."

41. Ibid., p. 329.

42. Ibid., p. 330.
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43. Ibid., p. 329.

44. This refrain from taking on the responsibilities of implementation was mentioned by Watson on several occasions. For instance, he wrote that "It is not the behaviorist's business to say what is good for society. Society must make up its mind what it wants its members to be and do; then it's up to the behaviorist to find the methods and technique that will bring up the child in the way it should grow." Ways of Behaviorism, pp. 60-1. This position was also stated in "Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It"; "Attempted Formulation of the Scope"; Behaviorism; "Practical and Theoretical Problems," p. 54-55.

45. At times his attitude toward this problem was extremely pessimistic. On the current methods of social change he wrote the following: "In trying to arrange these situations, society often works as blindly and as haphazardly as does the infra-human animal. Indeed if one were to characterize social experimentation in general during the past 2000 years one would have to call it precipitous, infantile, unplanned, and say that when planned it is always in the interest of some nation, political group, sect or individual, rather than under the guidance of social scientists -- assuming their existence." Behaviorism, p. 44. See also Behaviorism, p. 182; Ways of Behaviorism, p. 63. These critical conditions were sometimes viewed as corrigible if behaviorism was employed. He wrote that "The behaviorist believes that only systematic, long-sustained, genetic studies upon the human species begun in infancy and continued until past adolescence, will ever give us this experimental control over human conduct so badly needed both for general social control and growth and for individual happiness." Psychology from the Standpoint, p. 8.

46. At the conclusion of Psychological Care of the Infant and Child Watson stated that "There is no ideal system of civilization." pp. 184-185. This was consistent with his other statements on the necessity for psychologists to refrain from issues of morals, values or ideals (see note 44). However, at other times he advocated behaviorist goals and "morals." See, for instance, "The Weakness of Women," Nation 125(1927), pp. 9-10.

47. Watson, "Recent Experiments," p. 74.
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49. His statement to this effect includes clarification of his multiple uses of the term "control": "The behaviorist believes that only systematic, long-sustained, genetic studies upon the human species begun in infancy and continued past adolescence, will ever give us this experimental control over human conduct so badly needed both for general social control and growth and for individual happiness." Psychology from the Standpoint, p. 8.

50. Watson, Behaviorism, p. 44; Psychology from the Standpoint, pp. 5-6.


52. Watson, Behaviorism, p. 214. He also introduced the idea of a "great reconditioning laboratory" for adults in Ways of Behaviorism, p. 138. See also "It's Your Own Fault," Collier's pp. 29,34.

53. Watson, "Unconscious of the Behaviorist," pp. 104-105; in one article, Watson described just how such an experimental nursery would operate. Here he made it clear that such an experiment was not an end in itself: "With the enormous data and with the improved methods which we should get from this experimental nursery, we would be in a position to shape the establishment of infant laboratories in every important educational institution in the country and certainly in the public school systems of our large cities. See "Practical and Theoretical Problems," pp. 77-81.
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59. Ibid., pp. 35, 33, 34.
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60. Ibid., p. 34.

61. Watson, "A Behaviorist's Utopia," p. 10. An editorial comment attached to this page may have been heeded because this reference to artists was absent from the published article. Thus, the editorial comment deserves repeating: "Aren't the poets, artists and writers prime forces in re-conditioning people, doing on a large scale what your consultory psychologist does on a small scale? Men like Wells and Shaw have re-conditioned a large part of the world in its attitude to many subjects. They are mass-psychologists."


63. See Watson, Behaviorism, pp. 182, 303-304; "Recent Experiments," p. 74.

64. Watson often commented on the importance of the medical practitioner, suggested that someday the behaviorist might be on equal footing, and once used "Johns Hopkins Hospital" as an example of a wishful Freudian slip which he could possibly make. For the example of the wishful slip see John B. Watson, "The Psychology of Wish Fulfillment," Scientific Monthly 3(1916), p. 482. For other discussions about physicians see Behaviorism, pp. 297, 301; Attempted Formulation of the Scope, pp. 550-551; Ways of Behaviorism, p. 108.

65. Birth information was recorded in hospitals "so that parenthood can be established if later research problems demand it." Watson, "Should a Child," p. 33.

66. Ibid., p. 32.

67. Ibid., p. 34.

68. Ibid., pp. 34-35.

69. Ibid., p. 35. In the unpublished draft contained a fairly extreme statement about involvement in activity which was omitted from the published form: "They were absorbed in their activity. They literally were what they were doing. Automobiles passed in the street, people went to and fro -- nothing was seen or heard by them." "A Behaviorist's Utopia," p. 16.
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71. Ibid., p. 33. Watson defined "invalidism" here as "a device by which a lazy, whining, complaining child or adult can control the behavior of others with profit to himself."

72. These techniques included originating the utopia with good stocks of healthy individuals and practicing euthanasia when an unfit infant was born or insanity developed.


74. Ibid., p. 35.


77. For descriptions of the child and adult troubled by mother fixation see Watson, Psychological Care, pp. 69-81; Behaviorism, pp. 294-295.


80. For instance, in the conclusion to Behaviorism, Watson suggested the goals of behaviorism: "Behaviorism ought to be a science that prepares men and women for understanding the principles of their own behavior. It ought to make men and women eager to rearrange their own lives, and especially eager to prepare themselves to bring up their own children in a healthy way. I wish I could picture for you what a rich and wonderful individual we should make of every health child if only we could let it shape itself properly and then provide for it a universe in which it could exercise that organization -- a universe unshackled by legendary folklore of happenings thousands of years ago: unhampered by disgraceful political history; free of foolish customs and conventions which have no significance in themselves, yet which hem the individual in like taut steel bands." p. 303. See also, Watson, Psychological
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Care, pp. 9-10, d50; "Weakness of Women," pp. 9-10; Psychology as the Standpoint, pp. 8,411.

81. Watson, Psychology as the Standpoint, p. 259.

82. For instance, see Watson, "Weakness of Women," pp. 9-10; Behaviorism, pp. 303-304; Ways of Behaviorism, pp. 112-113.


84. Watson contrasted the married women's concern for personal grooming with that of married men: "Their wives look ten years older than they do, ten times tireder, ten times more lifeless, ten times fatter. Watch the theatre exits some night -- see the handsome well-set-up men, then look at their wives -- fat, waddling, fatuous. Go down into the working centers. The men are browned, sinewy, hard, lean; the women fat and wabbly," "Men Won't Marry," p. 71.


89. For instance see Watson, Psychological Care; Behaviorism, pp. 292-295; Psychology from the Standpoint, pp. 260-262, 445-450.
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